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Abstract
Background: Children and adolescents living under the supervision of child protective services have complex mental health
care needs. The scarcity and uneven distribution of specialized mental health teams in Chile may limit the provision and quality
of care for this vulnerable population. Telepsychiatry can address such health inequities.
Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of a telepsychiatry consultation program for primary health
care (PHC) treatment of children and adolescents living under the supervision of child protective services.
Methods: We developed a telepsychiatry consultation program for two rural PHC clinics located in central Chile (Valparaíso
Region) and evaluated its implementation using a mixed methods study design. The program consisted of videoconferencing
mental health consultation sessions scheduled twice per month (each 90 minutes long), over a 6-month period, delivered by child
and adolescent psychiatrists based in Santiago, Chile. We described the number of mental health consultation sessions, participant
characteristics, perceived usefulness and acceptability, and experiences with the telepsychiatry consultation program.
Results: During the 6-month study period, 15 videoconferencing mental health consultation sessions were held. The telepsychiatry
consultation program assisted PHC clinicians in assigning the most adequate diagnoses and making treatment decisions on
pharmacotherapy and/or psychotherapy of 11 minors with complex care needs. The intervention was perceived to be useful by
PHC clinicians for improving the resolution capacity in the treatments of this patient population. Limitations such as connectivity
issues were resolved in most sessions.
Conclusions: The telepsychiatry consultation program was feasible and potentially useful to support PHC clinicians in the
management of institutionalized children and adolescents with complex psychosocial care needs living in a poorly resourced
setting. A larger scale trial should assess clinical outcomes in the patient population. Regulations and resources for this service
model are needed to facilitate sustainability and large-scale implementation.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e25836) doi:10.2196/25836
KEYWORDS
telemedicine; psychiatry; primary health care; child protective services
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Introduction
About half of the children and adolescents living under the
supervision of child protective services (CPS) in high-income
countries have mental disorders [1]. In Chile—a Latin American
developing country—69% of the population living under CPS
has mental disorders and complex psychosocial care needs, but
the availability and uneven distribution of specialized mental
health care (SMHC) in Chile limit the provision and quality of
mental health care for this vulnerable population [2-4]. This
prompted the implementation of an intersectoral mental health
care plan aimed to improve the collaboration between CPS,
primary health care (PHC), and SMHC [5].
Telepsychiatry, that is, videoconferencing to deliver mental
health care, might address the shortage of SMHC by facilitating
remote and timely access to quality care for underserved
populations (eg, rural populations) [6-8]. Technology-based
solutions increase the access to care, are acceptable by culturally
diverse populations, and provide mental health outcomes
comparable to in-person care [8,9]. These characteristics have
also contributed to the role of telepsychiatry in emergency
response to the current COVID-19 pandemic [10,11]. In Chile
[12] and other countries [13-15], child and adolescent
telepsychiatry services have shown promising results for the
treatment of mental disorders in PHC. These initiatives have
received positive feedback from health care providers serving
CPS populations and reported increased use of outpatient
resources for children with complex mental health care needs
[16,17]. Since PHC professionals usually lack training in the
treatment of complex mental health problems of CPS
populations, and CPS populations lack funds for traveling to
receive SMHC far from their residencies, telepsychiatry
solutions are promising to improve access and quality of care.
To our knowledge, no previous study has examined the
collaboration between SMHC and PHC to specifically treat CPS
populations. The objective of this study was to evaluate the
feasibility of a telepsychiatry consultation program (TCP) for
the PHC treatment of children and adolescents living under the
supervision of CPS.

Methods
Study Participants and Procedures
A feasibility study combining descriptive quantitative and
qualitative methods was conducted in two rural PHC clinics
located in the Valparaíso Region of Chile. PHC clinics were
conveniently selected as local health services, and staff were
open to engage with this pilot project. Four psychologists and
one physician working in PHC clinics were recruited. These
clinicians treated children and adolescents living under the
supervision of CPS as part of their usual case load. We provided
the technical infrastructure, security, and protocols needed to
connect the rural PHC clinicians with the SMHC team
comprising 3 child and adolescent psychiatrists who were
working at the Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health of
Hospital Clínico Universidad de Chile, Faculty of Medicine of
Universidad de Chile, and Department of Psychiatry of Hospital
El Pino, Santiago. The following measures were taken to
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e25836
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implement the intervention: (1) securing institutional
permissions to move and install technological equipment, (2)
installing computers and teleconferencing devices in the
intervention sites, (3) ensuring that the PHC clinicians and the
SMHC teams had compatible schedules, (4) training the PHC
clinicians and the SMHC teams in the technical aspects of the
interventions, and (5) running connectivity tests between the
study sites to pilot the intervention. This study was approved
by the institutional review board at Hospital Clínico Universidad
de Chile. PHC clinicians provided written informed consent
and participated voluntarily at any time. Patients (ie, children
and adolescents living under the supervision of CPS) were not
directly involved in the feasibility testing due to complicated
consent procedures required for their participation.

Intervention
The TCP used a computer-based teleconferencing service that
met communication and security standards for voice over
transmission control protocol/IP. Videoconferencing mental
health consultation (MHC) sessions were held between PHC
clinicians and the SMHC team through a secure web-based
treatment platform, that is, closed network, personalized access
passwords, and disabled recording function, by using the desktop
video-conferencing program Vidyo (Vidyo, Inc).
Videoconferencing MHC sessions were scheduled twice per
month over a 6-month period, reserving time slots of 90 minutes
each. Electronic health records (EHRs) were implemented to
share patient information (eg, medical records, tests, and
professional reports) between PHC clinicians and the SMHC
team. EHRs were updated after each videoconferencing MHC
session. Neither in-person visits nor emergency treatments were
included in the study, as PHC clinicians referred such cases to
local SMHC consultants. The TCP was not provided to other
populations.
The TCP followed the protocol of the Chilean Ministry of Health
for MHC [18], providing diagnostic assistance, management
recommendations for treatment-resistant cases, and SMHC
referral assessment. A protocol of the Chilean Ministry of Health
defines MHC as the joint and interactive activity between SMHC
and PHC teams, occurring at least once per month, to facilitate
the shared continuity of care [18]. The MHC should include
supervision, support and training regarding clinical cases, and
clinical and administrative coordination to guarantee care
continuity [18]. Before the implementation of videoconferencing
MHC sessions, in-person MHC was considered as the
established clinical routine.

Measurements and Analysis
The number of videoconferencing MHC sessions held during
the 6-month study period was registered and compared to
in-person standard MHC sessions that were provided by local
SMHC consultants in the 6 months prior to TCP implementation.
The following data were collected for each videoconferencing
MHC session: (1) number and types of health care providers
participating, duration (in minutes) of the session, and network
connection technology used; (2) clinician-rated usefulness and
acceptability (assessed using six closed Likert-type items, two
questions with three answer choices, and an open-ended box
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e25836 | p.4
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for comments); and (3) clinical patient information and actions
taken or agreed for patient management (retrieved through
inspection of the shared EHRs). The aforementioned information
was analyzed using descriptive statistics.
After the 6-month study period, an open-ended, email
questionnaire was used to explore the experiences of PHC
clinicians and SMHC teams with the TCP (ie, satisfaction,
facilitators and barriers, and recommendations). Following a
grounded theory approach [19], two researchers independently
coded the data using open coding. Consensus was reached
through discussion and the involvement of a third researcher to
ensure intersubjective consensus.

Results
Half of the MHC sessions planned (4/8, 50%) were held in the
6 months prior to the implementation of TCP. In contrast, 15
of the 24 (63%) videoconferencing MHC sessions planned were
held during the 6-month study period. Nine videoconferencing
MHC sessions were cancelled due to a strike of the health care
workers, incompatible schedules, and low clinical demand.

Mundt et al
On average, videoconferencing MHC sessions were conducted
every 3.7 weeks, lasted 66 minutes (range 30-100 minutes),
covered 1.1 cases, and involved the participation of 2.1 PHC
clinicians. The SMHC team mostly used wireless connections
in about 73% (11/15) of the sessions, whereas the PHC clinicians
used wired connections in 73% (11/15) of the sessions. On two
occasions, participants communicated over telephone due to
important and unresolved internet connectivity problems.
Connectivity issues caused shortening and/or interruption of 12
videoconferencing MHC sessions.
Most cases of minors included in the TCP were girls who lived
under CPS (ie, not with their relatives) due to parental neglect
(Table 1). The most frequent diagnostic hypothesis was mixed
behavioral and emotional disorder, reported in 5 of the 11 (45%)
participants. Furthermore, psychiatric comorbidity was reported
in 7 (64%) patients (ie, case load of the participating PHC
professionals). The SMHC team mostly made recommendations
about pharmacological schemes (n=8, 73%), psychotherapies
(n=4, 36%), and psychopathological assessments (n=4, 36%).

Table 1. Characteristics of 11 children and adolescents living under the supervision of child protective services in rural Chile who were treated in a
telepsychiatry consultation program.
Variable

Participants

Sex (female), n (%)

9 (82)

Age in years, mean (SD)

14.1 (3.1)

Living situation, n (%)
Residency without family member

5 (45)

Residency with family member

3 (27)

Family (nuclear or extended)

3 (27)

Reason for living under child protective servicesa, n (%)

a

Abandonment

1 (6)

Sexual abuse

2 (12)

Maltreatment

2 (12)

Parental neglect

7 (41)

Sexual exploitation

2 (12)

Rape

1 (6)

Family violence

3 (18)

May include more than one reason per case.

Data collected during each videoconferencing MHC session
showed that these were clinically useful to PHC clinicians (Table
2); its duration was deemed adequate in 92% of occasions; and
that, after each session, interest in participating in an additional
session did not decrease. Qualitative data analysis (Table 3)
revealed that PHC clinicians and the SMHC team perceived the
TCP as useful and that it helped to improve the quality of mental
health care for minors living under the supervision of CPS. PHC
clinicians expressed the need to maintain the TCP over time
and stated that the intervention met their expectations regarding
the methodology used and guidance on pharmacological

https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e25836
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treatments. The SMHC team emphasized that the TCP allowed
them to train PHC clinicians in general aspects of mental health
care, and to increase the resolution capacity of PHC clinicians.
Key facilitators of the implementation were positive attitudes
of the authorities of PHC, clinicians, and the SMHC team toward
TCP. Incomplete patient information in EHRs was one of the
main barriers to implementation, followed by technological and
logistic difficulties. Recommendations made for future TCP
implementations included the availability of a support technician
and more guidance on psychotherapy.
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Table 2. Perceived usefulness of a telepsychiatry consultation program, as rated by primary health care clinicians (N=8).

a

Item

Scorea, mean (SD)

Range

Improved clinical understanding of the case presented

2.6 (0.5)

2-3

Learning experience applicable to similar cases

2.5 (0.5)

2-3

Guidance about medications and dosage

2.6 (0.5)

2-3

Orientation about psychosocial interventions

2.5 (0.7)

1-3

Benefit for the children and adolescents

2.4 (0.6)

1-3

Benefit for the primary health clinician

2.8 (0.4)

2-3

Scores range from 0 to 3, with higher scores reflecting higher perceived usefulness.

Table 3. Synthesis of the main categories found in the qualitative data.
Category and subcategory

Illustrative quote

Usefulness of the interven- “[Did the TCP help?] Certainly, all the consultations and especially the last one... the person in charge of the team
tion and improved quality of stated how useful the telepsychiatry consultations had been” [Psychiatrist #1]
care
Need for continued support

“It would be very useful to keep this program available, for more months” [Primary health care psychologist #4]
“…It would be good for it to be a regular program, it would greatly contribute to mental health teams in primary care”
[Primary health care psychologist #3]

Meeting expectations
On the methodology
used

“There was a clear methodology and a well-defined way of handling each case” [Primary health care physician #1]

On guiding pharmacological treatments

“The goal of the consultations was met, especially regarding the clarification of doubts about the pharmacotherapy”
[Psychiatrist #1]

“The clinical advice enabled us to develop teamwork, which added dynamism to the care we delivered, …communication
became more effective, and that strengthened teamwork” [Primary health care psychologist #3]

Training primary health care “It not only enabled us to give them advice about specific cases; we also trained them about more general aspects. I
practitioners and increased sent them complementary material for psychotherapy approaches” [Psychiatrist #3]
resolution capacity
“I specifically helped them by increasing their self-confidence and facilitating their decision-making processes” [Psychiatrist #1]
Facilitators and barriers to implementation
Facilitators to implementation

“Openness of the directors, motivation of staff members”
[Primary health care psychologist #1]
“The willingness to help of the psychiatrist”
[Primary health care psychologist #4]
“Punctuality, willingness to participate and interest in the activity, they were open to my suggestions and advice as a
consultant”
[Psychiatrist #1]
“I enjoy teamwork and have a personal interest in telepsychiatry” [Psychiatrist #2]

Barriers to implementa- “[On electronic health records] They don't include all the information that we'd need for an adequate teleconsultation
tion
session, for example, the medications that the patients were taking”
[Psychiatrist #3]
“The [residence] does not have full clinical records…about the patient”
[Primary health care physician #1]
“Interruptions due to technical problems such as internet access, availability of an office and/or computer”
[Psychiatrist #1]
“Sometimes we had no access to a computer and a suitable room…, which delayed the process”
[Primary health care psychologist #1]
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Discussion
Main Findings
The implementation of TCP was feasible and supported PHC
clinicians in diagnosing and/or treating children and adolescents
with complex psychosocial care needs living under the
supervision of CPS. The intervention was perceived to be
clinically useful for the patient population, and it increased the
resolution capacity of PHC clinicians and their willingness to
receive a future TCP.

Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first study to report a TCP
connecting SMHC teams with PHC clinicians to improve mental
health care among minors living under the supervision of CPS.
A protocol for future implementations was developed. To
improve the generalizability of the study results, larger and
geographically more varied samples are needed to reflect the
heterogeneous scenario of PHC and CPS in resource-poor Latin
American contexts. A limitation of the study was that it did not
directly assess mental health outcomes in the minors living
under the supervision CPS. The common connectivity issues
experienced during the study period were a further limitation,
although they were fixed in a timely manner and usually did
not affect the workflow of the MHC. Nevertheless, they may
be important barriers to the adoption of TCPs in
resource-constrained rural areas. Other important limitations of
the implementation process included the lack of patient
information and history in the EHRs, reflecting problems of
sharing essential information among CPS, PHC, and SMHC.

Comparison With Literature
In Chile, the use of technology-based solutions for mental health
care of remote and underserved populations has been important
due to the geography, and it has become increasingly relevant
during the COVID-19 pandemic—with a rapid shift to this mode
of mental health service delivery to ensure access and continuity
of care [11]. For instance, partnerships between centralized
SMHC teams and PHC clinicians through the implementation
of call centers and EHRs have been reported to be acceptable
and satisfactory for PHC clinicians as well as adults and
adolescents with depression [12,20]. This study is in line with
these experiences and provides initial evidence for the feasibility
of telepsychiatry—in the form of videoconferencing MHC and
EHRs—to support PHC clinicians in the mental health care of
children and adolescents with complex psychosocial care needs.

Mundt et al
child and adolescent telepsychiatry [13-15]. Digital health
interventions, including videoconferencing MHC, have also
been found to be satisfactory and acceptable for health care
providers, caregivers, and youths in juvenile community-based
justice settings [21-23]. Many of these youths came from CPS
and have important behavioral health needs, yet telepsychiatry
interventions specifically aimed at addressing the needs of CPS
population and their providers in community settings are lacking.
Experiences reported from the United States resemble those
reported in the present study in that they have applied
technology-based solutions to build partnerships between SMHC
and community or PHC providers, having included data from
CPS population in their analyses [16,17]. These statewide
initiatives in Washington [16] and Wyoming [17] considered
centralized child psychiatric telephone and videoconferencing
MHCs for health care providers of the population covered by
Medicaid. In these studies, MHC were initiated by community
or PHC providers in need of guidance [16,17]. These studies
demonstrated higher satisfaction among those providers treating
institutionalized children and adolescents, significant declines
in high-dose pediatric psychotropic prescribing, as well as an
increase in the use of outpatient and community-based
treatments among this population.
Although our findings are consistent with these experiences
[16,17], this feasibility study was specifically aimed at
supporting the PHC treatment of children and adolescents living
under the supervision of CPS. The TCP provided a fixed
schedule for the linkage between SMHC teams and PHC
clinicians within the context of a specific intersectoral mental
health care plan, including CPS, PHC, and SMHC. These
intersectoral alliances create an opportunity for further
implementation, evaluation, and refinement of telepsychiatry.

Concluding Remarks
Implementing a TCP was feasible and potentially useful for
addressing mental health challenges in PHC of children and
adolescents living under the supervision of CPS. Future
programs may consider incorporating a child and adolescent
psychologist to the SMHC team. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of these interventions, a future clinical trial should
assess the clinical outcomes in the children and adolescents
living under the supervision of CPS. Furthermore, future
research should consider scaling the TCP to more PHC clinics,
including a larger patient population. Health care policies should
be developed to provide regulation and resources for this model
of mental health care, to be sustainable over time.

Evidence from the United States has provided strong foundations
for the feasibility and potential efficacy of community-based
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Abstract
Background: Regular salt is about 100% sodium chloride. Low-sodium salts have reduced sodium chloride content, most
commonly through substitution with potassium chloride. Low-sodium salts have a potential role in reducing the population's
sodium intake levels and blood pressure, but their availability in the global market is unknown.
Objective: The aim of this study is to assess the availability, formulation, labeling, and price of low-sodium salts currently
available to consumers worldwide.
Methods: Low-sodium salts were identified through a systematic literature review, Google search, online shopping site searches,
and inquiry of key informants. The keywords “salt substitute,” “low-sodium salt,” “potassium salt,” “mineral salt,” and “sodium
reduced salt” in six official languages of the United Nations were used for the search. Information about the brand, formula,
labeling, and price was extracted and analyzed.
Results: A total of 87 low-sodium salts were available in 47 out of 195 (24%) countries worldwide, including 28 high-income
countries, 13 upper-middle-income countries, and 6 lower-middle-income countries. The proportion of sodium chloride varied
from 0% (sodium-free) to 88% (as percent of weight; regular salt is 100% sodium chloride). Potassium chloride was the most
frequent component with levels ranging from 0% to 100% (potassium chloride salt). A total of 43 (49%) low-sodium salts had
labels with the potential health risks, and 33 (38%) had labels with the potential health benefits. The median price of low-sodium
salts in high-income, upper-middle-income, and lower-middle-income countries was US $15.00/kg (IQR 6.4-22.5), US $2.70/kg
(IQR 1.7-5.5), and US $2.90/kg (IQR 0.50-22.2), respectively. The price of low-sodium salts was between 1.1 and 14.6 times
that of regular salts.
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Conclusions: Low-sodium salts are not widely available and are commonly more expensive than regular salts. Policies that
promote the availability, affordability, and labeling of low-sodium salts should increase uptake, helping populations reduce blood
pressure and prevent cardiovascular diseases.
International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1111/jch.14054
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e27423) doi:10.2196/27423
KEYWORDS
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading causes of death
worldwide, and high blood pressure is a leading risk factor for
CVDs [1,2]. Dietary sodium intake is a strong causal
determinant of blood pressure levels [3,4]. The World Health
Organization (WHO) recommends reducing sodium intake as
one of the best-buy strategies for lowering the population-level
risk of CVDs and set a goal of 30% reduction in the population
[5]. Different strategies are proposed to reduce dietary sodium
intake. Although the effect of sodium reduction interventions
on blood pressure has been demonstrated in controlled research
settings, there are few examples of sodium reduction at a
population scale [6,7]. Innovative strategies are needed to reduce
sodium intake from processed foods, food eaten outside the
home, and home cooked foods.
Regular salt is about 100% sodium chloride. Low-sodium salt
has reduced sodium chloride content, most commonly through
substitution with potassium chloride or magnesium sulphate.
There is a growing body of evidence supporting the use of
low-sodium salts as an effective intervention to reduce dietary
sodium intake, lower blood pressure, and thereby prevent the
adverse consequences of high blood pressure [8,9]. Although
one concern with low-sodium salts enriched with potassium
was the potential risk for people who have advanced chronic
kidney disease (CKD) due to hyperkalemia, a comparative risk
assessment model estimated that nationwide replacement of the
salt supply with potassium-enriched, low-sodium salt in China
could result in the prevention of 1 in every 9 deaths from CVD
and a net benefit with the use of low-sodium salts even in
individuals with CKD [10]. The approach of integrating
low-sodium salts as a public health intervention can potentially
reduce dietary sodium intake at the population level through
reformulating manufactured foods with low-sodium salts,
replacing cooking salt used at home or in restaurants with
low-sodium salts, or a combination thereof. Thus, population
uptake of low-sodium salts has been recommended as one of
seven priority strategies to reduce population sodium
consumption [11].
Low-sodium salts may have a potential role in enhancing
equitable access to effective CVD prevention worldwide as long
as it is affordable and has sufficient reach to countries regardless
of the income levels. However, little is known about the
availability and accessibility of this emerging product in the
global market or about factors that may affect equitable uptake
including formulation, price, or labeling. We, therefore,
performed a systematic search of low-sodium salts to understand
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27423
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better their availability, formulation, labeling, and the price in
different countries.

Methods
This study was a systematic search of low-sodium salts
conducted from October 2019 to September 2020. The study
protocol has been published previously [12].

Definition of Low-sodium Salt
Low-sodium salts were defined as table salt or cooking salt that
replaced sodium chloride content with other minerals such as
potassium chloride or magnesium sulphate. The sodium content
and terminology for low-sodium salts can vary. For example,
in some cases, the term salt substitute is used as a synonym for
low-sodium salt. In this study, we use the term low-sodium salts
as a category, including both sodium-reduced and sodium-free
salts. All low-sodium salts available for retail purchase were
eligible for inclusion, but those that had ceased production were
excluded.

Search Strategy
Low-sodium salts were identified from four sources. First, a
systematic literature search was conducted in MEDLINE,
Embase, and Cochrane Library from inception through March
2020 without language restrictions. The search strategies are
listed in Multimedia Appendix 1 and include the keywords of
“salt substitute,” “low sodium salt,” “potassium salt,” “mineral
salt,” and “sodium reduced salt.” Second, we searched major
global online shopping sites, including Amazon, eBay, Walmart,
JD, and RedMart, to identify low-sodium salts. Third, we
executed a search using Google advanced engine with a Google
Chrome browser from Australia. Initial keywords included
different terms describing low-sodium salts. The search
strategies are shown in Textbox 1. Initial keywords and country
names were combined for a Google search to identify the
availability of low-sodium salts in different countries. The first
25 results of each search were examined for eligibility. This
was primarily because the search results after the first 25 were
generally unrelated to low-sodium salts. Six official languages
of the United Nations (Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
Russian, and Spanish) were used in the Google searches and
online shopping website searches considering that the language
would influence the ranking of resulting pages. Google searches
were conducted using a Google Chrome browser. The translation
from other languages to English was performed by the built-in
translation service within the Google Chrome browser [13].
Fourth, we conducted semistructured interviews with key
informants who have been involved in the research,
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e27423 | p.11
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manufacturing, implementation, and promotion of low-sodium
salts. We used purposive and snowball sampling to recruit key
informants. Academic representatives were identified through
the systematic review, which was part of the broader
environmental scan. Corresponding authors of eligible studies
that were identified from the systematic review were contacted
via corresponding authors’ email addresses. Academic
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representatives who participated in the interview were asked to
refer the study to potential key informants from relevant
government agencies or the salt manufacturing industry through
a snowball sampling strategy. A total of 18 key informants from
9 countries representing all WHO regions provided information
about the low-sodium salts they knew. Results from four data
sources were combined, and duplicates were then removed.

Textbox 1. Keywords and terms in Google search strategy.
Initial keywords
•

“low-sodium salt,” “salt substitute,” “potassium salt,” “mineral salt,” “sodium reduced salt”

Terms of different aspects relevant to the salt substitutes
•

Formula: “formula,” “composition,” “ingredient”

•

Price: “price,” “cost”

•

Country: for example, “Finland,” “China,” “Italy”

•

Safety issue: “safety,” “adverse events,” “warning,” “danger,” “threatening”

To identify the low-sodium salts used in research studies, we
had broad inclusion criteria on the study population and study
types. All titles and abstracts of records identified in the
databases were screened for eligibility. Duplicated studies were
excluded. Full texts of papers after eligibility screening were
obtained for independent review by two authors (XY and KCL).
Differences between reviewers were resolved through discussion
or consultation with a third senior investigator (MT) when
necessary. Information about the low-sodium salts was extracted.
Low-sodium salts were excluded if they were manufactured
exclusively for a study but not available for a general population
or ceased production and were no longer available in the market.

Data Extraction and Analysis
Data were extracted by one researcher (XY) to a predesigned
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation) sheet, including data
source, search date, product website, brand, formulation,
nutrition facts, safety warnings, and price. The price of regular
salt in the same brand was also extracted from online shopping
websites for price comparison. Information on the low-sodium
salt was summarized by country. Price was converted into US
dollars per kilogram (US $/kg) using the exchange rate at the
time of the search. The international dollar of low-sodium salts
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by the exchange rate in the year of 2020 was also reported for
considering purchasing power parities and the commodity prices
[14]. The average price of low-sodium salts was compared by
country income levels. The income levels were divided
according to the World Bank classification [15]. Statistical
analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel and SPSS (IBM
Corp, Version 26).

Results
Summary of Identified Low-sodium Salts
Our final analyses comprised 87 low-sodium salts that were
identified across 47 countries. Google searches identified 43
products. Another 41 products were identified from online
shopping sites. From the published research studies, 4440
abstracts were screened, 67 of them were related to low-sodium
salts, and 9 brands of low-sodium salts were identified from
full-text papers. A total of 8 low-sodium salts were
complemented from consulting experts. There were 8 duplicated
products and 6 discontinued products, which were removed
from the final analysis (Figure 1). Key characteristics of all
included low-sodium salts are described in Multimedia
Appendix 2.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of low-sodium salt indentification.

Availability of Low-sodium Salts
Low-sodium salts were available in 47 countries, including 28
high-income countries, 13 upper-middle-income countries, and
6 lower-middle-income countries. The United States, Canada,
the United Kingdom, Italy, China, India, France, Sweden,

Argentina, and Russia produced more than 1 brand of
low-sodium salt. Low-sodium salts were found in all seven
world regions defined by the World Bank. Most countries with
low-sodium salts were located in the Europe and Central Asia
countries (n=21) and East Asia and Pacific countries (n=10;
Figure 2).

Figure 2. Availability of low-sodium salt in different countries.
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Formulation and Labeling
Among low-sodium salts, the sodium chloride varied from 0%
(sodium-free) to 88% (as percent of weight, regular salt is 100%
sodium chloride). Potassium chloride varied from 0% to 100%.
A total of 51 low-sodium salts reported both sodium and
potassium levels whose composition are shown in Figure 3. The

Yin et al
composition of low-sodium salts varied by different countries.
For example, less than 20% of the sodium chloride was replaced
in low-sodium salts produced in India, while at least 50% of
the sodium chloride was replaced in countries in North America,
the Middle East, and Latin America. Sodium-free salt substitutes
were mostly available in the United State and Canada (n=7).

Figure 3. The proportions of sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium chloride (KCl), and other minerals for low-sodium salts by regions (N=51).

Among the 87 products, 41 (46%) were iodized, 46 (53%) had
nutrition facts information on their labels, and 55 (63%) had a
front of package labeling indicating less sodium in low-sodium
salt than regular salt. A total of 43 (49%) products had labels
advising potential health risks, 33 (38%) had labels advising
potential health benefits, 16 (18%) had labels with both, and 27
(31%) had labels with neither. The labels advising potential
health risk was signed to warn high-risk populations who might
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potentially be harmed by excessive potassium intake, but the
contents of these advisory labels varied. Examples of advisory
warning labels on low-sodium salt packages are shown in
Textbox 2. The labels advising potential health benefits included
lowering sodium intake without compromising taste, being
additional sources of potassium, and lowering blood pressure.
Examples of health benefit labels on low-sodium salt packages
are shown in Textbox 3.
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Textbox 2. Examples of advisory warning labels found on low-sodium salt packages.
•

“A good source of potassium. Should not be used by persons on a sodium or potassium restricted diet unless approved by a physician.” (United
States, Morton and Canada, Windsor)

•

“For normal healthy people. Persons having diabetes, heart or kidney disease, or receiving medical treatment should consult a physician before
using a salt alternative or substitute.” (United States, Nu-salt)

•

“It should be used with caution among people who are not suitable for high potassium intakes, such as high-temperature workers, heavy-labour
workers, renal dysfunction and hypertension patients taking antihypertensive drugs.” (China, China Salt)

•

“It is recommended to use the product under medical supervision.” (Italy, Novo sal)

•

“Medical advice should be sought for diet requiring low or restricted sodium or potassium intake. Not suitable for use with a certain diuretic.”
(Finland, Pansalt)

•

“In case of kidney or heart failure or high blood pressure, you should consult your doctor before use.” (Russia, Mediterra salt)

Textbox 3. Examples of health benefit labels found on low-sodium salt packages.
•

“Pansalt is a clinically-proven low-sodium salt with added essential minerals for a healthy heart. The low sodium mineral salt is the result of
many years of intensive scientific research and is ideal for consumers who want to follow a healthier diet without compromising on good taste.
Apart from the overall health benefits. Pansalt delivers the true taste of salt but without the harmful effects resulting in a high consumer approval
rate.” (Finland, Pansalt)

•

“TATA salt lite has been specially formulated to provide 15% lower sodium than ordinary salt. It is generally accepted that lower sodium in diets
may assist in management of high blood pressure.” (India, TATA)

•

“It is being a good source of potassium; helps you maintain normal blood pressure.” (United Kingdom, Lo salt)

•

“Good for your health – potassium and a reduced consumption of sodium contribute to the maintenance of normal blood pressure. Potassium
further contributes to the normal functioning of the nervous system and muscles.” (Netherlands, Nezo Light Salt)

•

“Replace part of sodium chloride with potassium chloride. The taste is like regular salt. It can help reduce the intake of sodium and increase
potassium intake.” (China, Yi Yan Tang)

•

“It can significantly reduce excessive sodium intake and increase potassium and magnesium intake. Potassium is necessary to maintain the work
of the heart, nervous system and muscle system, clear excess fluid from the body, and maintain normal blood pressure” (Russia, Valetek Prodimpex)

Price of Low-sodium Salts
The price of low-sodium salts varied from US $0.46/kg to US
$87.00/kg. The median price of low-sodium salts in
high-income, upper-middle-income, and lower-middle-income
countries was US $15.10/kg (IQR 6.4-26.9), US $2.70/kg (IQR
1.7-5.3), and US $2.90/kg (IQR 0.5-22.2), respectively (Figure
4). After converting to the international dollar, the median
international dollar of low-sodium salts in high-income and
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upper-middle-income was US $14.80/kg (IQR 8.5-32.9) and
US $11.60/kg (IQR 7.4-18.4), respectively. The median
international dollar of low-sodium salts in lower-middle-income
countries surged to US $111.10/kg (IQR 11.0-469.9). Among
salt manufacturers producing both low-sodium salts and regular
salts (N=38), the price of low-sodium salts was 1.7 times the
price of the regular salts. The price difference between
low-sodium salt and regular salt by regions is presented in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Price for low-sodium salts across country income groups.

Figure 5. Price differential among salt manufacturers producing both low-sodium salts and regular salts by different regions.
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Discussion
The findings of this study indicated that low-sodium salts were
only available in 24% of the countries worldwide. Noticeably,
60% of these countries were high-income countries. Prices
varied between US $0.46/kg and US $87.00/kg but were
consistently higher than regular salts. Sodium chloride content
ranged from 0% to 88%. Advisory labels on benefits and harms
of using low-sodium salts were not standardized.
The availability of low-sodium salts was limited in low- and
middle-income countries. Many low- and middle-income
countries are facing disproportionately large burdens of CVD
due to unhealthy diet [2,16]. However, there are few effective
and affordable strategies to combat the increasing burden in
resource-constrained settings. Salt reduction was listed as a
best-buy intervention by the WHO, as it is an effective
intervention in low- and middle-income countries where the
primary source of sodium is from salt added in cooking and
food preparation, and the proportion of discretionary salt to total
sodium intake is higher [17,18]. A low-sodium salt population
intervention could potentially enhance equity of access to
effective CVD prevention. Important next steps include the
increase in production and market demand of low-sodium salts.
One example of this was in 2010, the Beijing city government
strengthened the supply chain to ensure that low-sodium salts
were available in 28 different supermarket chains as part of a
citywide salt reduction initiative [19]. Low-sodium salt is a
simple and low-cost intervention, which makes it a compelling
proposal for low- and middle-income countries. In high-income
countries, where CVD is also a major burden and low-sodium
salts are generally easy to access, low-sodium salts can serve
as a complementary strategy for product reformulation and an
ideal replacement added during home cooking or at the table.
The approach to integrating low-sodium salts in public health
interventions may vary by country depending on the major
dietary source of sodium. Feasibility studies in countries with
different diet patterns are needed to understand better how to
introduce low-sodium salts onto the market and how to promote
low-sodium salt use in different contexts.
Low-sodium salts have higher prices than regular salts in all
countries where low-sodium salts are commercially available.
The price of food is a vital factor that influences consumers’
behavior [20]. One cluster randomized control trial revealed
that even with the same health education program, the adoption
of low-sodium salts was higher in villages where the price of
low-sodium salts was subsidized compared with villages without
a price subsidy [21]. Results of this study showed that the prices
of low-sodium salts were 1.0 to 14.6 times higher than the price
of regular salts. Price differences were highest in North America,
likely because low-sodium salts produced in this area had a
larger proportion of potassium chloride (potassium costs about
four times more than sodium) [22]. Some countries, like India,
do not have readily available sources of potassium, which may
further increase costs of potassium supplementation [23].
Narrowing the price difference between low-sodium salts and
regular salts would promote low-sodium salt use, which can
motivate manufacturers to improve low-sodium salt availability.
Government subsidies and regulation can increase the
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affordability and reduce the price differences between
low-sodium salts and regular salts, especially among individuals
with limited resources who may face a disproportionate risk
and burden of CVD. The low-sodium salt intervention ought to
be implemented by reformulation or policies without passing
the costs onto individuals who will be less likely to afford these
higher prices. One real-world example of subsidies was in
Beijing, where in addition to improving the supply chain, an
additional 75g of low-sodium salt was provided in the 400g
package [19]. Further quantitative market surveys and qualitative
studies can be designed to understand the context and
mechanism of the price of low-sodium salts in the future.
Low-sodium salts varied in composition. Overall, the sodium
chloride was mostly replaced by potassium chloride. The
acceptability of low-sodium salt taste depends on individual
preferences (palate) and concentration of potassium [24]. There
have been reports that unpleasant off-tastes associated with
potassium chloride may prevent customers from choosing
low-sodium salts [25]. However, several studies found
low-sodium salts with about 30% of sodium chloride replaced
by potassium chloride had a similar flavor to regular salts when
used in cooking or processed food manufacturing [24,26,27].
Reducing sodium and increasing potassium in the salt used for
cooking and processed food reformulation could make the salt
less salty in taste, leading consumers to use more low-sodium
salts. Effective taste-improving agents can be introduced to
overcome potential sensory drawbacks, such as taste masking
or umami ingredients [28]. The acceptable range of preferences
for compositions of low-sodium salts used in cooking by the
general population in different culture context would need to
be confirmed in future research. In addition to taste acceptability,
further studies regarding the benefits and risks of low-sodium
salts with different sodium and potassium proportion are still
necessary.
Food labeling was designed to provide information and help
consumers make healthier food choices. The effect of
low-sodium salts on reducing sodium intake and blood pressure
has been proven in clinical trials [8,9]. The modeling study
showed that the net benefits of a national implementation of
low-sodium salts were substantial in preventing CVDs, and the
net benefit still presented for individuals with CKD [10]. Only
33 brands of low-sodium salts were identified as having health
benefit labels. Evidence-based benefits of low-sodium salt
should be reported on the package to encourage people to make
healthier choices in salt. Despite limited data on the
dose-response relationship between the use of salt substitutes
and serum potassium levels, one concern with scaling up
low-sodium salts is the potential to increase the risk of
hyperkalemia and sudden cardiac arrest for a small number of
people who are advised to limit dietary potassium due to
impaired renal function and potassium excretion [29]. Although
there is little research investigating the relative benefits and
risks of salt substitute use in such populations, people who have
advanced CKD or who take medications that interfere with the
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone axis, including potassium-sparing
diuretics, may be suboptimal candidates for low-sodium salts
that are enriched with potassium. Precautionary labeling on the
potassium level and health warning information are important
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in response to these concerns, but the optimal threshold and
format of such labeling are uncertain. For labels on low-sodium
salts to be useful, they must be both credible and accurate. There
were 43 low-sodium salts with labels advising potential risks,
but 27 of them did not mention the health benefits. An
overcautious label not based on scientific evidence or labels
only focused on health risks might discourage people who would
receive health benefits by using the low-sodium salts. The
knowledge and awareness of low-sodium salts is generally low
in recent baseline surveys done for the trials with low-sodium
salts in China and India [30,31]. A survey conducted in India
to assess the knowledge and awareness of low-sodium salts
among doctors indicated 71.5% of participants did not know
about their contraindications in patients with severe renal
disease, cardiac problems, and patients on potassium-sparing
diuretics [32]. Adequate education campaigns together with
regulations on the labeling are imperative to ensure that
regulators, the salt industry, food scientists, clinicians, and
consumers are aware of the level of potassium additives and
how to read the labeling information appropriately.
One strength of this study lies in the careful searches across
diverse data sources to describe the landscape of low-sodium
salts. We complemented conventional systematic review
methods with online searches and key informant consultation
to identify as many products as possible. However, results from
Google searches are dynamic and can be difficult to replicate,
and thus, such a method can only reflect the landscape for a
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short period. The changes in availability, formulation, labeling,
and prices were outside the scope of this study. Additionally,
only low-sodium salts having an online presence were accessed
in the study. The availability of low-sodium salts may be
underestimated in low- and middle-income countries due to the
challenges of access to available online information in these
settings. Keywords in all six major languages of the United
Nations were used to maximize the possibility of identifying
low-sodium salts in non-English speaking countries. However,
this may still miss many countries. We tried to minimize the
risk of omitting low-sodium salts by using complementary
information sources, including systematic reviews and
consulting key informants from a diverse set of countries based
on income categories.
This study’s results provide evidence on the availability,
formulation, labeling, and price of low-sodium salts worldwide.
These results can be used to inform efforts to scale up
low-sodium salt use as an effective public health intervention
in different countries. We therefore recommend making
low-sodium salts more widely available, providing accurate and
standardized labeling, and subsidizing the price of low-sodium
salt. Future studies on how to promote the production, sale,
adoption, spread, scale-up, and sustainability of low-sodium
salts in diverse settings will also help governments take the
necessary steps to reduce population-level dietary sodium
consumption through the widespread use of low-sodium salt.
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Abstract
Background: Recent emergency authorization and rollout of COVID-19 vaccines by regulatory bodies has generated global
attention. As the most popular video-sharing platform globally, YouTube is a potent medium for the dissemination of key public
health information. Understanding the nature of available content regarding COVID-19 vaccination on this widely used platform
is of substantial public health interest.
Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the reliability and quality of information on COVID-19 vaccination in YouTube videos.
Methods: In this cross-sectional study, the phrases “coronavirus vaccine” and “COVID-19 vaccine” were searched on the UK
version of YouTube on December 10, 2020. The 200 most viewed videos of each search were extracted and screened for relevance
and English language. Video content and characteristics were extracted and independently rated against Health on the Net
Foundation Code of Conduct and DISCERN quality criteria for consumer health information by 2 authors.
Results: Forty-eight videos, with a combined total view count of 30,100,561, were included in the analysis. Topics addressed
comprised the following: vaccine science (n=18, 58%), vaccine trials (n=28, 58%), side effects (n=23, 48%), efficacy (n=17,
35%), and manufacturing (n=8, 17%). Ten (21%) videos encouraged continued public health measures. Only 2 (4.2%) videos
made nonfactual claims. The content of 47 (98%) videos was scored to have low (n=27, 56%) or moderate (n=20, 42%) adherence
to Health on the Net Foundation Code of Conduct principles. Median overall DISCERN score per channel type ranged from 40.3
(IQR 34.8-47.0) to 64.3 (IQR 58.5-66.3). Educational channels produced by both medical and nonmedical professionals achieved
significantly higher DISCERN scores than those of other categories. The highest median DISCERN scores were achieved by
educational videos produced by medical professionals (64.3, IQR 58.5-66.3) and the lowest median scores by independent users
(18, IQR 18-20).
Conclusions: The overall quality and reliability of information on COVID-19 vaccines on YouTube remains poor. Videos
produced by educational channels, especially by medical professionals, were higher in quality and reliability than those produced
by other sources, including health-related organizations. Collaboration between health-related organizations and established
medical and educational YouTube content producers provides an opportunity for the dissemination of high-quality information
on COVID-19 vaccination. Such collaboration holds potential as a rapidly implementable public health intervention aiming to
engage a wide audience and increase public vaccination awareness and knowledge.
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Introduction
The recent emergency authorization and rollout of COVID-19
vaccines by regulatory bodies has generated global media
attention. Unsurprisingly, internet searches related to COVID-19
vaccination increased drastically during November-December
2020, as the public attempted to source information amid a surge
in media coverage [1]. Many internet users turned to YouTube,
the second-most visited website globally after Google, for
further information [2].
YouTube is the most popular video-sharing platform worldwide.
Over 1 billion hours’ worth of video is streamed each day on
the website, and it is visited by over 2 billion unique users
monthly [3]. It has strong penetrance globally and across all
major sociodemographic groups. YouTube provides a potent
means of disseminating real-time information across a
population; users are able to curate video content from sources
varying from individual users, through celebrities, to media
outlets. Aware of their central role in the dissemination of key
public health information, YouTube has implemented a
COVID-19 medical misinformation policy, which forbids
COVID-19–related content that contradicts local health
authorities and risks public safety [4].
There have been, however, high-profile instances of
internet-propagated misinformation regarding COVID-19,
including the ingestion of cleaning products as potential
treatment, which have had severe consequences [5]. Despite
the aforementioned measures implemented by YouTube, there
remains a concern for COVID-19 vaccination programs to
remain an easy target for misinformation content. Previous
studies have highlighted that vaccination programs, such as the
human papillomavirus vaccination program, have been a
common target of high-profile YouTube videos propagated by
a community of vocal users who are critical of vaccination
programs [6]. Furthermore, there remains a concern that
anti–COVID-19 vaccination videos could (1) pose a significant
threat to compliance with the vaccination program, especially
among those who are disproportionately affected by the illness;
(2) create spill-over dissonance toward other critical COVID-19
public health measures; and (3) displace notifications regarding
other emerging time-sensitive information from official public
health sources. In fact, from the beginning of the pandemic until
now, COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy has been steadily increasing
[7]. Understanding the nature of available content regarding the
COVID-19 vaccination program on this widely used platform
is, therefore, of substantial public health interest and forms a
foundation on which strategies for misinformation counteraction
can be based.
To date, no studies have evaluated the quality and reliability of
COVID-19 vaccination–related information available on
YouTube. The objective of this study, therefore, was to evaluate
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29942
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the reliability and quality of information of YouTube’s most
prominent videos on COVID-19 vaccination, using 2 validated
criteria (DISCERN and HONcode).

Methods
Methods Overview
Ethical approval for this study was waived because all gathered
data are freely available in the public domain. The phrases
“coronavirus vaccine” and “COVID-19 vaccine” were searched
on the UK version of YouTube on December 10, 2020. The
search was conducted in an incognito browser (Google Chrome)
to avoid biased suggestions based on cookies. Search results
were sorted by view count to identify videos that had achieved
the greatest impact and were most likely to trend, thereby
reaching further viewers. The 200 most viewed videos (10
pages) of each search were subsequently extracted.
Video titles and channels were first screened for relevance and
English language before full-video screening. Videos were
included if they described 1 or more of the following:
mechanisms of action of vaccines, clinical trial procedures,
manufacturing processes, side effects or safety, and vaccine
efficacy. Descriptions of the criteria are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1, Table S1. If there was uncertainty regarding
whether a video should be included, a consensus was sought
between authors, with a predisposition to include the video for
full assessment. Additionally, videos were assessed for their
promotion of public health measures such as hand-washing,
wearing masks, or social distancing. Finally, instances of
nonfactual content in these videos were noted. Nonfactual
information (ie, misinformation) was defined as nonscientifically
corroborated content that contradicted medical information
provided by the current local health authority or the World
Health Organization. Examples of misinformation are available
on YouTube’s medical misinformation policy [4]. Duplicate
videos and non-English–language videos were excluded. Video
content screening was completed independently by 2 authors
(CC and ED). Any discrepancies were resolved through
discussion with a third author (VS).
Characteristics (video URL, channel, country of origin, view
count, duration, video age, and the number of likes, dislikes,
and comments) of the included videos were extracted. Videos
were placed in 6 main categories by YouTube channel type:
educational channels produced by medical professionals,
educational channels produced by nonmedical individuals (eg,
science education or explanatory media), independent
nonmedical users (eg, vloggers with no obvious affiliations),
internet media (eg, newsmagazine shows or talk shows), news
agencies (ie, clips uploaded from network news), and nonprofit
or medical organizations (eg, hospitals, government
organizations, or universities). Descriptions and examples of
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channel types are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1, Table
S2.
Reliability of the video content (ie, the extent to which the
source of information, and therefore the information itself, could
be relied upon, evident from clearly referenced and scientifically
corroborated content) was assessed against a modified Health
on the Net Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode) checklist
[8] and modified DISCERN quality criteria for consumer health
information [8,9], which have previously been used to assess
the quality of health information on YouTube. The quality of
video content (ie, completeness, understandability, relevance,
depth, and accuracy of information provided) was also assessed
using the DISCERN quality criteria. Video rating was completed
independently by 2 authors (CC and ED).

Chan et al
HONcode consists of 8 principles that evaluate the reliability
and credibility of health information [10]. Videos were rated
with a score of 1 (adherent) or 0 (nonadherent) for each of the
8 principles. The DISCERN instrument consists of 16 questions
rated from 1 to 5, which assess health content across 3 domains
including video reliability (8 questions, 40 points), treatment
information quality (7 questions, 35 points), and an overall
reviewer rating (5 points), thus yielding a maximum cumulative
score of 80 (Textbox 1) [11]. The first 8 questions were applied
to all videos, and 8 additional questions were applied to videos
specifically on vaccine science (ie, how the treatment works).
The questionnaire was adapted from Goobie et al [8] and Loeb
et al [9].

Textbox 1. Modified DISCERN quality criteria for assessing the reliability and quality of YouTube content on COVID-19 vaccination. Each question
was rated from 1 (“worst”) to 5 (“best”). Sections 2 and 3 only applied to videos on vaccine science (ie, how the treatment [vaccination] works).
Section 1: is the video reliable?
1. Are the aims clear?
2. Does it achieve its aims?
3. Is it relevant?
4. Is it clear what sources of information were used to compile the video?
5. Is it clear when the information used or reported in the video was produced?
6. Is it balanced and unbiased?
7. Does it provide details of additional sources of support and information?
8. Does it refer to areas of uncertainty?
Section 2: how good is the quality of information on treatment choices?
9. Does it describe how each treatment works?
10. Does it describe the benefits of each treatment?
11. Does it describe the risks of each treatment?
12. Does it describe what would happen if no treatment is used?
13. Does it describe how the treatment choices affect overall quality of life?
14. Is it clear that there may be more than one possible treatment choice?
15. Does it provide support for shared decision-making?
Section 3: overall rating of the video
16. Based on the answers to all of the above questions, rate the overall quality of the video as a source of information about treatment choices

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Stata (version 13,
StataCorp). Intercategory differences were assessed using
Kruskal–Wallis tests and the post hoc Dunn test. Interrater
reliability was assessed using the Cohen κ statistic. A DISCERN
score of +1 or –1 point was considered agreement. Associations
between engagement metrics and DISCERN scores were
evaluated using linear regression. Significance was set at P<.05.
Data are presented as median (IQR) values.

Availability of Data and Material
The data sets used or analyzed in this study are available from
the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Results
Video Characteristics
The video review process is illustrated in Figure 1. From the
200 results of each search, 52 duplicate videos were removed,
yielding 348 unique videos. After the video title and channel
were screened and the full video was assessed, 48 videos were
included for data extraction, with a combined total view count
of 30,100,561. Videos that were not in English (n=62) or did
not meet the study inclusion criteria (n=225)—describing topics
such as vaccination priority, national distribution plans, politics,
or pandemic mortality figures—were excluded. The
characteristics of the included videos are summarized in Table
1. The majority (75%) of videos were produced by US channels.
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e29942 | p.23
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The median number of views per video was 236,064 (IQR

Chan et al
152,082-596,234).

Figure 1. Flow diagram for the results for searches on COVID-19 vaccine–related videos on YouTube and the video selection process for inclusion
in the study. The 2 searches were performed on December 10, 2020.
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Table 1. Characteristics of COVID-19 vaccine–related YouTube videos included in the study.
Characteristics

Values

Country of origin, n (%)
United States

34 (75)

United Kingdom

6 (13)

Canada

3 (6)

Germany

2 (4)

Australia

1 (2)

Switzerland

1 (2)

Channel type, n (%)
Educational (nonmedical)

10 (21)

Educational (medical)

6 (13)

Independent users

5 (10)

Internet media

10 (21)

News agencies

13 (27)

Nonprofit or medical organizations

4 (8)

Video duration (minutes), median (IQR)

9:18 (4:42-11:51)

Video age (days since upload), median (IQR)

54 (19-191)

Engagement, median (IQR)
Views

236,064 (152,082-596,234)

Views per day since upload

6364 (3031-11,717)

Likes

5600 (2300-9200)

Dislikes

545 (236-1200)

Likes:dislikes ratio

14.3 (3-24)

Comments

1891 (1059-3424)

Source
The 48 videos were segregated into 6 categories by their
YouTube channel type. The contribution of each channel type
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toward the total view count is detailed in Table 2. The most
viewed video (6,668,737 views, 22% of total views) described
the mechanisms of action of COVID-19 vaccines and was
produced by a medical organization (JAMA Network).
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Table 2. Engagement metrics, content, adherence to the Health on the Net Foundation Code of Conduct (HONCode), and DISCERN score of COVID-19
vaccine–related videos on YouTube, stratified by channel type.
Parameters

Educational
(nonmedical)

Educational
(medical)

Independent
nonmedical
users

Internet media

News agencies

Nonprofit or
Overall
medical organizations

P valuea

Videos, n (%)

10 (21)

6 (13)

5 (10)

10 (21)

13 (27)

4 (8)

48 (100)

N/Ab

Total views, n (%)

5,473,987 (18)

1,467,003 (5)

1,766,051 (6)

4,205,972
(14)

9,798,419
(33)

7,389,129 (25)

30,100,561
(100)

N/A

Views per video,
median (IQR)

367,560
(162,635623,924)

213,707
(143,570302,387)

221,299
(209,150334,553)

197,365
(135,953557,721)

275,615
(137,721644,970)

247,977
(241,8771,853,382)

236,064
(152,082596,234)

N/A

Views per day
7604 (3681since upload, medi- 10,802)
an (IQR)

8309 (51799699)

8852 (740627,879)

1984 (8805470)

5560 (427910,656)

11,734 (253237,832)

6364 (303111,717)

N/A

Likes, median
(IQR)

15,050 (605025,250)

5600 (50006725)

10,000 (580010,000)

4200 (20006275)

2600 (13005100)

3400 (199815,200)

5600 (23009200)

N/A

Dislikes, median
(IQR)

656 (261-1325) 268 (213-405) 557 (342-701)

651 (2231200)

716 (4041200)

1700 (970-5700)

545 (2361200)

N/A

Likes:dislikes ratio, median (IQR)

23.8 (18-26)

20.9 (18-25)

18 (6-30)

12.3 (3-18)

4.3 (2-11)

2.8 (2-8)

14.3 (3-24)

N/A

Comments, median 1633 (1047(IQR)
3444)

1932 (16912253)

2133 (16806402)

1430 (6223480)

2204 (11943611)

1258 (735-1858)

1891 (10593424)

N/A

Contentc, n (%)

N/A

Vaccine science 9 (90)

6 (100)

1 (20)

5 (50)

4 (31)

3 (75)

28 (58)

Trial process

5 (50)

5 (83)

1 (20)

7 (70)

8 (62)

2 (50)

28 (58)

Manufacturing
process

2 (20)

0 (0)

0 (0)

4 (40)

2 (15)

0 (0)

8 (17)

Side effects and 3 (30)
safety

5 (83)

5 (100)

1 (10)

7 (54)

2 (50)

23 (48)

Vaccine efficacy

2 (20)

5 (83)

3 (60)

2 (20)

4 (31)

1 (25)

17 (35)

Public health
information

3 (30)

1 (17)

1 (20)

3 (30)

1 (8)

1 (25)

10 (21)

HONcode adherence (/8), n (%)

N/A

Low (0-2)

2 (20)

1 (17)

5 (100)

5 (50)

10 (77)

3 (75)

27 (56)

Moderate (3-5)

7 (70)

5 (83)

0 (0)

4 (40)

3 (23)

1 (25)

20 (42)

High (6-8)

1 (10)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (10)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (2)

Reliability (/40, 28.5 (25.9-32.5) 35.5 (32.0n=48)
39.4)

18 (18-20)

24.8 (23.326.8)

23.8 (20.524.5)

23.5 (22.9-24.5)

25 (22.9-29.1) <.001

Treatment quali- 16.5 (14-18)
ty (/35, n=30)

21.3 (20.125.8)

19 (19-19)

17.5 (17.018.5)

14.8 (12.617.4)

20.5 (16.8-21.3)

18.3 (15.120.5)

.052

Overall quality
judgement (/5,
n=30)

3 (3-4)

4.8 (4.1-5.0)

3.5 (3.5-3.5)

3 (2.5-4.0)

2.5 (2.0-3.1)

3 (3.0-3.5)

3.3 (3-4)

.07

Total score
(/80, n=30)

48.5 (46.5-53.0) 64.3 (58.566.3)

40.3 (34.847.0)

52 (45.5-54.3)

50 (45.1-53.1) .03

DISCERN score, median (IQR)

a

43.5 (43.5-43.5) 49 (45.552.0)

P values were produced using Kruskal-Wallis tests. Significant figures are in italics.

b

N/A: not applicable.

c

Percentage values have been calculated relative to the total number of videos of each channel type: educational (nonmedical) (n=10), educational
(medical) (n=6), independent nonmedical users (n=5), internet media (n=10), news agencies (n=13), and nonprofit or medical organizations (n=4).
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Content

Adherence With HONcode and DISCERN Principles

Twenty-eight of 48 (58%) videos addressed vaccine science
and mechanisms of action. Twenty-eight videos also discussed
vaccine trials, and 23 videos discussed vaccine safety or side
effects. Ten videos advocated the importance of continued
traditional public health measures to reduce COVID-19
transmission (eg, hand-washing, mask-wearing, and social
distancing).

There was strong interrater agreement for both HONcode
principles (median 94%, IQR 93%-97%; median κ=0.81, IQR
0.73-0.87) and DISCERN (median 88%, IQR 82-94%; median
κ=0.83, IQR 0.76-0.91).

Regarding nonfactual content, 2 videos (1 by internet media
and 1 independently produced) contained unsubstantiated
vaccine safety concerns, despite YouTube’s aforementioned
COVID-19 misinformation policy. Both videos were interviews
with a single prominent antivaccination advocate. These 2
nonfactual videos accounted for 390,927 views (1.3% of total
viewership).

Forty-seven of 48 (98%) videos had either low (56%) or
moderate (42%) adherence with HONcode principles. In general,
videos scored poorly regarding the disclosure of financial
sources and advertising (Table 3). Regarding the “authoritative”
domain, only approximately half of the videos had an input
from a medical professional or relevant scientist. Additionally,
only a minority of videos fulfilled criteria relating to the
“attribution,” “justifiability,” and “transparency” of the data
presented.

Table 3. Description of principles of the Health on the Net Foundation Code of Conduct [8] and the number of COVID-19 vaccine–related YouTube
videos that met each criterion.
Principle

Description

Videos, n (%)

Authoritative

Any medical or health advice provided in this video will only be given by medically trained and
qualified professionals unless a clear statement is made that the advice offered is from a nonmedically qualified individual or organization.

27 (56)

Complementary

The information provided is designed to support, not replace, the relationship that exists between a 38 (79)
patient and his/her existing physician.

Privacy

The information in the video maintains the right to confidentiality and respect of the individual patient 0 (0)
featured.

Attribution

Where appropriate, information contained in the video will be supported by clear references to
source data and, where possible, have specific links to those data.

Justifiability

Any claims relating to the benefits or performance of a specific treatment, commercial product, or 20 (42)
service will be supported by appropriate, balanced evidence in the manner outlined in in attribution
principle.

Transparency

The designers of the video will seek to provide information in the clearest possible manner and
provide contact addresses for viewers who seek further information or support.

Financial disclosure

Support for this video will be clearly identified, including the identities of commercial and noncom- 7 (15)
mercial organizations that have contributed funding, services, or material for the video.

Advertising policy

If advertising is a source of funding, it will be clearly stated. Advertising and other promotional
2 (4)
material will be presented to viewers in a manner and context that facilitate differentiation between
it and the original content.

There were significant differences in DISCERN reliability and
overall scores among different channel types (P<.001 and P=.03,
respectively). Educational channels produced by medical
professionals attained the greatest median (IQR) DISCERN
scores for reliability (median 35.5, IQR 32.0-39.4), quality
(median 21.3, IQR 20.1-25.8), user judgement (median 4.8,
IQR 4.1-5), and overall score (median 64.3, IQR 58.5-66.3).
Videos produced by independent nonmedical individuals
achieved the lowest reliability score (median 18, IQR 18-20).
The post hoc Dunn test revealed that educational channels
produced by medical professionals attained significantly higher
overall DISCERN scores than nonmedical educational (P=.01),
independent (P=.02), internet media (P=.01), and news channels
(P<.001). Additionally, both educational channels produced by
medical and nonmedical professionals achieved significantly
higher DISCERN reliability scores than those produced by
independent nonmedical users (P<.001 and P<.001,
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20 (42)

17 (35)

respectively), internet media (P=.007 and P=.04, respectively),
and news channels (P<.001 and P=.003, respectively).
Regression analysis revealed no significant association between
engagement metrics and DISCERN or HONcode scores
(Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S3). However, there was a
significant positive association between DISCERN and
HONcode ratings for all videos included in the study (P<.001;
r2=.583).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study highlights the importance of YouTube as a medium
for sharing of curated COVID-19–related information. We
demonstrate growing public interest in extracting vaccine-related
content from this resource, with the videos shortlisted in this
study having been viewed over 30 million times globally thus
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far, and an average of 1890 comments in the discussion thread
of each video. The available content appears favorably received,
with a mean of 14.3 likes per dislike per video. This study,
however, demonstrates the varying quality of information
provided on YouTube, with 98% of reviewed content with low
to moderate adherence to HONcode principles and DISCERN
reliability scores ranging from 18 (nonmedical individuals) to
35.5 (educational channels) out of 40.
Despite variable video quality, our search identified only 2
(4.2%) videos that would constitute mis- or disinformation,
which accounted for only 1.3% of the total viewership. In
comparison, studies evaluating misinformation on YouTube,
published in March and June 2020, highlighted a significantly
higher proportion of videos containing misleading or nonfactual
information [12,13]. This is probably owing to YouTube’s
COVID-19 medical misinformation policy, which came into
effect on October 14, 2020. YouTube now operates a “three
strikes” system to prevent users from uploading unsubstantiated
videos, which parallels the COVID-19 misinformation policies
of Facebook and Twitter [14,15]. While the policy is explicitly
directed at videos that contain unreal claims, such as the
COVID-19 vaccines “kill people who receive them” or “contain
a microchip,” tackling more insidious forms of misinformation
in a timely manner has proven difficult. Recent criticism of
these policies has highlighted their reliance on scientific
consensus from health authorities to determine what exactly
constitutes misinformation [16]. In such a rapidly developing
field, with limited longitudinal evidence, this consensus cannot
be readily achieved, which allows time for inaccurate social
media content to be shared. This is of particular concern since
previous studies on vaccine hesitancy have reported that videos
of a negative tone are more likely to be shared and liked, thus
perpetuating misinformation and confirmation biases [17]. In
an effort to rapidly combat this, there has been increased
government engagement and centralization of initiatives to
reduce and prevent the spread of misinformation. The World
Health Organization, in partnership with government agencies,
has introduced several initiatives to improve public awareness
of and to tackle vaccine-related misinformation (the so-called
“infodemic”) on the internet [18,19]. Additionally, social media
companies and the government of the United Kingdom have
agreed on a battery of measures to reduce vaccine disinformation
through rapid removal of flagged content and increased
cooperation with public health bodies to ensure that authoritative
messages regarding vaccine safety are disseminated to as many
individuals as possible [20].
Along with user-directed policies, several other strategies have
been suggested to limit the dissemination of false health
information on social media platforms. These include mobilizing
medical professionals as advocates to counter the propagation
of misinformation [21]. Among the videos reviewed in our
study, less than one-third were posted by nonprofit or medical
organizations or medical professionals, which accounts for a
lower proportion than that posted by news agencies.
Furthermore, videos from established health-related
organizations such as JAMA Network or World Health
Organization only accounted for 25% of the total viewership.
While there has been an exponential growth in medical
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29942
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YouTubers, and despite the fact that videos produced by these
individuals achieved the highest reliability and quality scores,
concurrent with other studies, we found that their current role
remains limited [22]. Of note, the most viewed shortlisted video
was developed by JAMA Network, which may suggest the
importance of brand recognition or marketing in attracting
audiences.
In addition to the varied provenance of available vaccine-related
content, we identified a paucity of reliable information on
YouTube. Information in videos produced by reputable
health-related organizations was significantly more reliable than
that obtained from videos produced by only nonmedical
individual users (P=.007), and its reliability was comparable to
videos from all other categories. The majority also only achieved
“low adherence” to HONcode principles. Even though most of
the videos produced by these nonprofit or medical organizations
explained vaccine concepts in a clear and approachable manner,
often utilizing the “infographic” format, they did not cite sources
or provide links to further information, a common phenomenon
in videos produced by established educational channels on
YouTube. Thus, these videos were unable to fulfil both
DISCERN reliability indicators (eg, “referencing of information”
and “directing viewers to additional sources of knowledge”)
and HONcode principles (eg, attribution and transparency) and
were unable to attain high scores.
While nonfactual claims were limited to a small minority of
videos, the absence of key information—particularly regarding
basic vaccinology and the importance of concurrent public
health measures—currently limits the utility of YouTube videos
as robust sources of public health information. These findings
echo those of previous studies reporting that reliability and
quality of non–vaccine-related information on COVID-19 on
YouTube is unsatisfactory [13,23]. As such, viewers are
provided with incomplete evidence as to how the COVID-19
vaccine fits into the larger public health effort and are not
provided with curated resources that could potentially provide
these pertinent details.

Limitations and Future Directions
There are some limitations to this study. First, the subset of
videos examined were limited to the English language only,
given that 88% of the videos were from the YouTube channels
from the United States or the United Kingdom. While this
represents a language bias and limits the generalizability of our
findings to different languages and non–English-speaking
countries, we note that similar findings have been reported with
respect to COVID-19–related information in other languages
[13].
Second, the search strategy was limited to 2 search phrases
(“coronavirus vaccine” and “COVID-19 vaccine”). These
phrases would not encompass the various searches the general
public may make on this topic (eg, “covid vaccine,”
“coronavirus vaccination,” or “covid vaccination”), which could
yield different video results. Additionally, the search terms used
were “neutral” and may not reflect searches made by individuals
who (1) have already been previously subjected to
misinformation, (2) have a network that shares similar
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e29942 | p.28
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misinformation content, or (3) are part of groups that are more
likely to seek misinformation.
Third, videos were first screened by title relevance and for the
purpose of pragmatism, only those videos that had titles relevant
to 5 domains of COVID-19 vaccine information (mechanisms
of action of vaccines, clinical trial procedures, manufacturing
processes, side effects and safety, and vaccine efficacy) were
considered for full video analysis. However, videos with
nonrelevant titles may still contain relevant information on
COVID-19 vaccination and given that they are accessible by
the public through neutral search terms, they could contribute
toward the dissemination of incorrect or low-quality information.
Additionally, a large majority of search results were excluded
at the screening stage, which resulted in a relatively small
sample size. This process may have introduced a selection bias,
limiting the generalizability of our findings. For completeness
of reporting in the future, all videos in the search results should
be analyzed for low-quality or incorrect information.
Fourth, the search was conducted at a single timepoint
(December 10, 2020), which was relatively early in the timeline
of global COVID-19 vaccine distribution. Given the dynamic
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccine development,
knowledge and attitudes regarding vaccination may evolve with
increased scientific understanding and public health
interventions. Moreover, the search results used in this study
led to the inclusion of videos produced in late March and April
when vaccine development was still in its early stages.
Therefore, topics such as vaccine manufacturing, efficacy, or
safety were not discussed in this early sample. These videos
instead concentrated on the explanation of vaccine science and
the methodology of clinical trials. A cross-sectional analysis of
YouTube videos through searches at multiple timepoints or of
those stratified by the age of the video could be conducted in
the future to assess the progression of video content and quality.

Chan et al
Fifth, although used in previous studies that assessed YouTube
as a source of medical information, DISCERN and HONcode
principles were developed and validated for the assessment of
written medical information. However, a strong interrater
agreement between the scoring systems suggests they are
reasonable tools to use in the absence of a validated alternative.
Finally, although efforts were made to reduce selection bias by
performing the search in an incognito window, the physical
search location could still be revealed to YouTube through the
IP address. As such, further studies should consider assessing
the nature of content that users are exposed to at different
locations, perhaps carrying out stratifying analysis using
socioeconomic markers such as index of multiple deprivation.
Additionally, routes of misinformation may vary depending on
culture, education level, and even at a national level. Social and
ethnic determinants have been demonstrated to impact vaccine
hesitancy [24,25]. It is important to understand the drivers of
vaccine hesitancy and develop high-quality, widely available
educational resources to target these demographic groups and
improve vaccine uptake. Creating videos in collaboration with
medical professionals and taking advantage of YouTube’s
widespread reach represents one potential solution.

Conclusions
Our findings demonstrate that YouTube videos produced by
educational channels, especially those produced by medical
professionals, achieve the highest quality and reliability metrics.
Consistent with previous similar studies, this suggests that there
is currently a missed opportunity in collaboration between
respected health-related organizations and established
educational YouTube content producers to disseminate
high-quality information on COVID-19 vaccination [26]. This
could potentially be a rapidly implementable public health
intervention to engage a wider audience and increase public
awareness and knowledge.
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Abstract
Background: COVID-19 has disrupted lives and livelihoods and caused widespread panic worldwide. Emerging reports suggest
that people living in rural areas in some countries are more susceptible to COVID-19. However, there is a lack of quantitative
evidence that can shed light on whether residents of rural areas are more concerned about COVID-19 than residents of urban
areas.
Objective: This infodemiology study investigated attitudes toward COVID-19 in different Japanese prefectures by aggregating
and analyzing Yahoo! JAPAN search queries.
Methods: We measured COVID-19 concerns in each Japanese prefecture by aggregating search counts of COVID-19–related
queries of Yahoo! JAPAN users and data related to COVID-19 cases. We then defined two indices—the localized concern index
(LCI) and localized concern index by patient percentage (LCIPP)—to quantitatively represent the degree of concern. To investigate
the impact of emergency declarations on people's concerns, we divided our study period into three phases according to the timing
of the state of emergency in Japan: before, during, and after. In addition, we evaluated the relationship between the LCI and
LCIPP in different prefectures by correlating them with prefecture-level indicators of urbanization.
Results: Our results demonstrated that the concerns about COVID-19 in the prefectures changed in accordance with the
declaration of the state of emergency. The correlation analyses also indicated that the differentiated types of public concern
measured by the LCI and LCIPP reflect the prefectures’ level of urbanization to a certain extent (ie, the LCI appears to be more
suitable for quantifying COVID-19 concern in urban areas, while the LCIPP seems to be more appropriate for rural areas).
Conclusions: We quantitatively defined Japanese Yahoo users’ concerns about COVID-19 by using the search counts of
COVID-19–related search queries. Our results also showed that the LCI and LCIPP have external validity.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e29865) doi:10.2196/29865
KEYWORDS
COVID-19; search query; infodemiology; quantitative analysis; concern; rural; urban; Internet; information-seeking behavior;
attitude; Japan

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has been threatening global health
since the end of December 2019. The outbreak has created
critical challenges for public health, research, and medical
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communities [1]. As of July 12, 2021, COVID-19 has affected
220 countries and territories, with over 187 million confirmed
cases, and has claimed over 4 million lives [2]. COVID-19 has
also disrupted many lives and caused psychological trauma on
a large scale [3,4].
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As with any outbreak of an infectious disease, the population's
psychological reactions play a critical role in shaping the spread
of the disease and the occurrence of emotional distress and
social disorder during and after the outbreak [5]. Recently,
Ahorsu et al [6] developed the Fear of COVID-19 Scale
(FCV-19S) by conducting qualitative interviews to assess
individuals' fear of COVID-19. Gao et al [7] found that greater
concern about COVID-19 (frequent exposure to
COVID-19–related social media) was positively associated with
adverse mental health outcomes. Furthermore, Su et al’s [8]
Twitter-based analysis revealed that spatial-temporal and
socioeconomic disparities shaped US residents’ response to
COVID-19.
Infodemiology is the science of distribution and determinants
of information in an electronic medium, specifically the internet,
or in a population, with the ultimate aim to inform public health
and public policy [9]. The underlying objective of this field is
to measure the pulse of public opinion, attention, behavior,
knowledge, and attitudes by tracking what people do and write
on the internet [10], such as by analyzing queries from internet
search engines to predict disease outbreaks. Bernardo et al [11]
published a scoping review in which they assessed the current
state of knowledge regarding the use of search queries and social
media for disease surveillance, showing their usability.
Daughton et al [12] conducted an infodemiology study using
social media data from Twitter to identify human behaviors
associated with COVID-19 transmission and the perceived
impact of COVID-19 on individuals. Mavragani et al [13]
provided a methodological framework for using Google Trends
in infodemiology by analyzing the value and validity of using
Google Trends data.
Worryingly, use of the internet and social media has increased
dramatically due to the enforcement of social distancing and
stay-at-home orders in many areas, which has led to more search
queries for updates on the local COVID-19 situation [14].
However, there is a lack of quantitative evidence about the
relationship between these searches for updates and the
psychological reactions of the population toward COVID-19.
Additionally, one may think that residents of urban areas would
show more concern about COVID-19 due to larger crowds and
easier access to public transportation. However, concern about
COVID-19 is also prevalent in rural areas, given that people
who live in rural areas may be more vulnerable to COVID-19
than residents of urban areas [15,16].
Therefore, we aimed to quantitatively reflect the different types
of concern in rural and urban areas by analyzing the Japanese
public's psychological reactions toward COVID-19 using an
infodemiology approach (ie, concern about COVID-19 in search
queries). We used Yahoo! JAPAN to get the search queries in
this study because it is the largest portal site in Japan, with a
significant user base; there are about 70 million and 20 million
monthly active users for smartphone and PC, respectively. This
covers about 85% of smartphone users and 61% of PC users in
Japan. The proportion of female and male smartphone users is
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52% and 48%, respectively. About 32% of users are aged 20-39
years, 40% of users are aged 40-59 years, and 28% of users are
aged ≥60 years [17]. We first developed two concern indices
based on search queries to measure generalized COVID-19
concerns, which we called the localized concern index (LCI)
and the localized concern index by patient percentage (LCIPP).
We then used these indices to investigate COVID-19 concerns
in relation to prefecture urbanization. To evaluate the feasibility
of these concern indices, we examined the prefecture-level
correlations with several indicators of ruralization and public
health outcomes. The Methods section details the process of
defining the LCI and LCIPP equations.

Methods
Target Queries
First, we explored people's COVID-19 concerns by analyzing
search queries over different time periods. We initially
established a baseline of common search queries prior to and
during the pandemic by selecting the search queries of Yahoo!
JAPAN's users from April to May 2019 and from April to May
2020 (we chose to examine queries during April and May due
to the Japanese government’s declaration of a state of emergency
in April 2020 [18]). Additionally, since older adults (those aged
>65 years) are at a significantly greater risk of adverse
COVID-19 outcomes [19], we speculated that there might be
more COVID-19–related search queries from this group.
Therefore, we started the analysis by targeting the search queries
of people over 65 years of age. We extracted 100,000 search
queries of this older population for the two aforementioned time
periods and ranked them in reverse order according to the search
counts. A change in time period results in a change in search
query ranking; thus, we quantified the difference in ranking by
defining the following rank change index:

The larger the index, the fewer the search counts for this query
in 2019 or the greater the number of search counts in 2020, and
vice versa. A constant of two was added to both the numerator
and denominator, to avoid instances of zeros (uncountable) in
the search counts. Table 1 shows the top five rapidly increasing
search queries in April 2020 compared to April 2019. As
expected, these terms appeared to be COVID-19–related.
Consistently, of the top 100 queries in the ascending query list,
76 queries contained COVID-19–related keywords (eg, コロナ
[corona], マスク [mask]); of these, 33 queries contained
prefecture names combined with コロナ感染者 (corona cases).
A query pattern, such as the prefecture name plus “coronavirus
cases,” clearly displays the prefecture’s information and it also
reflects the user's concern about COVID-19 to some extent.
Therefore, we chose this query pattern as our target query and
sorted the queries by region according to the prefecture names
mentioned in the query. Table 2 lists some query samples used
in this study.
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Table 1. Top five rapidly ascending search queries and their rank change index in April 2020 compared to April 2019. The first one, “novel_coronavirus,”
is the original data we retrieved from the database.
Search query

Rank change index

novel_coronavirus

18.87

シャープ マスク (Sharp's face mask)

18.74

新型コロナウイルス (novel coronavirus)

17.99

コロナ 感染者数 (corona cases)

17.96

東京都 コロナウイルス感染者 (Tokyo coronavirus cases)

17.63

Table 2. Samples of target queries.
Search query

Rank change index

東京都 コロナウイルス感染者 (Tokyo coronavirus cases)

17.63

神奈川県 コロナ感染者 (Kanagawa corona cases)

16.26

埼玉県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Saitama coronavirus cases)

16.18

福岡県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Fukuoka coronavirus cases)

16.11

茨城県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Ibaraki coronavirus cases)

15.84

Baseline Queries
However, when we calculated the search counts of target queries
that comprised the prefecture name and “coronavirus cases”
from January to September 2020, we found that the search
counts in Tokyo were much higher than in the other prefectures,
as shown in Figure 1. It is possible that Tokyo’s larger
population meant that the frequencies of the general search
counts were higher than in less populated prefectures. We
speculated that this excessive disparity would inevitably have
an impact on our subsequent calculations. To mitigate this effect,
we introduced baseline queries for each prefecture that were
frequently searched for in that prefecture and that had a
relatively stable search count for a certain period. The baseline
queries contained the prefecture name and “X,” where “X”

referred to any keywords as long as the sample variance of their
monthly search counts was as small as possible. For example,
for Tokyo, 東京 23区 (Tokyo 23 wards) and 東京 天気 過去
(past weather in Tokyo) were some of the baseline queries, and
their sample variances of search counts in these nine months
were 499.6 and 683, respectively. In summary, we compared
the search counts of possible queries with the above pattern
from January to September 2020, and then identified the top
three queries with the smallest sample variance during those
nine months to form the baseline queries. This was done to
balance the impact of excessive disparities by using the quotient
of the baseline query and our target query, as the search counts
of the target queries were high for urbanized prefectures (such
as Tokyo), where the search count frequencies of the baseline
queries were also high.

Figure 1. Search counts of targeted queries in Tokyo, Osaka, and Hokkaido, as well as the national average from January to September 2020.
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COVID-19 Concern Indices
Next, our query-based equation to quantify the level of concern
about COVID-19—the LCI equation—was defined for each
prefecture pref as follows:

where tqpref and bqpref are the target query and the baseline query,
respectively, and Count(.) is a function that counts the
occurrences of a query. We used the logarithmic result for the
LCI calculation, which suggests that a higher LCI means a
higher frequency of baseline-controlled, prefecture-specified
COVID-19–related queries, which in turn reflects a greater level
of concern about COVID-19 in that prefecture.
However, the LCI appeared to be greatly influenced by the
severity of the COVID-19 situation in each prefecture. For
example, urbanized areas, such as Tokyo and Osaka, which are
the first and second most populous cities in Japan and the hardest
hit, naturally had the highest search counts for target queries
and a higher LCI. The COVID-19 pandemic has raised people's
anxiety levels [20], and the LCI appears to reflect this attitude
in hard-hit, largely urban areas. However, heightened concern
about COVID-19 in rural areas [21] does not seem to be
reflected in the LCI. Rather, given the lower number of cases
in rural areas, it is likely that concern about COVID-19 in rural
areas may be related to socioecological variables unrelated to
the risk of infection.
For this reason, we attempted to improve our LCI equation to
be able to examine COVID-19 concerns beyond the direct
influence of actual COVID-19 cases. We argue that this would
quantify the prevalence of concern about COVID-19 beyond
the risk of actual infection. To do so, we modified the LCI to
account for the number of new cases per month in each
prefecture by the population of that prefecture to calculate the
percentage of infected patients; that is, Number of monthly new
cases/population.
In summary, the LCIPP for each prefecture pref was calculated
as follows:

Similarly, we used the logarithmic result for the LCIPP
calculation.

Correlation Indicators
To examine whether the differentiated patterns of associations
for the LCI and LCIPP reflected the COVID-19 concerns in
rural and urban areas, we examined prefecture-level correlations
with both indices. Accordingly, we included the corresponding
measures and examined the following aspects, with the
corresponding indicators in parentheses: (1) the prevalence of
farming (number of farming households, percentage of farmland,
rice production), (2) population change (rate of population
change), (3) ease of accessibility (reachable areas within one
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hour from major stations of each prefecture, travel time from
Tokyo to major stations in each prefecture), and (4) public health
outcomes (reported symptoms, daily outpatients, COVID-19
cases per million residents).
We argue that rural areas can be identified by the higher
prevalence of farming households, more farming area, and
higher rice production. Conversely, urban areas can be identified
by their higher population density, ease of accessibility (the
proportion of reachable areas within one hour from major
stations of each prefecture), and rate of population change (urban
areas should exhibit population growth, while rural areas should
show a population decline). Finally, prefectural public health
was measured as the number of cumulative COVID-19 cases
per 1 million residents (as of September 30, 2020), the
proportion of the population that reported general symptoms
(non–COVID-19–related), the number of ambulance dispatches,
and the number of daily outpatients in 2019. Public health
outcomes are able to reflect the current state of local health care
to some extent. Since COVID-19 outbreaks would take over
existing health care resources, we aimed to find the relationship
between public concern about COVID-19 and the current state
of local health care through the public health outcomes
indicators.

Results
LCI and LCIPP Results by Prefecture
Figure 2A and Figure 2B show the geographical results of the
LCI and LCIPP from January to September 2020, respectively.
Table 3 shows the top prefectures with the highest and lowest
LCI and LCIPP. These are also shown as the darkest and lightest
regions in Figure 2, respectively. In addition, we examined the
LCI and LCIPP across three phases following the timing of the
state of emergency: (1) before the state of emergency
(January-March), (2) during the state of emergency (April-June),
and (3) after the state of emergency (July-September). For a
breakdown of the LCI and LCIPP by prefecture, please refer to
our online supplementary material [22]. The LCI results show
that before the declaration of the state of emergency, there was
a low level of concern about COVID-19 nationwide. However,
with the state of emergency declaration, some prefectures
(including Tokyo and Ibaraki) began to show a high level of
concern. At the end of the state of emergency, the overall level
of concern in the country did not change much, though
prefectures such as Hokkaido showed a slight decrease. The
LCIPP results show a high level of concern for COVID-19 in
Hokkaido even before the national state of emergency was
declared. This is because Hokkaido activated COVID-19
response measures at an earlier stage (March 2020) [23], which
resulted in a high level of concern for COVID-19 among local
residents. With the declaration of a nationwide state of
emergency in April 2020, most prefectures also showed a high
level of concern, and with the end of the state of emergency,
the level of concern declined accordingly.
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Figure 2. Geographical results. The prefectures with orange boundary lines are the ones mentioned in this study: Hokkaido, Niigata, Ibaraki, Tokyo,
and Osaka. (A) Localized concern index (LCI) results. (B) Localized concern index by patient percentage (LCCIP) results.

Table 3. Prefectures with the highest and lowest localized concern index and localized concern index by patient percentage.
Search query

Rank change index

東京都 コロナウイルス感染者 (Tokyo coronavirus cases)

17.63

神奈川県 コロナ感染者 (Kanagawa corona cases)

16.26

埼玉県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Saitama coronavirus cases)

16.18

福岡県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Fukuoka coronavirus cases)

16.11

茨城県 コロナウイルス感染者 (Ibaraki coronavirus cases)

15.84

Of all the prefectures, we selected four to be displayed in Figure
3: Tokyo, Osaka, Niigata, and Ibaraki. We used the number of
farming households as a criterion for distinguishing between
urban and rural areas. According to a survey by the Statistics
Bureau of Japan [24], Tokyo and Osaka have the lowest numbers
of farming households in Japan, while Ibaraki and Niigata have

the highest numbers. This suggests that Niigata and Ibaraki have
relatively lower urbanization rates than Tokyo and Osaka.
Nevertheless, Figure 3 indicates that some urban areas (ie,
Tokyo and Osaka) have a relatively lower LCIPP than some
rural areas (ie, Ibaraki) in terms of the general trends.

Figure 3. LCIPP results of Tokyo, Osaka, Niigata, and Ibaraki, as well as the national average from January to September 2020. LCIPP: localized
concern index by patient percentage.
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Correlations with the LCI and LCIPP
By calculating the correlation coefficients of LCI and LCIPP
on the aforementioned indicators, our results showed that the
LCI was significantly correlated with the COVID-19 infection
risk (cumulative cases) and urbanized prefectures. The latter
was identified through population density and ease of

Gao et al
accessibility. The LCI was higher in prefectures that have a high
proportion of reachable areas within one hour from their major
stations and in prefectures that had growing populations. In
contrast, the LCIPP was higher in prefectures that were more
rural, as determined by their higher number of farming
households and rice production. Table 4 displays the correlation
results.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients of the whole phase localized concern index and localized concern index by patient percentage and some indicators.
Index and prefecture

Value

Highest localized concern index
Tokyo

7.04

Ibaraki

5.90

Fukuoka

5.54

Saitama

5.31

Okayama

4.92

Lowest localized concern index
Miyazaki

0.63

Ehime

0.87

Mie

0.96

Miyagi

1.02

Wakayama

1.07

Highest localized concern index by patient percentage
Okayama

14.36

Ibaraki

14.31

Niigata

13.78

Nagano

13.48

Aomori

13.46

Lowest localized concern index by patient percentage
Miyazaki

8.68

Ehime

9.18

Gunma

9.23

Okinawa

9.30

Shiga

9.43

Age-Based LCIPP Results
We also investigated the LCIPP results for three different age
groups: (1) age 25-44 years, (2) age 45-64 years, and (3) age
>65 years. At this point, population in the LCIPP equation was
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replaced by the number of people in each age group. Figure 4
shows that older people over the age of 65 years had fewer
concerns than those aged 25-44 years and 45-64 years, while
those aged 25-44 years and 45-64 years had almost the same
level of concern about COVID-19.
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Figure 4. LCIPP results for those aged 25-44 years, 45-64 years, and over 65 years. LCIPP: localized concern index by patient percentage.

Discussion

concern and collectivism [27] and collectivism with COVID-19
prevention behavior [28].

Principal Findings

This explanation has potential implications for policy.
Specifically, the discrepancy between the LCI and LCIPP shows
that more care must be taken when comparing public attitudes
toward COVID-19 between rural and urban communities. If the
LCIPP is indeed a result of collectivism and greater vigilance
against COVID-19, this may also indicate a broader adoption
of preventive measures, such as handwashing and mask wearing.
In contrast, the LCI does not seem to be similarly indicative of
such concerns. For greater effectiveness, public campaigns that
promote such behaviors should therefore use different strategies
when targeting rural and urban communities.

Nature of the LCI and LCIPP
As expected, the LCI appeared to represent the overall concern
about COVID-19. To a large extent, this was influenced by the
actual prevalence of COVID-19 within the prefecture. Similarly,
concern about COVID-19 was heightened in prefectures that
are dense, highly accessible, and growing in population. Most
likely, these are reflections of urbanized prefectures that have
a highly developed infrastructure and that attract the migration
of younger workers due to a higher number of job opportunities.
As such, these fast-paced, young, and dense prefectures naturally
present a greater risk of COVID-19 infection, and the increased
concern shown in the search queries that was observed in the
LCI is not surprising.
However, once we removed the variance explained by the
inclusion of daily increases in COVID-19 cases from the
equation, we found the opposite effect. The LCIPP ceased to
reflect the COVID-19 risk in urban areas, and there was no
significant relationship with the cumulative COVID-19 cases.
Furthermore, the pattern of significant correlations revealed an
association with the rural prefectures. The larger the proportion
of farming households and the greater the rice production, the
higher the public concern about COVID-19, which is beyond
that explained by the risk of infection. Why does the LCIPP
reflect increased ruralization? We posit an explanation in the
form of collectivism afforded by farming, specifically in
rice-farming societies [25,26]. These societies tend to be more
collectivistic and residents have a greater psychological desire
to protect the community from internal and external threats.
COVID-19 is one such threat; thus, rural communities may have
greater vigilance and concern about preventing COVID-19 from
becoming prevalent in their community. This is also consistent
with prior studies that have established links between COVID-19
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29865
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Interestingly, we note that the public health measures in Table
3 did not correlate significantly with the LCIPP. This suggests
that the preexisting or general health of a prefecture's population
does not appear to affect public concern about COVID-19.

Preliminary Analysis of the Age-Based Results
Japan, which is one of the fastest aging countries in the world,
has the highest proportion of older people worldwide [29].
Emerging studies suggested that older people are more
susceptible to COVID-19 and likely to have poor outcomes
[19,30,31]. However, we found that individuals aged over 65
years had reduced LCIPP scores, which suggests that their
concern might be lower than that of those aged 25-44 years and
45-64 years. Alternatively, this could be a consequence of
internet literacy, as users above 65 years of age may have less
proficiency in using the internet, or are simply less accustomed
to using search terms and queries for topics of concern.
However, more research is needed to contextualize this result.

Effectiveness of Search Queries as Public Concern
Indicators
Finally, we evaluated the usefulness of our method by extracting
search queries and combining them with actual COVID-19
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infection rates to quantify public concern. Our results showed
the correlations for the LCI and LCIPP demonstrate external
validity, as they were both associated with constructs that could
be explained by previous research. This study joins a growing
body of literature that uses web-based search queries to track
public health (eg, Murayama et al [32]), and the LCIPP adds
the dimension of using prefecture-level infection rates to control
for expected outcomes. Therefore, this study was able to
effectively quantify public concern at a deeper level, which we
propose is explained by the collectivistic psychological
tendencies of a society.

Limitations
We note the limitations of our approach. Our method of
extracting prefecture information from search queries relied on
searches for the prefecture name + “coronavirus cases,” and not
location-based information, such as IP addresses. This may not
necessarily represent queries that are only from residents of
these prefectures; it may also reflect queries from nonresidents
who are interested in the COVID-19 situation in these
prefectures (eg, a user who may have family in these
prefectures). In addition, although Yahoo! JAPAN has a large
user base in Japan, in the broader search engine market, Google

Gao et al
still has a significant share. Search queries and results might
vary between search engines due to user preferences and service
provider settings. Therefore, from the perspective of data
diversity, it would be a better choice to consider a combination
of search queries from multiple search engines.

Conclusions
In summary, this study used search queries from Yahoo! JAPAN
users to quantify the degree of concern about COVID-19 in
rural and urban areas. We first established that Yahoo search
queries could be used to quantify COVID-19–related concerns.
We then defined the LCI and LCIPP as quantitative indicators
of prefecture-level COVID-19 concern. The LCI was indicative
of COVID-19 concern in urban areas, whereas the LCIPP
appeared to be indicative of COVID-19 concern in rural
prefectures. By investigating the relationships between these
concern indices and prefecture-level information, we showed
that the LCI and LCIPP have external validity. These results
suggest that one potential application could be conducting
differentiated public campaigns about COVID-19 prevention
and misinformation. In light of the different sources of concern
in rural and urban areas, such campaigns could adopt different
risk communication strategies in these areas.
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Abstract
Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in panic among the general public, leading many people to seek out
information related to COVID-19 through various sources, including social media and traditional media. Identifying public
preferences for obtaining such information may help health authorities to effectively plan successful health preventive and
educational intervention strategies.
Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the impact of the types of sources used for obtaining COVID-19 information
on the attitudes and practices of the general public in Saudi Arabia during the pandemic, and to identify the socioeconomic and
demographic factors associated with the use of different sources of information.
Methods: This study used data from a cross-sectional online survey conducted on residents of Saudi Arabia from March 20 to
24, 2020. Data were analyzed using descriptive, bivariate, and multivariable logistic regression analyses. Bivariate analysis of
categorical variables was performed to determine the associations between information sources and socioeconomic and demographic
factors. Multivariable logistic regression analyses were employed to examine whether socioeconomic and demographic variables
were associated with the source of information used to obtain information about COVID-19. Moreover, univariable and multivariable
logistic regression analyses were conducted to examine how sources of information influence attitudes and practices of adhering
to preventive measures.
Results: In this analysis of cross-sectional survey data, 3358 participants were included. Most participants reported using social
media, followed by the Ministry of Health (MOH) of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, as their primary source of information.
Seeking information via social media was significantly associated with lower odds of having an optimistic attitude (adjusted odds
ratio [aOR] 0.845, 95% CI 0.733-0.974; P=.02) and adhering to preventive measures (aOR 0.725, 95% CI 0.630-0.835; P<.001)
compared to other sources of information. Participants who obtained their COVID-19 information via the MOH had greater odds
of having an optimistic attitude (aOR 1.437, 95% CI 1.234-1.673; P<.001) and adhering to preventive measures (aOR 1.393,
95% CI 1.201-1.615; P<.001) than those who obtained information via other sources.
Conclusions: This study provides evidence that different sources of information influence attitudes and preventive actions
differently within a pandemic crisis context. Health authorities in Saudi Arabia should pay attention to the use of appropriate
social media channels and sources to allow for more effective dissemination of critical information to the public.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e28888) doi:10.2196/28888
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Introduction
COVID-19, which was caused by the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus,
was first reported in Wuhan, China, and has since spread
extensively across the globe [1]. By the end of January 2020,
the World Health Organization (WHO) announced a public
health emergency of international concern and called for the
collaborative effort of all countries to prevent the rapid spread
of the virus. Subsequently, on March 11, 2020, the WHO
declared COVID-19 a global pandemic [2]. During emerging
infectious diseases, the adoption of preventive measures is one
of the most crucial interventions to halt the spread of infection
[3,4]. Prior research has demonstrated the role of media in
providing health information and promoting preventive
behaviors [5,6]. Engagement in preventive behaviors is most
likely to occur when there is clear, reliable, and frequent
communication. By contrast, weak or inconsistent
communication has the potential to reduce public trust and,
consequently, increase the likelihood of adverse social and
economic impacts. It is evident how rapid communication and
publication contributed to the recognition of the severity and
magnitude of COVID-19 by the general public [7].
In health crisis situations, information demand is usually high;
there are many unknowns and people tend to resort to sources
they trust [8]. Several information sources are currently available
for obtaining health-related information. As a consequence, the
importance of these sources during a global health crisis
intensifies. For instance, traditional media, such as television
and newspapers, play a role in communicating evidence-based
information to the public [9]. People may also rely on their
family members, friends, and coworkers for information on
COVID-19 [10]. Social media also represents a vital platform
for people to express their opinions, perceptions, and attitudes
toward COVID-19 public health policies [11].
Given the wide range of available communication channels,
evidence shows that people rely on a variety of different sources
of information [12] and that utilization of these sources tends
to change over time [13]. For instance, in 2017, Spence et al
[14] showed that traditional news media were the preferred
channels of information during a health crisis, whereas a more
recent study showed that social media platforms or online news
sites were the most predominant sources for obtaining
information during a crisis [15]. The WHO declared that the
COVID-19 pandemic has been accompanied by a so-called
“infodemic” of misinformation that renders finding clear
information, reliable guidance, and trustworthy sources difficult
[16]. Misinformation about the pandemic can pose a significant
risk to public health and public actions, thereby undermining
public health efforts in mitigating the profound impact of the
virus. In this sense, a major challenge is to ensure that people
have access to accurate information that allows them to act
appropriately [9].

In response to the high demand for timely and trustworthy
information in chaotic situations such as the COVID-19
pandemic, the Ministry of Health (MOH) of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia (KSA) acted as a key and official source
responsible for communicating information, and for sustaining
a reliable and consistent flow of information pertinent to
COVID-19 to the public. To communicate and engage the
community, traditional channels, such as television, radio, and
text messages, as well as technology and digital health programs
were all utilized under the MOH leadership. High-quality media
materials developed by the MOH, Ministry of Media, and the
Center for Government Communication were produced. Further,
joint press conferences providing updates have been held on a
daily basis during this pandemic. Video messages of ministers
and other prominent public figures recommending that the public
follow precautionary measures were widely shared.
Additionally, unconventional awareness-raising champions to
advise people to stay indoors were created [17].
In addition, the MOH relied on the use of different platforms
to disseminate information about the disease, including the route
of transmission and effective prevention practice measures [18].
To ensure widespread dissemination, this information was
translated into other languages, such as Filipino, Urdu,
Portuguese, Russian, and French [19]. In addition, the MOH,
together with other ministries, has utilized SMS text messaging
in spreading awareness and emphasizing the importance of
adopting precautionary measures [18]. The WHO Information
Network for Epidemics was also established to provide
simplified, timely, and accurate information from trusted sources
[8]. Taken together, these local and international communication
efforts were intended to raise awareness and encourage
preventive actions.
Given that only half of the Saudi population have adequate
health literacy [20], which may pose some challenges in
acquiring and obtaining health information that is particularly
important in decision making during outbreaks, it is essential
to understand the sources from which people obtain public
health crisis information. Thereby, this study aims to (1)
understand sources of COVID-19–related information among
the Saudi public, (2) examine factors associated with selection
of information sources, and (3) investigate the impact of the
utilized information sources on public attitudes and prevention
practices toward COVID-19. Gaining a deeper understanding
of preferred information sources can inform public health
officials on to where to extend efforts to reach a broader
audience. Moreover, it can also assist in enriching and
supporting the ongoing response to the pandemic and in
preparing for future pandemics.

Methods
Study Design and Sample
This study used data from a cross-sectional survey conducted
on residents of the KSA from March 20 to 24, 2020. Given the
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social and physical distancing measures implemented in the
country during that time because of the COVID-19 pandemic,
data were collected via an online self-reported questionnaire
using SurveyMonkey. Invitations to participate in the study
were distributed via social media platforms (ie, Twitter and
WhatsApp). Participants were recruited using a simplified
snowball-sampling technique, where the invited participants
were requested to pass on the invitations to their WhatsApp
contacts. A link to the questionnaire was also posted on the
King Abdulaziz University website. This online approach was
being used to avoid any physical contact.
The original cross-sectional survey included individuals aged
18 years or older living in the KSA at the time of data collection.
Online informed consent was obtained from all participants
before proceeding with the survey. A total of 3427 participants
completed the questionnaire. After excluding respondents who
reported living outside the KSA and all responses with missing
data on outcome variables, the final sample for analysis
comprised responses from 3358 participants. The survey
instrument used, data collection procedures, and sample size
determination method are described in detail elsewhere [21].

Measures
The online self-reported questionnaire was developed according
to community guidelines for preventing the spread of COVID-19
from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
[22]. The questionnaire was initially drafted in English,
translated to Arabic to ensure the meaning of the content, and
then back-translated to English. The Arabic version of the survey
was administered for this study. The questionnaire consisted of
four primary sections. The first section gathered information
on respondents’ socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.
The second section assessed respondents’ knowledge of
COVID-19. The third section assessed respondents’ attitudes
toward COVID-19 using a 5-point Likert scale. The final section
of the questionnaire assessed the respondents’ infection
prevention practices. A full description of the survey instrument
can be found elsewhere [21].
The primary outcome of this study was sources of COVID-19
information. This was based on a survey question that asked
for the main source of the respondents’ knowledge related to
COVID-19. Responses to this question were coded into six
categories: social media, MOH, television and newspapers,
friends and/or family, self-learning, and official sources,
including the WHO, medical journals and articles, or the CDC.
To examine the relationship between potential predictors and
COVID-19 information sources, we dichotomized each of the
six response variables into social media versus other information
sources (others), MOH versus others, television and newspapers
versus others, friends and/or family versus others, self-learning
versus others, and official sources versus others.
We also examined covariates that might be associated with the
type of information sources related to sociodemographic
characteristics, including age, gender, marital status, education
level, employment status, monthly income, and nationality. The
age variable was divided into five categories: 18-29 (reference
category), 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and ≥60 years. Gender was
coded as a binary variable, with 1 for male and 0 for female.
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e28888
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Marital status was also captured as a binary variable, with 1 for
unmarried, including single, widowed, and divorced, and 0 for
married. Education level was divided into three categories: high
school or below (reference category), college or university
degree, and postgraduate degree. Employment status was
categorized into five groups: government employee (reference
group), nongovernment employee, self-employed, retired, and
unemployed. Monthly income (in Saudi Riyal [SR]) was
grouped into eight categories (a currency exchange rate of SR
1=US $0.27 is applicable): <3000 (reference category); 3000
to less than 5000; 5000 to less than 7000; 7000 to less than
10,000; 10,000 to less than 15,000; 15,000 to less than 20,000;
20,000 to less than 30,000; and ≥30,000. Nationality was coded
as a binary variable, with 1 for Saudi and 0 for non-Saudi.
Information was also collected on attitudes toward COVID-19
using a 5-point Likert scale. Respondents were asked to state
their level of agreement for six statements, including “It is
important to put distance between myself and other people to
avoid transmission of COVID-19,” “Handwashing is important
to protect myself from COVID-19,” “I stay home if I am sick,
except to get medical care to protect myself from getting
COVID-19,” “COVID-19 will eventually be successfully
controlled; Saudi Arabia’s strict measures can help win the
battle against COVID-19,” and “Following all precautions from
the Ministry of Health will prevent the spread of COVID-19.”
Scores for attitudes were calculated based on the respondents’
answers to each attitudinal statement as follows: 1=strongly
disagree, 2=disagree, 3=undecided, 4=agree, and 5=strongly
agree. The total attitude score was computed by adding up the
points for each of the respondent’s answers to the six statements,
yielding a total attitude score between 6 and 30, with high scores
indicating more optimistic attitudes or beliefs that individuals
hold internally. Using the median total attitude score of 29, we
dichotomized the attitude into optimistic attitudes for scores
≥29 and nonoptimistic attitudes for scores <29.
Information was also collected on practices related to
COVID-19. There were five questions related to practices and
behavior, including (1) going to social events with large numbers
of people, (2) going to crowded places, (3) avoiding cultural
behaviors such as shaking hands, (4) practicing social distancing,
and (5) washing hands after sneezing, coughing, nose-blowing,
and having recently been in a public place. Respondents were
asked to respond “yes” or “no” to each item. A score of 1 was
given for answers that reflected a positive practice and a score
of 0 was given for answers that reflected a negative practice.
The total practice score ranged from 0 to 5, with high scores
indicating better practices. We also used the median total
practice score to dichotomize practices into positive practices
that indicated adherence to COVID-19 precautionary measures
(scores >4) and negative practices that indicated nonadherence
to COVID-19 precautionary measures (scores ≤4).

Data Analyses
Descriptive, bivariate, and multivariable logistic regression
analyses were employed in this study. The proportion of
participants who used each source to obtain information about
COVID-19 is presented in terms of frequency and percentage.
Mean and SD values are used to describe the continuous
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variables, whereas frequencies and percentages are used to
describe the categorical variables. Bivariate analysis of
categorical variables was performed using chi-square tests to
determine the associations between sources of information and
independent variables. Additionally, an independent t test was
performed to assess differences in mean values for attitudes and
practice scores.

standards. This study has been reviewed and was given a
favorable opinion by the King Abdulaziz University Research
Ethics Committee and was designed and performed in
accordance with the ethical principles established by the
university. Ethical approval was obtained from the Biomedical
Ethics Research Committee, Faculty of Medicine, King
Abdulaziz University (Ref-180-20).

Furthermore, logistic regression analysis for each COVID-19
information source was also conducted. Multivariable logistic
regression analyses were employed to examine whether
sociodemographic variables were associated with the source of
COVID-19 information. Moreover, univariable and
multivariable logistic regressions were conducted to examine
the relationship between information sources and attitudes and
practices toward COVID-19 prevention, controlling for
sociodemographic characteristics. In the regression models, we
estimated crude odds ratios (ORs) for univariable analyses and
adjusted ORs (aORs) for multivariable analyses with their
respective 95% CIs. Statistical significance was determined if
a P value was less than .05. All analyses were performed using
Stata 15.1 software (StataCorp LLC).

Data Availability Statement

Ethical Clearance
All procedures performed in this study involving human
participants complied with institutional or national research
committee ethical standards, as well as the 1964 Helsinki
Declaration and subsequent amendments or equivalent ethical
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The data sets generated and/or analyzed during this study are
not publicly available due to privacy and confidentiality
agreements as well as other restrictions but are available from
the corresponding author (MKA) on reasonable request.

Results
Characteristics of Study Participants
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of respondents’
socioeconomic and demographic characteristics and the sources
they used for obtaining COVID-19 information. Most of the
participants were married, had a college or university degree,
and were Saudi citizens. Approximately two-thirds of the
respondents had optimistic attitudes and more than half of them
adhered to preventive measures. The majority of respondents
reported social media as their main source of COVID-19
information, followed by the MOH, and then television and
newspapers.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of respondents’ socioeconomic and demographic characteristics and the sources they used for obtaining COVID-19
information.
Variable

Value (N=3358)

Knowledge scorea, mean (SD)

17.98 (2.22)

Attitude scoreb, mean (SD)

28.24 (2.74)

Nonoptimistic respondents, n (%)

1280 (38.12)

Optimistic respondents, n (%)

2078 (61.88)

Practice scorec, mean (SD)

4.34 (0.87)

Respondents with negative practices, indicating nonadherence to COVID-19 precautionary measures, n (%)

1554 (46.28)

Respondents with positive practices, indicating adherence to COVID-19 precautionary measures, n (%)

1804 (53.72)

Age (years), n (%)
18 to 29

1005 (29.93)

30 to 39

934 (27.81)

40 to 49

686 (20.43)

50 to 59

468 (13.94)

≥60

265 (7.89)

Gender, n (%)
Female

1945 (57.92)

Male

1413 (42.08)

Marital status, n (%)
Married

2129 (63.40)

Unmarried

1229 (36.60)

Nationality, n (%)
Non-Saudi

264 (7.86)

Saudi

3094 (92.14)
d

Monthly income (Saudi Riyal ), n (%)
<3000

835 (24.87)

3000 to <5000

290 (8.64)

5000 to <7000

254 (7.56)

7000 to <10,000

352 (10.48)

10,000 to <15,000

580 (17.27)

15,000 to <20,000

471 (14.03)

20,000 to <30,000

332 (9.89)

≥30,000

244 (7.27)

Education level, n (%)
High school or below

530 (15.78)

College or university degree

1886 (56.16)

Postgraduate degree

942 (28.05)

Employment status, n (%)
Government employee

1308 (38.95)

Private sector employee

544 (16.20)

Retired

312 (9.29)

Self-employed

135 (4.02)
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Value (N=3358)
1059 (31.54)

Sources of COVID-19 information, n (%)
Social media

1567 (46.66)

Ministry of Health

1138 (33.89)

Television and newspapers

432 (12.86)

Friends and/or family

55 (1.64)

Self-learning

98 (2.92)

Official sources

68 (2.03)

a

Knowledge scores: Each statement had the responses "true," "false," and "don't know." Incorrect or uncertain (don’t know) responses were given a
score of 0, and correct answers were assigned a score of 1. The total score for knowledge ranged from 0 to 22, with high scores indicating better
knowledge of COVID-19.
b

Attitude scores: Each item ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree); the total attitude score ranged from 6 and 30, with high scores
indicating more optimistic attitudes or beliefs.
c

Practice scores were 1 (reflected a positive practice) or 0 (reflected a negative practice) for each item; the total practice score ranged from 0 to 5, with
high scores indicating better practices.
d

A currency exchange rate of 1 Saudi Riyal=US $0.27 is applicable.

Relationship Between Sources of COVID-19
Information, Socioeconomic and Demographic Factors,
Attitudes, and Practices Toward COVID-19
Table 2 shows the results of bivariate analysis for assessing the
association between different variables and sources of
COVID-19–related information. The age category was
significantly associated with all information sources except for
official sources. Most of the respondents who indicated social
media as their main information source were aged 18 to 29 years
(539/1567, 34.40%), whereas respondents who indicated
television and newspapers as their main source were aged 50
to 59 years (124/432, 28.7%). As age increased, the proportion
of respondents who used social media as their main source of
information decreased. Moreover, there was a significant
association between employment status and all sources of
information except for official sources.
Level of education was significantly associated with seeking
information from family and/or friends (Table 2). More than
half of those who indicated obtaining information from family
and/or friends had a college education or higher (32/55, 58%).
Nationality was associated with seeking information from the
MOH, with the great majority being Saudi citizens (1068/1138,
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93.85%). Income level was also significantly associated with
seeking information from social media, television and
newspapers, family and/or friends, self-learning, and official
sources. Most of the participants who indicated obtaining
information from the MOH reported earning less than SR 3000
(278/1138, 24.43%). Moreover, more than half of the
participants who sourced information from family and/or friends
earned less than SR 3000 (30/55, 55%). Among those who used
social media, the percentage of respondents with optimistic
attitudes was higher than that of respondents with nonoptimistic
attitudes (935/1567, 59.67% vs 632/1567, 40.33%). Moreover,
among respondents who sourced information from friends and/or
family, a higher number had nonoptimistic attitudes than
optimistic attitudes (29/55, 53% vs 26/55, 47%). On the
contrary, among those who used the MOH as their source of
information, more respondents had optimistic attitudes than
nonoptimistic attitudes (770/1138, 67.66% vs 368/1138,
32.34%). However, among the respondents who used social
media, those who did not adhere to COVID-19 preventive
measures were higher in number than their counterparts
(789/1567, 50.35% vs 778/1567, 49.65%). On the other hand,
among respondents who used the MOH as a main source of
information, the majority adhered to preventive measures than
did not adhere (669/1138, 58.79% vs 469/1138, 41.21%).
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Table 2. Bivariate analysis of socioeconomic and demographic factors, attitudes, and practices toward COVID-19 with sources of information.
Variable

Social media
(no: n=1791; yes:
n=1567)
n (%)

P

Ministry of Health Television and
(no: n=2220; yes: newspapers

Friends and/or
family

n=1138)

(no: n=2926; yes:
n=432)

(no: n=3303; yes:
n=55)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

P

value
No

Yes

Age (years)

No

Yes

P

value
No

Yes

<.001

Official sources

(no: n=3260; yes:
n=98)

(no: n=3290; yes:
n=68)

n (%)

n (%)

P

value
No

Yes

<.001

P

value
No

Yes

<.001

value
No

Yes

<.001

.46

18 to 29

466 539
(26) (34)

659 346
(30) (30)

959 46
(33) (11)

970 35
(29) (64)

987 18
(30) (18)

984 21
(30) (31)

30 to 39

487 447
(27) (29)

570 364
(26) (32)

864 70
(30) (16)

927 7
(28) (13)

910 24
(28) (24)

912 22
(28) (32)

40 to 49

363 323
(20) (21)

470 216
(21) (19)

576 110
(20) (25)

680 6
(21) (11)

665 21
(20) (21)

676 10
(21) (15)

50 to 59

301 167
(17) (11)

319 149
(14) (13)

344 124
(12) (29)

464 4
(14) (7)

451 17
(14) (17)

461 7
(14) (10)

≥60

174 91
(10) (6)

202 63
(9) (6)

183 82
(6) (19)

262 3
(8) (5)

247 18
(8) (18)

257 8
(8) (12)

.047

.65

.02

.81

.38

.40

Female

1009 936
(56) (60)

1292 653
(58) (57)

1717 228
(59) (53)

1914 31
(58) (56)

1884 61
(58) (62)

1909 36
(58) (53)

Male

782 631
(44) (40)

928 485
(42) (43)

1209 204
(41) (47)

1389 24
(42) (44)

1376 37
(42) (38)

1381 32
(42) (47)

Marital status

.08

.09

<.001

<.001

.69

.07

Married

1160 969
(65) (62)

1430 699
(64) (61)

1791 338
(61) (78)

2106 23
(64) (42)

2065 64
(63) (65)

2093 36
(64) (53)

Unmarried

631 598
(35) (38)

790 439
(36) (39)

1135 94
(39) (22)

1197 32
(36) (58)

1195 34
(37) (35)

1197 32
(36) (47)

Nationality

.16

.01

.25

.50

.21

.77

Non-Saudi

130 134
(7) (9)

194 70
(9) (6)

224 40
(8) (9)

261 3
(8) (5)

253 11
(8) (11)

258 6
(8) (9)

Saudi

1661 1433
(93) (91)

2026 1068
(91) (94)

2702 392
(92) (91)

3042 52
(92) (95)

3007 87
(92) (89)

3032 62
(92) (91)

Monthly income (Saudi Riyala)

.002

.12

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<3000

407 428
(23) (27)

557 278
(25) (24)

772 63
(26) (15)

805 30
(24) (55)

813 22
(25) (22)

821 14
(25) (21)

3000 to <5000

141 149
(8) (10)

198 92
(9) (8)

255 35
(9) (8)

286 4
(9) (7)

284 6
(9) (6)

286 4
(9) (6)

5000 to <7000

127 127
(7) (8)

162 92
(7) (8)

225 29
(8) (7)

250 4
(8) (7)

254 0
(8) (0)

252 2
(8) (3)

7000 to <10,000

202 150
(11) (10)

229 123
(10) (11)

288 64
(10) (15)

349 3
(11) (5)

345 7
(11) (7)

347 5
(11) (7)

10,000 to
<15,000

309 271
(17) (17)

365 215
(16) (19)

516 64
(18) (15)

576 4
(17) (7)

565 15
(17) (15)

569 11
(17) (16)

15,000 to
<20,000

262 209
(15) (13)

307 164
(14) (14)

402 69
(14) (16)

467 4
(14) (7)

451 20
(14) (20)

466 5
(14) (7)

20,000 to
<30,000

199 133
(11) (8)

221 111
(10) (10)

269 63
(9) (15)

329 3
(10) (5)

321 11
(10) (11)

321 11
(10) (16)

≥30,000

144 100
(8) (6)

181 63
(8) (6)

199 45
(7) (10)

241 3
(7) (5)

227 17
(7) (17)

228 16
(7) (24)

Education level
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Self-learning

.22

.45

.70

<.001

.03

<.001
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Variable

Social media
(no: n=1791; yes:
n=1567)
n (%)

P

Ministry of Health Television and
(no: n=2220; yes: newspapers

Friends and/or
family

n=1138)

(no: n=2926; yes:
n=432)

(no: n=3303; yes:
n=55)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

P

value
No
High school or
below

Yes

P

value
No

Yes

P

value
No

Yes

Self-learning

Official sources

(no: n=3260; yes:
n=98)

(no: n=3290; yes:
n=68)

n (%)

n (%)

P

value
No

Yes

P

value
No

Yes

value
No

Yes

278 252
(16) (16)

363 167
(16) (15)

456 74
(16) (17)

513 17
(16) (31)

515 15
(16) (15)

525 5
(16) (7)

College or univer- 988 898
sity degree
(55) (57)

1240 646
(56) (57)

1649 237
(56) (55)

1854 32
(56) (58)

1842 44
(57) (45)

1857 29
(56) (43)

Postgraduate degree

617 325
(28) (29)

821 121
(28) (28)

936 6
(28) (11)

903 39
(28) (40)

908 34
(28) (50)

525 417
(29) (27)

Employment status

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

.02

.35

Government employee

727 581
(41) (37)

819 489
(37) (43)

1154 154
(39) (36)

1302 6
(39) (11)

1262 46
(39) (47)

1276 32
(39) (47)

Private sector

271 273
(15) (17)

360 184
(16) (16)

485 59
(17) (14)

532 12
(16) (22)

536 8
(16) (8)

536 8
(16) (12)

Retired

194 118
(11) (8)

236 76
(11) (7)

214 98
(7) (23)

310 2
(9) (4)

297 15
(9) (15)

309 3
(9) (4)

Self-employed

79
(4)

92
(4)

43
(4)

104 31
(4) (7)

135 0
(4) (0)

134 1
(4) (1)

131 4
(4) (6)

Unemployed

520 539
(29) (34)

713 346
(32) (30)

969 90
(33) (21)

1024 35
(31) (64)

1031 28
(32) (29)

1038 21
(32) (31)

56
(4)

Attitudes

.01

<.001

.07

.02

.78

.07

Nonoptimistic

648 632
(36) (40)

912 368
(41) (32)

1098 182
(37) (42)

1251 29
(38) (53)

1244 36
(38) (37)

1247 33
(38) (49)

Optimistic

1143 935
(64) (60)

1308 770
(59) (68)

1828 250
(63) (58)

2052 26
(62) (47)

2016 62
(62) (63)

2043 35
(62) (51)

Practices

a

Alshareef et al

<.001

<.001

.61

.90

.94

.91

Negative

765 789
(43) (51)

1085 469
(49) (41)

1359 195
(46) (45)

1529 25
(46) (45)

1509 45
(46) (46)

1523 31
(46) (46)

Positive

1026 778
(57) (49)

1135 669
(51) (59)

1567 237
(54) (55)

1774 30
(54) (55)

1751 53
(54) (54)

1767 37
(54) (54)

A currency exchange rate of 1 Saudi Riyal=US $0.27 is applicable.

Association of Sources of COVID-19 Information With
Participants’ Socioeconomic and Demographic
Characteristics
Table 3 shows the results of the regression analysis of the
association between COVID-19 sources of information and
socioeconomic and demographic characteristics. Compared
with those 18 to 29 years old, participants aged 30 to 39 years
(aOR 0.723, 95% CI 0.574-0.910; P=.006), 40 to 49 years (aOR
0.696, 95% CI 0.538-0.899; P=.006), 50 to 59 years (aOR 0.410,
95% CI 0.303-0.553; P<.001), and ≥60 years (aOR 0.364, 95%
CI 0.243-0.545; P<.001) had significantly lower odds of using
social media to obtain information related to COVID-19. These
odds decreased as age increased, suggesting that young adults
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are more likely to use social media to obtain information about
COVID-19. By contrast, the odds of using television and
newspapers significantly increased among respondents aged 30
to 39 years (aOR 1.857, 95% CI 1.186-2.909; P=.007), 40 to
49 years (aOR 4.421, 95% CI 2.823-6.924; P<.001), 50 to 59
years (aOR 7.787, 95% CI 4.875-12.430; P<.001), and ≥60
years (aOR 8.519, 95% CI 4.940-14.690; P<.001) compared to
those aged 18 to 29 years, further supporting that older
individuals are more likely to use television and newspapers as
information sources. Moreover, respondents aged 60 years or
above had significantly greater odds of learning by themselves
compared to those aged 18 to 20 years (aOR 4.270, 95% CI
1.536-11.860; P=.005).
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Table 3. Associations between sources of COVID-19 information and socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.
Variable

Social media

Ministry of Health Television and
newspapers

Friends and/or
family

Self-learning

Official sources

aORa

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

1.193

.15

1.857
(1.1862.909)

.007

0.377

.06

1.792

.14

0.924

.85

4.421

<.001

Age (years)
18 to 29

Refb

30 to 39

0.723
(0.5740.910)

.006

0.696

.006

40 to 49

(0.9381.516)

(0.5380.899)
50 to 59

0.410

0.364

.34

(0.6681.151)
<.001

(0.3030.553)
≥60

0.877

1.010

(2.8236.924)
.95

(0.7411.378)
<.001

(0.2430.545)

0.796

(0.1361.043)

7.787

.30

8.519

.18

(0.1471.415)
<.001

(4.87512.43)

(0.5161.227)

0.456

(0.8203.916)

0.473

<.001

0.816

.13

(0.8274.394)
.27

(0.1271.760)

(4.94014.69)

1.907

(0.4042.111)

2.125

.81

4.270

.18

(0.1861.376)
.11

(0.8545.287)

(0.1574.221)

0.507

0.522

.26

(0.1681.623)
.005

(1.53611.86)

1.174

.80

(0.3463.976)

Gender
Female

Ref

Male

0.939

.43

(0.8041.097)

1.096

.27

(0.9321.289)

0.961

.76

(0.7531.228)

1.770

.07

(0.9653.246)

0.619

.05

(0.3831.001)

1.254

.42

(0.7232.176)

Marital status
Married

Ref

Unmarried

0.809

.02

(0.6740.971)

1.166

.11

(0.9651.409)

0.873

.37

(0.6481.175)

0.810

.60

(0.3691.780)

1.475

.15

(0.8742.487)

2.352

.006

(1.2704.352)

Nationality
Non-Saudi

Ref

Saudi

0.881

.35

(0.6771.146)

1.485

.008

(1.1071.990)

0.736

.12

(0.4981.084)

2.088

.28

(0.6316.907)

0.473

.03

(0.2360.945)

0.565

.21

(0.2291.388)

Monthly income (Saudi Riyalc)
<3000

Ref

3000 to <5000

1.127
(0.8271.535)

.45

1.060

.74

5000 to <7000

0.857

1.094
(0.7931.510)
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1.039

.36

0.986

.84

1.046
(0.7451.469)

.98

0.987

.94

1.371

.96

0.655
(0.3891.100)

.31

0.784

0.812

.69

(0.2942.239)
.71

1 (N/Ad)

.22

0.624

0.758
(0.1952.933)

.46

N/A

1.172

.85

(0.2335.895)
.51

(0.1552.515)
.11

1.565
(0.4715.201)

(0.2212.777)

(0.8292.268)
.80

0.542
(0.1661.766)

(0.5651.726)

(0.6961.397)
.58

1.006
(0.6091.663)

(0.7231.494)

(0.6151.192)
10,000 to
<15,000

.52

(0.6451.248)

(0.7501.496)
7000 to <10,000

0.897

0.660

.47

(0.2162.014)
.69

0.784
(0.2822.173)

2.130

.24

(0.6117.428)
.64

2.897

.07

(0.9849.076)
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Social media

Ministry of Health Television and
newspapers

Friends and/or
family

Self-learning

Official sources

aORa

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

aOR

P

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

(95% CI)

value

15,000 to
<20,000

1.089

.62

1.013

.94

0.705

.19

0.951

.95

1.261

.65

1.717

.42

20,000 to
<30,000

0.931

≥30,000

1.046

(0.7761.526)

(0.7081.448)
.71

(0.6431.349)

0.938

(0.4161.193)
.75

(0.6351.386)
.83

(0.7031.556)

0.671

0.998

(0.2353.842)
>.99

(0.5751.731)
.05

(0.4351.034)

0.788

1.022

(0.4643.420)
.98

(0.2184.783)
.43

(0.4371.420)

1.076

0.981

(0.4586.434)
.97

(0.3262.951)
.93

(0.2265.124)

2.772

4.947

.009

(1.49016.42)
.06

(0.9578.032)

10.68

<.001

(3.29934.55)

Education level
High school or
below

Ref

College or univer- 0.979
sity degree
(0.7991.199)

.83

Postgraduate degree

.92

0.988

1.083

.47

(0.8731.345)

(0.7691.268)

1.082

1.019

.90

(0.7481.388)
.56

(0.8311.410)

0.855

0.673

.22

(0.3571.267)
.42

(0.5861.246)

0.464

0.756

.38

(0.4041.412)
.17

(0.1571.371)

0.832

1.720

.28

(0.6464.581)
.63

(0.3971.741)

3.324

.03

(1.1419.684)

Employment status
Government employee

Ref

Private sector

1.124

.33

(0.8901.418)
Retired

1.256

0.969

.18

1.071

.87

.02

0.917

.63

0.824
(0.6131.108)

.73

1.515

.67

1.753

4.364

.008

(1.46413.01)
.03

(1.0382.209)

(0.6161.365)

(0.8091.415)
a

0.639

1.066
(0.7381.538)

(0.4450.919)

(0.6631.418)
Unemployed

.40

(0.7061.150)

(0.8991.755)
Self-employed

0.901

0.813

1 (N/A)

.83

1.078
(0.7021.655)

0.810

N/A

0.120

.61

4.528
(1.26416.21)

.20

0.755
(0.3101.842)

.26

0.377

.17

(0.0941.507)
.04

(0.0150.924)
.73

0.606
(0.2531.446)

(0.3611.815)

(1.0902.822)
.20

.07

(0.1951.064)

(0.1195.518)
.02

0.456

0.975

.97

(0.3103.067)
.54

1.843

.23

(0.6894.934)

aOR: adjusted odds ratio.

b

Ref: reference.

c

A currency exchange rate of 1 Saudi Riyal=US $0.27 is applicable.

d

N/A: not applicable because aOR=1.

In terms of gender, men had significantly lower odds of learning
by themselves (aOR 0.619, 95% CI 0.383-1.001; P=.04)
compared to women. Unmarried individuals had significantly
lower odds of using social media than married individuals (aOR
0.809, 95% CI 0.674-0.971; P=.03), whereas unmarried
individuals had significantly greater odds of using official
sources (aOR 2.352, 95% CI 1.270-4.352; P=.006).
Interestingly, Saudi nationals had significantly greater odds of
using the MOH as a main source of information compared to
non-Saudi nationals (aOR 1.485, 95% CI 1.107-1.990; P=.008),
whereas Saudi nationals had significantly lower odds of learning
by themselves compared to non-Saudi nationals (aOR 0.473,
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e28888
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95% CI 0.236-0.945; P=.03). Those who earned SR 30,000 or
more, compared with those who earned less than SR 3000, had
significantly lower odds of sourcing information from the MOH
(aOR 0.671, 95% CI 0.435-1.034; P=.05). By contrast, those
who earned SR 30,000 or more (aOR 10.680, 95% CI
3.299-34.550; P<.001) and those who earned SR 20,000 to less
than SR 30,000 (aOR 4.947, 95% CI 1.490-16.420; P=.009)
had significantly greater odds of obtaining COVID-19–related
information via official sources compared to those who earned
less than SR 3000. Respondents with a postgraduate education
had significantly greater odds of obtaining information related
to COVID-19 via official sources compared to those with a high
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school education or below (aOR 3.324, 95% CI 1.141-9.684;
P=.03).
Retired respondents had significantly lower odds of using the
MOH as a main source of information than those who were
government employees (aOR 0.639, 95% CI 0.445-0.919;
P=.02). By contrast, retired respondents had significantly greater
odds of using television and newspapers as an information
source than government employees (aOR 1.515, 95% CI
1.038-2.209; P=.03). Private sector employees had significantly
greater odds of seeking information from family and/or friends
than government employees (aOR 4.364, 95% CI 1.464-13.010;
P=.008). Self-employed respondents had significantly greater
odds of using television and newspapers as an information
source than government employees (aOR 1.753, 95% CI
1.090-2.822; P=.02). Unemployed people had greater odds of
seeking information from family and/or friends compared to
government employees (aOR 4.528, 95% CI 1.264-16.210;
P=.02).

Association of Attitudes and Practices Toward
COVID-19 With Sources of Information

practices toward COVID-19. We found that respondents who
used social media had significantly lower odds of having
optimistic attitudes than respondents who used other sources
(aOR 0.845, 95% CI 0.733-0.974; P=.02). Moreover, those who
used social media as a main source of information had
significantly lower odds of adhering to preventive measures
(aOR 0.725, 95% CI 0.630-0.835; P<.001) compared to those
who obtained their information from other sources. Interestingly,
participants who obtained information from the MOH had
significantly greater odds of having optimistic attitudes than
those who obtained information from other sources (aOR 1.437,
95% CI 1.234-1.673; P<.001). Also, those who obtained
information from the MOH had significantly greater odds of
adhering to preventive measures than those who obtained
information from other sources (aOR 1.393, 95% CI
1.201-1.615; P<.001). This study also found that participants
who obtained their information from television and newspapers
had significantly lower odds of having optimistic attitudes
compared to those who obtained information from other sources
(aOR 0.801, 95% CI 0.645-0.994; P=.045).

Table 4 presents the relationship between the source of
information used by the respondents and their attitudes and
Table 4. Association between attitudes and practices toward COVID-19 and sources of information.
Source of information

Attitudes
Unadjusted ORa

Practices
P value

(95% CI)
Social media

0.838

1.458

.01

0.825

<.001

0.546

.07

1.062

.03

0.647
(0.400-1.046)

a

<.001

0.801

0.624

.78

1.070

.045

0.648
(0.397-1.055)

<.001

1.363

<.001

1.054

.09

.90

1.015

.94

1.028

<.001

0.999

>.99

1.279

.38

1.011

.96

(0.669-1.519)
.91

(0.635-1.666)

1.393

(0.737-2.222)

(0.678-1.519)
.08

<.001

(0.805-1.240)

(0.605-1.766)
.75

0.725

(1.201-1.615)
.61

1.034

P value

(0.630-0.835)

(0.860-1.291)

(0.701-1.633)
.08

0.735

aOR
(95% CI)

(1.180-1.575)

(0.363-1.072)

(0.700-1.612)
Official sources

1.437

P value

(0.641-0.842)

(0.645-0.994)

(0.320-0.932)
Self-learning

.02

(1.234-1.673)

(0.672-1.013)
Friends and/or family

0.845

Unadjusted OR
(95% CI)

(0.733-0.974)

(1.255-1.695)
Television and newspapers

P value

(95% CI)

(0.729-0.964)
Ministry of Health

aORb

1.061

.82

(0.646-1.741)

OR: odds ratio.

b

aOR: adjusted odds ratio; adjusted for age, gender, marital status, nationality, monthly income, education level, and employment status.

Discussion
Principal Findings
In analyzing data collected during the early stage of the
COVID-19 global health crisis in the KSA, the goal of this study
was to advance knowledge regarding where the Saudi public
obtain their information about COVID-19, and whether
acquisition of these different sources of information influence
the attitudes and adaptation of preventive actions. Our results
indicate that during the pandemic, the respondents mainly relied
on social media to obtain information related to COVID-19,
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e28888
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followed by the MOH and television and newspapers. Social
media as a main source of information was shown to negatively
influence attitudes and compliance to preventive measures; on
the contrary, a positive influence on both attitudes and practices
was found among respondents using the MOH as a main source
of information. Television and newspapers as a source of
information was also shown to have a negative influence on
participants’ attitudes.
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Meaning of Findings and Comparison With Existing
Literature
Given the increasing significance of social media and its
substantial relevance in a time of global health crises [23], this
study shows that the sample population mainly relies on social
media platforms for obtaining information about COVID-19.
Evidence shows that in times of crisis, many people turn to
social media to obtain crisis-related information [24]. The speed
at which information disseminates through social media may
drive the public to utilize the most accessible source [25]. In
contrast to previous findings [26], this study found that social
media was associated with lower odds of adoption of preventive
behaviors and optimistic attitudes. This is of interest for several
reasons. First, this finding might be a reflection of health
information–related consumer perceptions of social media.
Individuals tend to expose themselves only to communication
channels they perceive as trustworthy [27], which, in turn, may
impact their behaviors and decisions based on the received
information [28]. Second, the tendency of social media to spread
misinformation, rumors, and inaccurate data can exacerbate the
consequences of behavioral responses. It has been shown that
exposure to COVID-19 misinformation on social media
adversely impacts the adoption of preventive behaviors [29].
Third, this finding could be, in part, explained by the high
acceptability of risky behaviors among young adults [30,31].
Our finding that social media was the primary source of
information among young adults supports this assumption.
Of particular interest, however, is the finding that the MOH was
the second most preferred source of COVID-19–related
information. In this study, respondents who obtained their
information from the MOH had more positive attitudes toward
COVID-19 and were more likely to adopt preventive behaviors
compared to those who obtained information from other sources.
An earlier study conducted in Saudi Arabia showed that the
MOH was perceived as a reliable source among the Saudi public
[32]. This could partially explain why respondents who obtained
their information from the MOH had positive attitudes and
adopted preventive behaviors. This could also explain why
international official sources, such as the WHO, CDC, and
medical journals, were the least dominant sources of information
among respondents in this study. Taken together, these findings
suggest that the wide-reaching efforts of the MOH had
significant potential in communicating risk and crisis
information and, in turn, promoting preventive actions. Although
the MOH has established its presence, sought to control
interactions, and responded to misinformation on social media,
efforts aimed at leveraging social media to reach a broader and
diverse audience, particularly the young, are required. In other
words, to effectively raise awareness and encourage adaptation
of preventive behaviors, the MOH should utilize channels that
reach a larger audience and that are trusted by the public.
In this study, age, nationality, and employment status were
found to be significantly associated with using the MOH as an
information source. Saudi nationals tend to use the MOH as
their primary source of COVID-19–related information. It is
important to note that daily press conferences providing
COVID-19 updates by the MOH spokesperson may have
resulted in gaining the public’s trust and offering reassurance
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e28888
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that the country is working hard to mitigate effects from the
pandemic. At times of chaos and confusion, people want both
localized information relevant to them and international
information from trusted international health organization
sources such as the WHO [33]. However, non-Saudi respondents
were less likely to rely on the MOH in obtaining
COVID-19–related information; while the reason behind this
is unclear, one possible reason could be that they heard stories
about the strain of the pandemic on family and friends in their
country and they were more accepting and receptive to the
information they shared with them.
The role of social media as an information source becomes
salient when limited information is provided by traditional media
[23]. In this study, traditional media such as newspapers and
television was the third most common information source among
the Saudi public. During the H1N1 flu crisis, mass media was
found to play a positive role in reducing panic through
increasing public knowledge and the likelihood of adopting
preventive measures [5]. Lin and Lagoe [34] also demonstrated
that the use of television and newspapers increased the intention
to vaccinate against H1N1 among media users. However, our
study showed that respondents who used television and
newspapers as their primary source for obtaining information
related to COVID-19 had lower odds of optimistic attitudes
toward COVID-19. Given the importance of television as a
source of information among the Saudi public, it could be used
to support the public health agenda through the placement of
doctors on television news. It has been reported that television
news viewing is largely determined by perceived informative
value; thus, television can be a particularly significant source
of information during outbreak crises [35]. In line with other
studies, age was positively correlated with receiving information
from traditional media [10].
Interpersonal sources, such as friends and/or family and
self-learning, were the least preferred information sources
among the Saudi public. In comparative nationally representative
samples from the United Kingdom, the United States, Italy,
Australia, New Zealand, and South Korea, interpersonal sources
were among the most trusted sources of COVID-19–related
information [36]. Furthermore, in this study, some individuals
did not depend on any particular source of information about
COVID-19 but instead looked for the information themselves.
Perhaps those concerned about their health and disease
prevention prefer to obtain COVID-19–related information
themselves through the internet. In contrast to the findings of
previous studies demonstrating a positive association between
active information acquisition and engaging in healthy behaviors
[37], we found that self-learning does not influence either
attitudes or preventive behaviors.

Limitations
The findings of this study should be interpreted with some
limitations. Data from this study were collected online via the
snowball-sampling method. Thus, the participant responses may
reflect a possible like-minded social network of those who
received the survey link. In addition, given the survey’s online
nature, our findings may not be representative of the opinions
of those living in rural areas where internet access is relatively
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limited or among older adults who are less likely to use the
internet. However, a community-based national sampling
approach would not have been feasible given the imposed
lockdown during the study period. Moreover, the study’s
cross-sectional nature with data collected in a snapshot cannot
be used to characterize the change in information-seeking
behavior over a longer period of time. Nevertheless, these
findings provide useful guidance for health authorities and
policy makers to identify the influence of sources of information
on attitudes and practices toward COVID-19, and to deploy
appropriate actions where necessary. Finally, it is worth noting
that the survey included only Arabic speakers. Given that the
KSA has a significant non–Arabic-speaking foreign population,
it is important to acknowledge that the information sources and
relationships reported in this study may not apply to a large
group within Saudi society.

Conclusions
This study provides evidence that different communication
channels exert different influences on attitudes and preventive
actions taken in a pandemic crisis context. Among the

Alshareef et al
communication channels examined in this study, the MOH was
a widely consumed information source that has potential to
shape public attitudes toward COVID-19 and enhance
engagement in preventive actions. Both social and traditional
media were information sources that were associated with lower
odds of having optimistic attitudes. The findings of this study
might help inform current local COVID-19 responses by
offering insight into how the Saudi public uses sources of
information, and further identifies which communication
channels have the greatest impact on public attitudes and
consequent prevention behaviors toward COVID-19. Moreover,
by identifying the most predominantly used communication
channels, public health authorities might be able to acknowledge
differences in preferences of information sources and respond
more effectively to future pandemics. Future research should
examine changes in information-seeking behaviors over time
and consider probability sampling of both social media and
non–social media users who predominantly live in rural areas
to provide further perspective on disparities in seeking
information.
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Abstract
Background: During a public health crisis such as the current COVID-19 pandemic, governments and health authorities need
quick and accurate methods of communicating with the public. While social media can serve as a useful tool for effective
communication during disease outbreaks, few studies have elucidated how these platforms are used by the Ministry of Health
(MOH) during disease outbreaks in Saudi Arabia.
Objective: Guided by the Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication model, this study aimed to explore the MOH’s use of
Twitter and the public’s engagement during different stages of the COVID-19 pandemic in Saudi Arabia.
Methods: Tweets and corresponding likes and retweets were extracted from the official Twitter account of the MOH in Saudi
Arabia for the period of January 1 through August 31, 2020. Tweets related to COVID-19 were identified; subsequently, content
analysis was performed, in which tweets were coded for the following message types: risk messages, warnings, preparations,
uncertainty reduction, efficacy, reassurance, and digital health responses. Public engagement was measured by examining the
numbers of likes and retweets. The association between outbreak stages and types of messages was assessed, as well as the effect
of these messages on public engagement.
Results: The MOH posted a total of 1393 original tweets during the study period. Of the total tweets, 1293 (92.82%) were
related to COVID-19, and 1217 were ultimately included in the analysis. The MOH posted the majority of its tweets (65.89%)
during the initial stage of the outbreak. Accordingly, the public showed the highest level of engagement (as indicated by numbers
of likes and retweets) during the initial stage. The types of messages sent by the MOH significantly differed across outbreak
stages, with messages related to uncertainty reduction, reassurance, and efficacy being prevalent among all stages. Tweet content,
media type, and crisis stage influenced the level of public engagement. Engagement was negatively associated with the inclusion
of hyperlinks and multimedia files, while higher level of public engagement was associated with the use of hashtags. Tweets
related to warnings, uncertainty reduction, and reassurance received high levels of public engagement.
Conclusions: This study provides insights into the Saudi MOH’s communication strategy during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our results have implications for researchers, governments, health organizations, and practitioners with regard to their
communication practices during outbreaks. To increase public engagement, governments and health authorities should consider
the public’s need for information. This, in turn, could raise public awareness regarding disease outbreaks.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e27942) doi:10.2196/27942
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Introduction

facilitated increased sharing of information for both public
health authorities and the general public.

Background

In recent years, social media has developed rapidly. Both
individuals and health care organizations are using these
platforms increasingly to communicate and share information
[15]. Social media facilitates 2-way communication and direct
engagement with audiences. Safko and Brake [16] define social
media as “activities, practices, and behaviors among
communities of people who gather online to share information,
knowledge, and opinions using conversational media.” Today,
there are over 3.8 billion active social media users worldwide
across many different platforms [17]. In the field of health
education and promotion, the use of social media has established
its effectiveness by providing access to information, delivering
health campaigns, and offering social support [18]. Many
government agencies and public health organizations (eg, the
WHO, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC],
and other local health departments) have adopted social media
to enhance their communication with the public [19].

Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that cause diseases
ranging from those with common cold symptoms to more severe
pneumonia-like illnesses [1]. On December 31, 2019, the World
Health Organization (WHO) Country Office in China declared
that a new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, had been detected in
Wuhan. Within a few weeks, the virus had spread from Wuhan
to many provinces within China. It subsequently spread outside
China, reaching over 200 countries. The rapid and continuous
spread of the virus led the WHO to declare COVID-19, caused
by SARS-CoV-2, a public health emergency of international
concern on January 30, 2020, and a pandemic on March 11,
2020 [2-5].
Saudi Arabia is the second largest Arab country with a
population of over 34 million people [6]. The Ministry of Health
(MOH) in Saudi Arabia is the largest provider of health care
services, providing approximately 60% of the health care
services nationwide, while the remainder is covered by other
governmental and private facilities [7]. Since the confirmation
of the first case of COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia on March 2,
2020, the government has taken prompt and decisive measures
to combat the outbreak. These measures included, but were not
limited to, closures of borders, schools, mosques, and Umrah
(the minor pilgrimage to Mecca, which can be undertaken any
time of the year); cessation of international flights; mandatory
quarantine periods for returning travelers; workplace closures,
with individuals working from home (apart from essential
workers); and partial to complete lockdowns [8]. Digital health
measures were also implemented and effectively utilized during
the pandemic [9,10]. As of March 25, 2020, the MOH
designated 25 hospitals with 80,000 hospital beds and 8000
intensive care unit beds for the treatment of COVID-19 cases.
An additional 2200 beds were allocated for the isolation of
suspected and quarantined cases [11]. Saudi Arabia has robust
preparedness and response capabilities that have been
strengthened through prior experience with the Middle East
respiratory syndrome coronavirus and decades of planning and
managing religious mass gatherings of Hajj (the annual
pilgrimage to Mecca) and Umrah, which can serve as a model
for other countries in the region.
In public health emergencies such as the COVID-19 pandemic,
effective communication is crucial for informing the public
about disease situation updates, motivating them to adopt
preventive measures, and reassuring them that the government
is in control of the outbreak [12-14]. Such communication
requires timely dissemination of accurate and reliable
information. Traditionally, governments and public health
authorities have relied on websites, print media, and television
as the main platforms for disseminating outbreak-related
information to the public. However, the evolution of digital
communications technologies such as social media has
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27942
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Social media can serve as a useful tool to relay outbreak-related
updates and critical information effectively to the public.
Existing research suggests that people often turn to social media
for information during infectious disease outbreaks, which can
influence their decision-making and subsequent behaviors [19].
The WHO calls for more proactive use of social media to
disseminate health messages to journalists, physicians, and the
general public, particularly to counteract misinformation
regarding infectious diseases [20].
Several studies have investigated the use of social media
platforms such as Twitter and Facebook during infectious
disease outbreaks. For example, Chen et al [21] studied the
temporal variability in the CDC’s response during different
stages of the Zika epidemic and public engagement on Twitter.
They reported that the CDC was more active in the early
warning stages of the Zika epidemic and successfully gained
public attention, particularly in the first quarter of 2016.
However, when the number of Zika cases increased sharply in
the second and third quarters of 2016, the CDC’s efforts on
Twitter decreased substantially.
Lwin et al [22] examined the strategic use of Facebook in
communicating the Zika epidemic by three main Singapore
health authorities: the National Environment Agency, the Health
Promotion Board, and the MOH. The researchers found that
Facebook was used strategically for Zika-related
communication. They also found that preparedness messages
(eg, posts mentioning responders and providing
recommendations to reduce harm) may have been the most
effective, as evidenced by greater levels of public engagement.
Guidry et al [23] examined Ebola-related posts on Instagram
and Twitter from three key health organizations: the CDC, the
WHO, and Médecins Sans Frontières (ie, Doctors Without
Borders). They found Instagram to be a particularly useful
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e27942 | p.58
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platform for communicating with the public during crises. It
was further suggested that social media messaging is more
effective when it is utilized by health organizations with which
the public is already familiar, and when it is based on strategic
use of risk communication principles.
A recent study by Raamkumar [24] examined the use of
Facebook for COVID-19–related outreach by public health
authorities in Singapore, the United States, and England, and
the corresponding public response to these efforts. They reported
that the Singapore MOH was the most active in terms of posting
frequency, while the CDC elicited the most responses.
Furthermore, they reported that posts on preventive and safety
measures and situation updates were the most frequently
employed by public health authorities in these 3 countries.

Theoretical Framework
Crisis events such as the COVID-19 pandemic requires unique
health communication and education strategies in which public
health authorities must meet the public needs for information
[14]. Theories suggests that the public has various information
needs at different stages of a crisis [25]. The Crisis and
Emergency Risk Communication (CERC) model serves as a
useful tool to guide authorities’ communication strategies during
different stages of a crisis. It specifies a broad set of
communication activities that vary throughout the life cycle of
the crisis. The CERC model was originally developed by the
CDC after the 2001 anthrax attacks and the events of September
11, 2001, in the United States [26,27]. It is an integrated model
that draws elements from risk communication theories
(persuading individuals to take action to limit risks), crisis
communication theories (responding to the public’s immediate
need for information), and theories of health communication
[27].
The CERC model describes five general stages of a crisis:
precrisis, initial event, maintenance, resolution, and evaluation.
For each stage, a set of recommended communication activities
is also described. According to the model, specific and distinct
communication activities should be carried out in each stage.
The first stage of the CERC model is the precrisis period. In
this stage, the crisis has yet to occur. Communication messages
at this stage should focus on risk information, warnings, and
preparation.
The second stage of the model is the initial event, when the
crisis actually occurs. This stage is initiated by a clear trigger
event that signals the beginning of a crisis. Communication
messages in this stage should focus on reducing public
uncertainty by providing timely updates regarding the crisis,
messages of self-efficacy, and reassurance from
authority-initiated measures.
The third stage, or maintenance stage, begins when “most or
all of the direct harm is contained, and the intensity of the crisis
begins to subside” [28]. It further echoes many of the
communication activities from earlier stages, including
uncertainty reduction, reassurance, and self-efficacy messages.
The fourth stage is the resolution stage, in which the crisis
continues to wind down and new understandings of risk emerge.
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27942
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Communication messages at this stage involve updates about
ongoing resolutions, discussions about causes, and new
understandings of risk.
The final stage is the evaluation stage. This stage occurs when
the crisis itself is over. Communication during this stage should
focus on assessing the adequacy and efficacy of the response
and reaching a consensus on the lessons learned from the crisis
[26,28].

Objective
With over 15 million Twitter users in Saudi Arabia [29], the
microblogging and social media platform Twitter presents an
opportunity to examine the Saudi MOH’s use of social media
in crisis communication during pandemics. According to a
recent national survey, approximately 78% of respondents
reported the MOH as their main source of information about
COVID-19 [30]. The objective of this study is to investigate
the use of Twitter by the MOH and the associated public
engagement during different stages of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Saudi Arabia.

Methods
Data Collection
All tweets from the Saudi MOH (@SaudiMOH) posted between
January 1 and August 31, 2020, were collected and included in
the study. The tweets were collected on September 30, 2020,
via the GET statuses/user_timeline endpoint of Twitter’s
application programming interface [31] by using the python
library Tweepy [32]. For each tweet, the following data were
collected: tweet ID, tweet text (body), number of likes, number
of retweets, and date posted. Only original tweets, rather than
retweets, were considered. Tweets written in languages other
than Arabic or English were removed to avoid misinterpretation.
Tweets unrelated to COVID-19 were manually excluded by
scanning the content of the tweets. Daily confirmed case counts
of COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia were obtained from Our World
in Data [33].

Crisis Stages
The various stages of the CERC model have not been clearly
defined or operationalized within the context of infectious
disease outbreaks. The CERC model assumes that “crises will
develop in largely predictable and systematic ways” [26].
However, infectious disease outbreaks such as the current
COVID-19 pandemic may last for months or even years, without
clear boundaries (compared to other crises, such as extreme
weather events) [34,35]. In this study, outbreak stages were
determined on the basis of the CERC model and specific events
of the COVID-19 outbreak in Saudi Arabia.
The precrisis stage was determined to span from January 1 to
March 1, 2020, when the outbreak began in China and some
European countries, but when no cases had yet been identified
in Saudi Arabia.
The initial event stage was determined to last from March 2 to
June 20, 2020. The first confirmed case of COVID-19 in Saudi
Arabia was reported on March 2. During this period, there were
157,600 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the country.
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e27942 | p.59
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The maintenance stage was determined to span from June 21
to August 31, 2020. On June 21, 2020, Saudi Arabian authorities
lifted the nationwide curfew and allowed the resumption of all
activities, except in Mecca.

Content Analysis and Coding Categories
This study used a content analysis approach to investigate the
Saudi MOH’s communication on Twitter regarding the
COVID-19 pandemic. Berg [36] explained that content analysis
is a “careful, detailed, systematic examination and interpretation
of a particular body of material in an effort to identify patterns,
themes, biases, and meanings.” COVID-19–related tweets were
coded using a codebook adapted from one that was developed
on the basis of the CERC framework [22]. The codebook
consisted of the following categories: (1) risk messages,
including tweets containing information about the disease, its
transmission mechanisms, and its symptoms; (2) warnings,
including tweets highlighting risk factors and dangers associated
with COVID-19; (3) preparations, including tweets mentioning
responders and providing response recommendations and advice;
(4) uncertainty reduction, including tweets containing
information about case reports and providing the public with
reliable sources of information; (5) efficacy, including tweets
containing information about personal preventive measures and
highlighting the common responsibility for disease prevention;
and (6) reassurance, including tweets that calmed the public by
providing information about government interventions and
expressing gratitude and regards to the health staff and the
public. Through initial scanning of the tweets, digital responses
were found to be frequently mentioned in the MOH tweets.
Given the importance of digital health during the COVID-19
pandemic, an additional category called “digital health
responses” was introduced. Messages of this category pertained
to tweets promoting digital health services, ranging from digital
screening to surveillance, contact tracing, and follow-up apps.
The codebook is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Each tweet was primarily categorized on the basis of the content
within its 280 characters. If the content was not clear, linked
visuals such as photographs, videos, and other media were
analyzed. It was beyond the scope of this study to analyze the
content of hyperlinks. The content analysis of the MOH’s tweets
was conducted using Excel (version 16.43, Microsoft Inc),
which was later imported into SPSS (version 27, IBM Corp)
for statistical analysis.

Intercoder Reliability
Intercoder reliability was established by 2 independent coders
(FH and SD). Each author independently coded a randomly
selected subsample of 122 (10%) tweets. This meets the
Neuendorf recommendation of coding 10%-20% of the total
sample for reliability [37]. Reliability was assessed using the
ReCal statistical program with the Cohen κ statistic [38]. The
κ values for all categories were greater than 0.8, which indicated
“almost perfect” agreement, except for the coding category of
“Responders,” which had a κ value of 0.545, indicating
“moderate agreement” [39]. Coding discrepancies for the
“Responders” category were resolved through discussion. Once
intercoder reliability was established, the first coder coded the
remaining tweets.
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27942
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 27) [40].
Counts and percentages were used to summarize categorical
variables. The median was used to summarize the distribution
of continuous variables owing to the skewed nature of those
included. The chi-square test of independence was used to assess
the associations between outbreak stages and message types.
Significant chi-square outcomes were further subjected to
multiple post hoc Z-tests to compare each pair of outbreak
stages. P values were adjusted for the false discovery rate by
using the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment.
The nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare
the distribution of likes and retweets (engagement indicators)
between outbreak stages. The Mann–Whitney U test was used
to test differences in engagement between tweets including and
those not including different message types.
A negative binomial regression analysis was used to examine
associations among tweet content, media type, crisis stage, and
public engagement. Negative binomial regression was used as
engagement variables demonstrated positive skew and
overdispersion. The incidence rate ratio (IRR) was calculated
as the exponent of the regression coefficients. All statistical
tests were performed at a significance level of .05.

Ethics Approval
Ethics approval was not required for this study as the study did
not involve any human subjects. All data analyzed in this study
were publicly available and collected from a governmental
public Twitter account.

Data Availability
The data that support our findings are available on request from
the corresponding author.

Results
Results Overview
The MOH posted a total of 1393 original tweets (an average of
5.85 tweets per day) during the study period. Overall, 1293
(92.8%) tweets were related to COVID-19, of which 1217 were
included in the analysis. The other tweets (n=76) were removed
because they were in languages other than Arabic or English.
The results are presented in three sections: the MOH response
to COVID-19 on Twitter across stages, message types across
stages, and public engagement with tweets from the MOH.

MOH Response to COVID-19 on Twitter Across Stages
of the COVID-19 Outbreak
Confirmed and reported COVID-19 cases were plotted in
relation to COVID-19–related tweets posted by the MOH
(Figure 1). The first COVID-19–related tweet was posted on
January 21, 2020. Overall, 79 (6.5%) tweets were posted during
the precrisis stage, when the outbreak began in China and some
European countries, but when no cases had yet been identified
in Saudi Arabia (2.03 tweets per day on average). On March 2,
2020, the MOH confirmed the first COVID-19 case in Saudi
Arabia, which signaled the start of the crisis. COVID-19–related
tweets were consistently posted as the number of cases
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e27942 | p.60
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increased, with an average of 7.23 daily tweets. As of June 20,
2020, the MOH had posted 802 tweets (66% of the total), which
is a >3-fold increase in its average daily tweets compared to the
precrisis stage. On June 21, 2020, the country lifted curfew
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restrictions and resumed all economic and commercial activities
[41]. From that date until the end of August 2020, the MOH
continued to provide ongoing information regarding COVID-19,
with an average of 4.67 daily tweets (n=336, 27.6%).

Figure 1. The Saudi Ministry of Health's Twitter communication in relation to confirmed COVID-19 cases (January 1 to August 31, 2020). MOH:
Ministry of Health.

Message Types Across Stages of the COVID-19
Outbreak
Message types across stages of the outbreak are summarized in
Table 1. Of the 1217 tweets, nearly half (49.47%) contained
uncertainty reduction information, 28.35% contained efficacy
information, and one-fifth (21.53%) of all tweets contained
reassuring information.
Tweets about warning messages accounted for a low proportion
of all tweets in the precrisis stage (2.5%), which significantly
increased during the initial stage (χ22=6.2; P=.046) (Table 1
and Multimedia Appendix 2). Tweets about preparation
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messages accounted for a low proportion of tweets in the
precrisis stage (11.4%) and the initial stage (11.2%), and the
proportion increased significantly in the maintenance stage
(22.3%; χ22=24.4; P<.001). Conversely, the percentage of
reassurance tweets peaked in the precrisis stage (67.1%) and
significantly decreased in later stages (χ22=103.9; P<.001). The
frequency of efficacy tweets was higher in the initial stage
(34.4%) than in the precrisis (15.2%) and maintenance (16.9%)
stages (χ22=42.7; P<.001). Lastly, tweets promoting digital
health services increased significantly in frequency, from 8.6%
in the initial stage to 16.7% in the maintenance stage (χ22=26.4;
P<.001).
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Table 1. Categories of message types across outbreak stages in Saudi Arabia (January 1 to August 31, 2020).
Message typea

Precrisis stage
(n=79), n (%)

Initial event stage
(n=802), n (%)

Maintenance stage Overall
(n=336), n (%)
(n=1217), n (%) P value

χ2 (df=2)

Risk messages

5 (6.3)

62 (7.7)

21 (6.3)

88 (7.2)

.65

0.876

Disease information

4 (5.1)

24 (3.0)

8 (2.4)

36 (3.0)

.45

1.613

Symptoms

3 (4.8)

44 (5.5)

15 (4.5)

62 (5.1)

.67

0.805

2 (2.5)

91 (11.3)

33 (9.8)

126 (10.4)

.046

6.162

Risk factor

2 (2.5)

40 (5.0)

29 (8.6)

71 (5.8)

.03

7.399

Danger

0 (0.0)

53 (6.6)

4 (1.2)

57 (4.7)

<.001

19.722

9 (11.4)

90 (11.2)

75 (22.3)

174 (14.3)

<.001

24.390

Responders

8 (10.1)

27 (3.4)

11 (3.3)

46 (3.8)

.009

9.363

Recommendations

1 (1.3)

64 (8.0)

64 (19.0)

129 (10.6)

<.001

38.376

41 (51.9)

382 (47.6)

179 (53.3)

602 (49.5)

.20

3.216

Case report

30 (38.0)

157 (19.6)

72 (21.4)

259 (21.3)

.001

14.538

Information resources

12 (15.2)

225 (28.1)

107 (31.8)

344 (28.3)

.01

8.802

12 (15.2)

276 (34.4)

57 (17.0)

345 (28.3)

<.001

42.699

Personal prevention

12 (15.2)

226 (28.2)

51 (15.2)

289 (23.7)

<.001

25.520

Common responsibility

0 (0.0)

86 (10.7)

9 (2.7)

95 (7.8)

<.001

28.447

Reassurance

53 (67.1)

145 (18.1)

64 (19.0)

262 (21.5)

<.001

103.938

Calming

51 (64.6)

91 (11.3)

41 (12.2)

183 (15)

<.001

162.297

Thanks and regards

0 (0.0)

41 (5.1)

23 (6.8)

64 (5.3)

.047

6.117

Government interventions

4 (5.1)

57 (7.1)

26 (7.7)

87 (7.1)

.71

0.696

0 (0.0)

69 (8.6)

56 (16.7)

125 (10.3)

<.001

26.375

Warnings

Preparations

Uncertainty reduction

Efficacy

Digital health responses
a

A tweet can have more than 1 category.

Public Engagement With MOH Tweets
Figure 2 demonstrates public engagement (represented by
frequencies of likes and retweets) in relation to MOH tweets.
Public engagement was not accurately aligned with the
development of the COVID-19 outbreak in the country; rather,
the public was most engaged when the initial cases appeared in
March 2020.
Since engagement variables were not normally distributed,
median values (rather than mean values) were used for statistical
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comparisons. MOH tweets were associated with median values
of 819 likes and 603 retweets. A Kruskal–Wallis H test revealed
significant differences in the frequencies of likes (χ22=70.344;
P<.001) and retweets (χ22=59.764; P<.001) among different
outbreak stages. The Mann–Whitney U test was used for post
hoc comparisons of average ranks. Post hoc pairwise
comparisons (Multimedia Appendix 3) revealed that the
distribution of retweets was not significantly different between
the precrisis and maintenance stages (Z=–2.14; P=.96).
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Figure 2. Public engagement in relation to the Saudi Ministry of Health's tweets (January 1 to August 31, 2020). The left y-axis shows the daily number
of tweets. The right y-axis shows the number of likes and retweets (in thousands). MOH: Ministry of Health.

Median public engagement levels across different stages of the
outbreak and message types are summarized in Table 2. Overall,
the public engaged most with tweets from the MOH during the
initial stage, with median values of 974 likes and 753 retweets.
Further analysis using Mann–Whitney U tests (Table 3) revealed
that both like and retweet frequencies during the initial stage
were significantly higher for tweets that provided uncertainty
reduction messages (Z=–3.133; P=.002) and reassurance
messages (Z=–5.843; P<.001) than those that did not. Tweets
containing risk messages at this stage received fewer likes
(Z=–4.219; P<.001) and retweets (Z=–4.252; P<.001) than those

that did not. In contrast, tweets containing risk messages during
the precrisis stage received more likes (Z=–2.034; P=.04) and
retweets (Z=–2.15; P=.03) than those that did not. Among tweets
in the maintenance stage, the frequencies of both likes
(Z=–3.708; P<.001) and retweets (Z=–3.605; P<.001) were
significantly higher for tweets that contained uncertainty
reduction information than for those that did not. Conversely,
frequencies of both likes (Z=–4.534; P<.001) and retweets
(Z=–4.547; P<.001) were significantly lower for tweets that
promoted digital health services than for those that did not.

Table 2. Median public engagement across outbreak stages and message types (January 1 to August 31, 2020).
Message typea

a

Likes

Retweets

All stages

Precrisis
stage

Initial event
stage

Maintenance All stages
stage

Precrisis
stage

Initial event
stage

Maintenance
stage

All

819.0

437.0

974.0

582.0

603.0

473.0

753.0

351.0

Risk messages

598.5

686.0

475.5

630.0

409.5

766.0

385.5

381.0

Warnings

785.0

1678.0

913.0

513.0

614.5

1801.0

710.0

335.0

Preparations

594.5

343.0

974.0

464.0

397.5

438.0

708.0

273.0

Uncertainty reduction

841.5

389.0

1025.0

678.0

658.5

438.0

770.0

409.0

Efficacy

852.0

560.0

950.5

590.0

683.0

623.5

755.5

422.0

Reassurance

982.0

418.0

1629.0

568.5

740.0

401.0

1198.0

316.0

Digital health responses

650.0

0.0

899.0

452.0

444.0

0.0

620.0

273.5

Values presented are medians.
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Table 3. Median public engagement for tweets with or without message type at different stages of the COVID-19 outbreak in Saudi Arabia (January
1 to August 31, 2020).
Variablea

Median present

Median absent

U value

Z-value

P value

Retweets

766.00

432.00

78.000

–2.154

.03

Likes

686.00

403.50

84.000

–2.034

.04

Retweets

385.50

781.50

15490.000

–4.252

<.001

Likes

974.50

1008.00

15547.500

–4.219

<.001

Retweets

770.00

723.50

70667.500

–2.915

.004

Likes

1025.00

964.50

69956.000

–3.133

.002

Retweets

1198.00

659.00

34581.000

–5.169

<.001

Likes

1629.00

856.00

32880.500

–5.843

<.001

Retweets

409.00

317.50

10781.500

–3.681

<.001

Likes

678.50

524.50

10680.000

–3.795

<.001

Retweets

273.50

404.50

4823.000

–4.547

<.001

Likes

452.00

643.50

4831.000

–4.534

<.001

Precrisis
Risk messages

Initial event
Risk messages

Uncertainty reduction

Reassurance

Maintenance
Uncertainty reduction

Digital health responses

a

Only significant variables are reported.

Negative binomial regression outcomes are summarized in Table
4 (complete models are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4).
The model was significantly better than the null model, which
indicated that the variables (as a set) predicted the number of
likes (n=1217; χ212=458.627; P<.001). The negative binomial
regression model for retweets (Table 4) was also significantly
better than the null model (n=1217; χ212=575.495; P<.001).
The Wald test revealed that all of predictor variables were
significant (P<.05), except for risk messages and preparations.
Our results indicate that the use of hashtags was significantly
associated with higher levels of engagement (likes: IRR=2.470;
P<.001; retweets: IRR=2.813; P<.001), whereas the use of
hyperlinks was significantly associated with lower levels of
engagement (likes: IRR=0.839; P=.045; retweets: IRR=0.727;
P<.001). Compared to text-only content, the use of photographs
and videos was associated with significantly lower numbers of
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likes and retweets (photographs: likes, IRR=0.530; P<.001;
retweets, IRR=0.476; P<.001; videos: likes, IRR=0.698; P=.006;
retweets, IRR=0.576; P<.006).
With respect to the impact of content type on public engagement,
tweets with content related to warnings (likes: IRR=1.334;
P=.005; retweets: IRR=1.544; P<.001), uncertainty reduction
(likes: IRR=2.210; P<.001; retweets: IRR=2.197; P<.001), and
reassurance (likes: IRR=1.551; P<.001; retweets: IRR=1.517;
P<.001) were significantly associated with higher levels of
engagement.
Regarding crisis stages, tweets posted during the initial and
maintenance stages were significantly associated with higher
levels of engagement than those posted during the precrisis
stage (initial stage: likes, IRR=2.931; P<.001; retweets,
IRR=2.471; P<.001; maintenance stage: likes, IRR=2.355;
P<.001; retweets, IRR=1.623; P<.001).
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Table 4. Associations of tweet content, media type, and crisis stage with public engagement (January 1 to August 31, 2020).
Variables

Likes

Retweets

Incidence rate ratio 95% CI

P value

Incidence rate ratio 95% CI

P value

Intercept

320.737

227.465-452.255

<.001

325.265

231.247-457.509

<.001

Hashtags

2.470

2.172-2.810

<.001

2.813

2.469-3.206

<.001

Hyperlinks

0.839

0.707-0.996

.045

0.727

0.611-0.865

<.001

Text only

Reference

N/Aa

N/A

Reference

N/A

N/A

Photographs

0.530

0.428-0.656

<.001

0.476

0.384-0.591

<.001

Videos

0.698

0.540-0.901

.006

0.576

0.445-0.745

<.001

Risk messages

1.177

0.934-1.482

.167

1.088

0.863-1.371

.48

Warnings

1.334

1.089-1.634

.005

1.544

1.261-1.891

<.001

Preparations

1.007

0.836-1.212

.944

1.008

0.838-1.213

.93

Uncertainty reduction

2.210

1.882-2.595

<.001

2.197

1.870-2.583

<.001

Efficacy

1.096

0.926-1.297

.288

1.200

1.014-1.420

.03

Reassurance

1.551

1.320-1.821

<.001

1.517

1.296-1.776

<.001

Precrisis

Reference

N/A

N/A

Reference

N/A

N/A

Initial event

2.931

2.309-3.721

<.001

2.471

1.945-3.141

<.001

Maintenance

2.355

1.825-3.039

<.001

1.623

1.256-2.096

.001

Media type

Message type

Crisis stage

a

N/A: not applicable.

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study shows that Twitter was used as
a real-time communication channel to share, communicate, and
disseminate information during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Overall, the MOH’s response to COVID-19 on Twitter was
aligned with the developments of the outbreak in Saudi Arabia.
During the precrisis and maintenance stages, the MOH’s use of
Twitter was partially consistent with the CERC model. While
in the initial stage, the MOH’s communication was in line with
the CERC model. The results of public engagement showed
that the levels of engagement were different as the pandemic
evolved. The tweets in the initial stage elicited the most
engagement by far.
The number of tweets pertaining to the COVID-19 pandemic
was relatively low (n=79) in the precrisis stage. However, when
COVID-19 emerged in Saudi Arabia on March 2, 2020, and
began to spread throughout the country, the MOH increased its
Twitter activity. The MOH posted most of its COVID-19–related
tweets (n=802, 65.89%) during this initial stage. This likely
corresponded with the public’s need for information, given that
individuals increasingly use social media to seek information
during crises [34,42]. The MOH regularly posted tweets
regarding COVID-19 (n=336) throughout the maintenance stage
and until the end of the study period.
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The results concerning public engagement showed that the
tweets in the initial stage received the most engagement from
the public. This result was expected, considering the lockdowns
and curfew restrictions imposed during this stage. Recent studies
have even reported an increase in the usage of the internet and
social media during COVID-19 lockdowns [43].
The MOH’s use of Twitter was partially consistent with the
CERC model. During precrisis, the CERC model suggests that
communication should focus on risk information, warnings,
and preparations. This is because during the precrisis stage, the
public tends to seek information regarding the nature of the risk
itself. However, our results show that a large proportion of the
MOH’s tweets in this stage included reassurance (67.1%) or
uncertainty reduction (51.9%), while those including risk
messages and warnings represented only 8.8% of all tweets.
Agwa [44], in her study of the Egyptian MOH’s use of Facebook
during the COVID-19 pandemic, also observed a lack of risk
information during early stages of the pandemic. One potential
explanation for this finding is the novelty and scientific
uncertainty associated with COVID-19 [45,46].
During the initial stage, the CERC model suggests that
communication messages should focus on reducing public
uncertainty and providing messages regarding efficacy and
reassurance. Consistent with the model, the MOH reduced
uncertainty by updating case reports, holding press conferences,
and providing information sources that accounted for 47.6% of
tweets. The MOH tweets also emphasized efficacy (34.4%) by
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highlighting common responsibility and personal prevention
measures to limit the spread of SARS-CoV-2 while providing
reassurance (18.1%). The MOH’s communication during this
stage was in line with the CERC model.
As a crisis continues into the maintenance stage, the CERC
model requires ongoing communication of uncertainty reduction
and reassurance. Additional efficacy messages inform members
of the public about the expected course of action at this stage.
In accordance with the model, the MOH’s tweets during this
stage provided information sources to reduce uncertainty in
addition to efficacy and reassurance information. However, the
results showed that a considerable proportion (22.3%) of the
MOH’s tweets in this stage included preparation messages
(mostly recommendations). This could potentially be part of
the MOH’s efforts to prepare the public for the “new normal,”
especially as the country lifted its nationwide curfew and began
its gradual reopening during this stage. While the CERC model
suggests that health communicators should offer reassurance
in the maintenance stage, crisis communication experts do not
recommend that messages be overly reassuring, as such
information may reduce an authority’s credibility [47]. This is
particularly the case in unexpected and unpredictable events
such as the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, it should be noted
that some infectious disease outbreaks and epidemics commonly
become chronic crises that develop into crisis stages for longer
periods, making it difficult to make precise predictions [26].
Most importantly, our findings indicate that different types of
messages received different levels of engagement as the
outbreak evolved. In the precrisis stage, the public showed a
high level of interest in warnings and risk messages, as indicated
by a high level of engagement. Based on this finding, it may be
inferred that the public wanted to understand the full scope of
the risk. In the initial stage, members of the public engaged
more with certain messages (such as uncertainty reduction and
reassurance) than others; indicating their simultaneous need for
increased understanding and reduced anxiety regarding the
outbreak. During the maintenance stage, the public also showed
a high level of interest in information related to uncertainty
reduction, which indicates that they may have still felt uncertain
during this stage.
Our findings also identified a number of factors associated with
greater public engagement during the pandemic. First, our results
show that the use of hyperlinks was negatively associated with
public engagement. This further supports the inferences by
Chung [48] that hyperlinks increase the complexity of a message
by requiring an extra action by the audience, thereby reducing
engagement. Another potential explanation is that hyperlinks
direct people to another webpage, at which point they may forget
about the original message. Second, in contrast with previous
reports supporting the positive effect of media on public
engagement [49-52], we found that the inclusion of multimedia
content (eg, photographs and videos) was negatively associated
with public engagement. This finding is similar to that of Chen
et al [53], who also found that media richness was negatively
associated with public engagement with government social
media during the COVID-19 pandemic. This discrepancy can
be attributed to the differences in the events examined, as most
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27942
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studies supporting the positive effect were conducted in
noncrisis situations [53].
The content of the tweets was also significantly associated with
public engagement, where tweets related to uncertainty
reduction, public reassurance, and warnings received higher
levels of engagement. This is consistent with the results of Tang
et al [54], who examined the public health agencies’ tweets in
Texas, where tweets that provided information about COVID-19
or described the government’s actions in containing the spread
of COVID-19 were found to be more likely to be retweeted.
This suggests that as the CERC model indicates, people need
this type of information during a public health crisis.

Limitations
There are several limitations and future considerations of this
study. First, while this study focused on Twitter, the MOH used
other social media platforms (such as Facebook and Instagram)
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Twitter is a microblogging
platform that allows users to post short messages that contain
up to 280 characters. Facebook allows for much longer posts
than Twitter, while Instagram is centered on images rather than
text. Since social media platforms vary greatly in their
characteristics, different communication strategies may be
adopted and employed. Future studies should consider focusing
on the same topic on Facebook, Instagram, and other popular
social media platforms.
Second, given that the pandemic is still ongoing, this study
focused on the first 3 stages of the crisis (precrisis, initial, and
maintenance stages) and did not examine the resolution or
evaluation stage. Future studies should expand the scope of the
analysis to provide a more comprehensive description of the
MOH’s crisis communication on Twitter.
Only tweets written in Arabic and English were included in the
analysis. In addition, this study did not attempt to analyze public
replies to the MOH’s tweets. Further studies are needed to
examine the content of the public’s replies to understand their
responses and opinions regarding tweets from the MOH. A final
limitation is the time interval between the posting date of a tweet
and the date of data collection. Since older tweets may take a
longer time to accumulate engagement, future studies should
consider such temporal effects. Future studies should also
incorporate more appropriate measures of engagement, beyond
simply the numbers of likes and retweets.

Conclusions
The COVID-19 pandemic is an extreme crisis and has generated
significant
challenges
for
governments.
Effective
communication with the public is of crucial importance. This
study provided some insight into the Saudi MOH’s outbreak
communication strategy. Our findings identified differences in
MOH communication practices during different stages of the
COVID-19 outbreak in Saudi Arabia, in terms of both types of
message content and levels of public engagement. Uncertainty
reduction, efficacy, and reassurance were the most common
types of messages in MOH tweets. Our results provide several
implications for crisis communication by researchers,
governments, health organizations, and practitioners to engage
their external public. Governments and health authorities should
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consider the public’s information needs to promote their
engagement; this, in turn, could raise the public’s awareness of
a health crisis. Effective communication during disease

Alhassan & AlDossary
outbreaks and other public health emergencies has the potential
to change outcomes and save lives.
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Abstract
Background: There is still an HIV epidemic in the United States, which is a substantial issue for populations bearing a
disproportionate burden of HIV infections. Daily oral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) has proven to be safe and effective in
reducing HIV acquisition risk. However, studies document that PrEP awareness/usage is low. There is also limited understanding
of social media platforms, such as Instagram, as PrEP information sources.
Objective: Given the paucity of research on PrEP-related Instagram posts and popularity of this social media platform, the
purpose of this research is to describe the source characteristics, image types, and textual contents of PrEP-related posts on
Instagram.
Methods: Using Crowdtangle Search, a public insights tool owned/operated by Facebook, we retrieved publicly accessible and
English-language-only Instagram posts for the 12-month period preceding April 22, 2020, using the following terms: Truvada
or “pre-exposure prophylaxis” or #truvada or #truvadaprep or #truvadawhore or #truvadaforprep. We employed a qualitative
coding methodology to manually extract information from posts. Using a pretested codebook, we performed content analysis on
250 posts, examining message and source characteristics (ie, organization type [eg, government, news] and individual type [eg,
physician]), including information about PrEP (eg, how it works, cost), and indicated users. Frequencies and percentages were
calculated for all categorical variables. A Chi-square test was conducted to determine differences between source types on a
variety of message characteristics.
Results: Three-quarters of the posts (193/250, 77.2%) were posted by organizations. Of the 250 posts reviewed, approximately
two-thirds (174/250, 69.6%) included a photograph, more than half (142/250, 56.8%) included an infographic, and approximately
one-tenth (30/250, 12%) included a video. More than half defined PrEP (137/250, 54.8%), but fewer posts promoted PrEP use,
explained how PrEP works, and included information on the effectiveness of PrEP or who can use it. The most commonly
hashtagged populations among posts were men who have sex with men (MSM), but not necessarily bisexual men. Few posts
contained race-/ethnicity-related hashtags (11/250, 4.4%). Fewer posts contained transgender-associated tags (eg, #transgirl;
5/250, 2%). No posts contained tags related to heterosexuals or injection drug users. We found statistical differences between
source types (ie, individual versus organization). Specifically, posts from organizations more frequently contained information
about who can use PrEP, whereas posts from individuals more frequently contained information describing adverse effects.
Conclusions: This study is among the first to review Instagram for PrEP-related content, and it answers the National AIDS
Strategy’s call for a clearer articulation of the science surrounding HIV risk/prevention through better understanding of the current
public information environment. This study offers a snapshot of how PrEP is being discussed (and by whom) on one of the most
popular social media platforms and provides a foundation for developing and implementing PrEP promotion interventions on
Instagram.
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Introduction

and…(leveraging of) digital tools and new technologies,” such
as social media platforms [18].

Background

PrEP and Social Media

There is still an HIV epidemic in the United States, which is a
substantial issue for priority populations bearing a
disproportionate burden of HIV infections. In 2018, rates of
HIV diagnoses remained higher among gay and bisexual men
(GBM) and other men who have sex with men (MSM), with a
particularly high burden among Black GBM; Black and Latinx
women and men; people who inject drugs; people aged 20-34
years; people in the southern parts of the United States; and
transgender women, with a high burden among Black
transwomen [1,2].

Although PrEP is a novel and promising approach to HIV
prevention, there is limited understanding of social media
platforms as sources of information on PrEP. Social media
platforms are interactive websites and applications that enable
users to create, share, comment on, and modify content [19].
As of 2019, 9 in 10 US adults reported that they use the Internet,
8 in 10 reported that they own a smartphone, and 7 in 10
reported that they use social media [20]. Black and Latinx
individuals; lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals; and young adults
who are at the greatest risk for HIV are heavy users of social
media, and they represent important priority populations for
HIV risk/prevention messages [21,22].

PrEP for HIV Prevention
Daily oral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), with a fixed-dose
combination of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) 300 mg
and emtricitabine (FTC) 200 mg, has proven safe and effective
in reducing the risk of sexual HIV acquisition in adults [3].
Several PrEP clinical trials have demonstrated its safety and a
substantial reduction in the rate of HIV acquisition in MSM,
men and women among heterosexual HIV-discordant couples,
heterosexual men and women recruited as individuals, and
persons who inject drugs [4-7]. Accordingly, PrEP is
recommended for three main adult groups in the United
States—MSM, heterosexually active adults, and persons who
inject drugs—estimated in 2015 at 1.1 million [8].

PrEP Awareness and Usage
Large national studies of GBM, transmasculine individuals, and
Black people in the United States document that PrEP awareness
and usage are low [9-11]. For example, in a probability-based
cohort study of gay and bisexual men, Dodge et al reported that
among HIV-negative/unknown/untested GBM, <7% reported
using PrEP in the past 6 months [12]. Over half of the GBM
reported not using a condom during anal sex with their most
recent partner, with 94% of these men not on PrEP. Among
high-risk Black individuals participating in another study,
one-fifth knew about PrEP and the most reported reason for the
lack of willingness to use PrEP was low self-perceived risk
(65%). In urban areas, although PrEP awareness and use among
MSM has increased, PrEP use remains lower among Black and
Latinx MSM [13]. Lastly, PrEP awareness and use is critically
low among persons who inject drugs [14-17].
In 2015, the National HIV/AIDS Strategy for the United States
updated to 2020 was released by the White House and included
four key areas [18]. One critical area is “full access to
comprehensive PrEP services for those whom it is appropriate
and desired, with support for medication adherence for those
using PrEP.” The strategy outlined the need for providing “clear,
specific, consistent, and scientifically up-to-date messages about
HIV risks and prevention strategies” and utilization of
“evidence-based social marketing and education campaigns,
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e23876
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Twitter and, to a lesser extent, YouTube appear to be the
preferred social media platforms for most research on PrEP.
For example, Kecojevic et al examined firsthand narratives of
individuals detailing their PrEP experiences via YouTube
[23,24]. They reported that the narratives covered a wide range
of topics (eg, reasons to start PrEP, interacting with providers,
PrEP adverse effects, insurance coverage, stigma); although the
study focused on gay men, the authors emphasized a general
lack of PrEP awareness in the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender community. Using natural language processing
techniques, Breen et al found increasing PrEP discussion on
Twitter [25]. They further noted that people who mention PrEP
on Twitter also talk about other issues, including general health,
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), stigma, and politics.
McLaughlin et al performed a content analysis of PrEP for HIV
prevention on Twitter and found that the most common
categories of tweets pertained to recipients of PrEP, with the
second and third most common categories capturing efficacy
and moral judgment, respectively [26]. The authors also found
that individuals (as opposed to organizational accounts)
comprised the majority of tweet creators. In their content
analysis of PrEP messaging on Twitter, Schwarz and Grimm
found that 54% of the tweets included PrEP
awareness/information, 15% discussed the barriers to use PrEP,
14% contained consequences/limitations, 9% included
antistigma, and 6% mentioned the stigma of using PrEP [27].
They further reported that tweets mentioning race, gender, and
sexual orientation were rare. Individuals were more likely to
tweet about antistigma than organizations and media outlets.
Although research has examined PrEP messaging on Twitter,
to date, we have found limited PrEP-related research focusing
on popular image-sharing social media sites such as Instagram.
With more than 1 billion monthly active users, Instagram is an
increasingly popular photo- and video-based social media
platform with a wide variety of users [28]. Each day, Instagram
users upload more than 500 million photos, videos, and stories
(a combination of videos, text, and photos) [29]. Instagram is
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e23876 | p.72
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the third most popular social media platform in the United
States, behind YouTube and Facebook, with 38% and 67% of
US adults and 18-29-year-olds, respectively, using Instagram
[21]. It is also an excellent platform for reaching out to a diverse
population, as the platform has a balance of genders (52%
female), and 40% of Black and 51% of Latinx Internet-using
adults use Instagram [21,29]. This positions Instagram as a
unique platform for examining health communication and,
specifically, PrEP-related communication intended for and
among racial and ethnic minority priority populations.
Instagram previously has been examined as a health promotion
modality with some researchers highlighting the general utility
of Instagram as a source of education and motivation [30] as
well as users’ experiences on receiving social support via
Instagram [31]. Additionally, Instagram relies heavily on images
in its posts and has been referred to as a forum for parasocial
interaction or the one-sided feeling of connectedness between
a fan and a celebrity [32]. Parasocial interaction can be examined
in the context of Instagram posts owing to the large fan bases
(ie, followers) attached to certain Instagram celebrities as well
as those celebrities’ depictions of their personal lives through
images. Given that other social media sites are not exclusively
image-driven, this positions Instagram as an optimal data source
for this type of study.
In one study, Nobles et al examined Instagram posts from
January 2017 to July 2018; although they did not focus
specifically on PrEP, they did find that PrEP was mentioned in
a very small percentage (6.2%) of the posts tagged “HIV” [33].
These authors further noted that the visual content of specific
clinical interventions, such as PrEP promotion, are not well
represented on Instagram relative to public health priorities. To
date, only one study [34] has been undertaken to specifically
examine Instagram posts in the context of PrEP promotion
efforts, and its results describe surface-level engagements in
Instagram posts as generally positive among Black MSM. Given
the paucity of research on PrEP-related Instagram posts and the
popularity of this social media platform, the purpose of this
research is to build on previous research, such as the study by
Nobles et al (which is broad in focus and characterizes the social
media landscape regarding HIV risk and prevention messaging),
with particular focus on PrEP-related communications on
Instagram. Although past research suggests that PrEP
awareness/information comprises the largest content focus on
Twitter [27] and that most PrEP-related content on YouTube
focuses on GBM or MSM [23,24,35], it remains unclear whether
these result patterns exist on Instagram as well. Based on this,
we pursued three research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What is the textual content of PrEP-related Instagram
posts?
RQ2: Which priority populations are the focus of PrEP-related
Instagram posts?
RQ3: How does the textual content of PrEP-related posts vary
by source (ie, individual accounts versus organizational
accounts)?
Attempting to answer these research questions will allow us to
describe the landscape surrounding PrEP-related posts on a
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e23876
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social media platform that has been understudied in the context
of sexual health research and how posts are designed to target
specific users. These answers will be used to develop novel
communication strategies for promoting PrEP uptake and
adherence in populations at risk for HIV transmission.

Methods
Data Source
Using Crowdtangle Search [36], a Facebook-owned tool that
tracks interactions on public content from Facebook pages and
groups, verified profiles, Instagram accounts, and subreddits,
we retrieved publicly accessible and English-language-only
Instagram posts for the 12-month period preceding April 22,
2020, using the following search terms: Truvada or
“pre-exposure prophylaxis” or #truvada or #truvadaprep or
#truvadawhore or #truvadaforprep [36]. We selected these
hashtags based on previous Twitter data research and a review
of popular PrEP-related hashtags provided in the Instagram
search textbox as well as those that were suggested by the search
textbox when our initial terms were entered. The initial search
returned 275 posts. A total of 250 posts were analyzed, as 20
posts were excluded for not being in English and 5 for
nonfunctioning links at the time of coding. Data on the final
250 public posts included the post URL, account and username
associated with the post, date and time of posting, type of post
(eg, photo, video), number of followers at the time of posting,
and text associated with the post. Engagement metrics were
also available and analyzed, including the number of likes as
well as the number of comments and views.

Data Coding
Despite the growing use of machine learning methods, there is
evidence that these methods do not always align well with social
science objectives [37]. For this study, we opted to use a
qualitative coding methodology through the development of a
coding document adapted from sentiment and other content
analysis research (eg, PrEP on YouTube, human papillomavirus
[HPV] vaccine information on YouTube) to manually extract
information from this sample of Instagram posts [23,24,38-40].
Using a pretested codebook, we performed content analysis on
all the 250 posts. The codebook included variables related to
the sources, image types, and caption characteristics, as well as
hashtags used for each post. The coded source characteristics
included whether the Instagram account/profile represented an
individual or organization. Individual profiles were coded
according to self-identification as a parent, child, or
spiritual/religious person; political affiliations; and their reported
professions (eg, journalist, physician). For organizational
accounts, the organization type was coded using information
displayed in the user profile or links embedded in the user profile
or bio to the organization’s website (eg, business, media outlet,
nonprofit, government). As we extracted data from the
biographies/profiles of the posters, these data are not considered
anonymous. For example, some “personal” information was
recorded, such as the name (eg, Prevention305) and affiliation
of the poster.
Guided by previous research, we coded the Instagram posts for
specific information about PrEP and the indicated users [23,24]
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works, who can use it, or how to obtain it; discussed the
effectiveness of using PrEP to prevent HIV; mentioned the
adverse effects of using PrEP; promoted PrEP use; and indicated
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any stigmatization or antistigma sentiments regarding PrEP
users (eg, “My pharmacist just called me a slut for taking
Truvada.”) [23,27]. The definitions for the variables mentioned
above are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Definitions, examples, and frequencies of textual content characteristics and variables regarding pre-exposure prophylaxis–related messages
(N=250).
Message characteristic

Definition

Example Instagram post

n

%

Defines PrEPa

Taking a prescription drug as a means of

“Truvada and Descovy are FDAc-approved medications
to prevent HIV when taken once daily.”

137

54.8

Promotes PrEP use

Encouraging PrEP use among those at
“Talk to your doctor or local clinician to determine if
risk, can include action items, such as “ask PrEP might be right for you.”
your doctor about PrEP.”
“#PrEP2BeSafe like the #MenOfPrEP with your NEW
HAPPY PILL”

93

37.2

How PrEP works

By taking Truvada/PrEP (a combination
of two drugs, tenofovir and emtricitabine)
daily, the presence of the medicine in the
bloodstream can stop HIV from taking
hold and spreading in the body.

“PrEP involves taking the combination drug emtricitabine- 80
tenofovir (Truvada) or emtricitabine plus tenofovir
alafenamide (Descovy) every day.”

32.0

preventing HIVb infection in an HIVnegative person

“Having PrEP medicine in your bloodstream can stop
HIV from taking hold and spreading in your body.”

Effective in preventing HIV

Discusses the effectiveness of PrEP, such “When taken daily, PrEP pills can reduce the risk of
as successful prevention of HIV and
contracting HIV through sex by about 99 percent.”
statistics on prevention

70

28.0

Who can use PrEP

Claiming or mentioning who should re-

“Pre-exposure prophylaxis (or PrEP) is a daily medication 68
ceive PrEP (ie, MSMd, “high-risk” individ- that allows people at very high risk for HIV to lower their
chances of getting infected.”
uals)
“PrEP has been shown to reduce risk of HIV infection
through sex for gay and bisexual men, transgender women, and heterosexual men and women, as well as among
people who inject drugs.”

27.2

How to obtain PrEP

Mentioning where or how to obtain PrEP “The Ready, Set, PrEP program makes PrEP medication 55
available at no cost for qualifying recipients. To receive
PrEP medication through this program, you must:

22.0

-Lack prescription drug coverage
-Be tested for HIV with a negative result
-Have a prescription for PrEP
Talk to your health care provider or find a provider at
HIV.gov Locator to find out if PrEP is right for you.”

a

Costs of PrEP

Mentioning the cost of PrEP or if insurance covers it

“The Ready, Set, PrEP program makes PrEP medication 49
available at no cost for qualifying recipients.”

19.6

Antistigma

Owning the words, re-appropriate use,
critique the use of stigma (eg, Truvada
whore)

“The provision of the pill not only helps to reduce infec- 20
tions but allows for vulnerable populations and those often
under a stigma, the opportunity to have access and be
even more safe.”

8.0

Adverse effects

Mentioning the adverse effects of consum- “Have you or a loved one taken the antiretroviral, Truva- 17
ing PrEP/Truvada (ie, kidney damage)
da, and experienced osteoporosis, kidney failure, and
broken or brittle bones?”

6.8

Stigmatization of PrEP users

Stigmatization of PrEP users, and negative “Azealia Banks apologizes for ‘extremely insensitive’
attitudes or beliefs directed toward PrEP comments on PrEP meds – ‘gay men should just be reusers
sponsible, so they don’t have to take a f*cking pill’”

2.0

5

PrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

b

HIV: human immune virus.

c

FDA: Food and Drug Administration.

d

MSM: men who have sex with men.

Based on previous research, we also coded for whether each
post included any race-associated hashtags (eg, #blacklove),
male-associated tags (eg, man, boy, male), female-associated
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tags (eg, woman, girl, female), transgender-associated tags (eg,
#trans, transgirl), and any other tags related to the PrEP
guidelines of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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(CDC) (eg, #lgbt, #lgbtq, #gay, #queer, #heterosexual, #drugs)
[3,41]. Previous research highlights the utility of hashtags in
reaching a wider audience, so we determined that this would
be an effective way to identify the target audiences of these
posts [42,43]. The raters relied on hashtags and captions to
identify the target audience and did not attempt to code the
physical characteristics of those featured in photographs, as
assuming one’s ethnic background or gender identity did not

Walsh-Buhi et al
seem appropriate. Finally, we coded for the source that the post
credited (eg, CDC, medical doctor), and whether the posts gave
firsthand accounts of experiences with PrEP, whether the person
writing the post was a child or an adult, and whether the
firsthand experience with PrEP originated from an individual
who belongs to the MSM group. We identified over 500 unique
hashtags. Table 2 displays the top 10 most frequently used
hashtags in this sample.

Table 2. Ten most common hashtags found in pre-exposure prophylaxis–related Instagram posts (N=541).
Hashtag

Count, n

%

#prep

41

7.6

#hiv

39

7.2

#hivprevention

32

5.9

#truvada

22

4.1

#gayman

16

3.0

#gaytheringhotel

13

2.4

#descovyprep

12

2.2

#truvadaprep

12

2.2

#sexualhealth

11

2.0

#aids

9

1.7

Two raters independently coded 57 characteristics of the posts
in multiple stages. Specifically, the raters coded a set of
Instagram posts after which the raters and a moderator discussed
and resolved the discrepancies between ratings. This process
was repeated for a total of four coding stages wherein each post
was double coded on each variable. This was done to identify
issues with the coding protocol and other errors. For instance,
1 post from the first set of 20 posts ultimately resulted in a
broken link on the date which the raters met to reconcile their
codes and was ultimately excluded from the final data set. After
the first discussion on the coding differences and questions
about the interpretation of the codebook definitions, the
codebook was revisited with feedback from the raters to make
the definitions more specific. Next, the two raters independently
coded another 42 Instagram posts and repeated the process.
Then, the raters independently coded another 40 Instagram posts
and met to discuss coding differences. This process was then
repeated with the remaining 149 Instagram posts. The codes
from these four iterative rating stages were merged to form a
data set of 250 posts. The lowest observed Cohen kappa (κ)
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statistic found in this merged data set was -0.02, which occurred
when the raters attempted to code for Stigma of PrEP Users
present in the posts. Only 2 variables reported κ values that
were less than 0.21, which indicates fair or higher levels of
agreement across the various observations [44]. The median κ
value was 0.76. After identifying the discrepant codes, the two
raters and the moderator met to reconcile the codes for each
variable in this data set and reached a perfect agreement over
the final data set.

Data Analysis
We conducted all analyses using IBM SPSS Statistics (Release
26.0.0.0) and R (Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria; https://www.R-project.org/). The measures of central
tendency (eg, mean, median) and dispersion (eg, standard
deviation [SD]) were calculated for the continuous variables.
Frequencies and percentages were calculated for all the
categorical variables. Lastly, a Chi-square test was conducted
to determine the statistical differences between source types
(ie, individual versus organization) regarding a variety of other
characteristics, including those displayed in Tables 1 and 3.
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Table 3. Source attribution in pre-exposure prophylaxis–related Instagram posts (N=250).

a

Source attribution: Posts citing information from the sources listed below

n

%

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention or other another federal entity or foreign equivalent

25

10.0

PrEPa manufacturer (eg, Gilead, Merck)

22

8.8

Government officials (eg, senators, governors, representatives) or from political organizations

17

6.8

A celebrity

13

5.2

Another source such as WebMD, Mayo Clinic

11

4.4

A state or local health department

9

3.6

A medical doctor (physician)

8

3.2

A member of the research community (eg, researcher, scientist)

7

2.8

The World Health Organization

2

0.8

PrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

Results
Descriptive Statistics
For the 250 reviewed PrEP-related Instagram posts, the mean
number of likes was 844.5 (SD 3,596.2; median 43.5; range
1-45,674); the mean number of comments was 16.96 (SD 77.1;
median 1; range 0-1,086). For the 30 video posts, the mean
number of views was 1033.4 (SD 6,523.3; median 0; range
0-64,866). Data for the number of followers were available for
193 posts; the mean number of followers was 114,487.6 at the
time of posting (SD 598,905.8; median 11,705; range
459-7,780,734). As we focused on analyzing the textual content
of the Instagram posts, we found that the text character counts
varied. The mean number of characters in the posts was 645.4
(SD 467.1; median 515; range 1-2,196).

Source Characteristics
More than 75% of all the posts (193/250, 77.2%) were posted
by organizations, whereas 22% (55/250) were posted by
individuals. The remaining posts came from Instagram accounts
that were unclear in terms of whether they were representing
an individual or organization. Among the 193 Instagram posts
made by organizations, the largest identified types were health
information providers (115/193, 59.6%), nonprofit/advocacy
groups (95/193, 49.2%), and health care organizations (89/193,
46.1%). Among the 55 posts made by individuals, the largest
identified types were those having a political affiliation (6/55,
10.9%), journalists (5/55, 9.1%), nurses or allied health workers
(5/55, 9.1%), and physicians (4/55, 7.3%), as shown in Tables
4 and 5.

Table 4. Source characteristics of Instagram posts among individuals regarding pre-exposure prophylaxis (N=55).

a

Information available in the posts, biographies, or profiles of individuals

n

%

Politics (eg, political affiliation)

6

10.9

Being a journalist or member of the press

5

9.1

Being a nurse or allied health worker

5

9.1

Being a physician (eg, medical doctor, MDa, DOb, resident)

4

7.3

Being a health educator

3

5.5

Religion or spirituality (eg, scripture, prayer, god)

2

3.6

Being a child (eg, son or daughter)

1

1.8

Being a parent (eg, mother or father)

0

0

Being an epidemiologist

0

0

A personal account from individuals with a firsthand experience with PrEPc, Truvada, or HIVd/AIDSe

10

18.2

A personal account originating from an individual who is a man who has sex with men (eg, GBMf)

15

27.3

MD: Doctor of Medicine.

b

DO: Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine.

c

PrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

d

HIV: human immunodeficiency virus.

e

AIDS: acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.

e

GBM: gay and bisexual men.
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Table 5. Source characteristics of Instagram posts among organizations regarding pre-exposure prophylaxis (N=193).
Information available in the posts, profiles, biographies, or affiliated websites of organizations

n

%

Health information provider

115

59.6

Nonprofit/advocacy group

95

49.2

Health care organization

89

46.1

Business (eg, company, franchise, store, product, or service)

44

22.8

Nonhealth-related advocacy group

42

21.8

News or media organization

40

20.7

City, state, or federal government

16

8.3

School or school district

1

0.5

It must be noted that the source characteristics in Table 4 do
not add up to 100% owing to information being unavailable on
the individual poster’s Instagram bio. The source characteristics
in Table 5 exceed 100% because an organization may be
included under multiple categories (eg, a business and a health
care organization).

Media Type
Of the 250 Instagram posts reviewed, more than two-thirds
(174/250, 69.6%) included images (ie, nonmoving photo image
or snapshot), more than half (142/250, 56.8%) included
infographics (ie, photos or images containing factual
information/data/charts), and approximately one-tenth (30/250,
12%) included a video (eg, video, Boomerang, graphic
interchange format [GIF] files).

RQs
RQ1: What is the textual content of PrEP-related Instagram
posts? Table 1 displays the results answering our first research
question. We observed that more than half of all the reviewed
Instagram posts defined PrEP (137/250, 54.8%). Fewer posts
promoted PrEP use (93/250, 37.2%), explained how PrEP works
(80/250, 32%), and included information on PrEP’s effectiveness
(70/250, 28%) or who can use PrEP (68/250, 27.2%). Less than
one-quarter of all the reviewed posts provided information
regarding how to obtain PrEP (55/250, 22%), costs related to
PrEP (49/250, 19.6%), or adverse effects of PrEP (17/250,
6.8%). More posts were classified as battling stigma (20/250,
8%) than those classified as stigmatizing PrEP users (5/250,
2%). As displayed in Table 3, less than half of all the posts
provided some source attribution (eg, citation) for the
information posted. The most cited sources in the reviewed
posts were the CDC (25/250, 10%) and PrEP manufacturers
(eg, Gilead; 22/250, 8.8%).
RQ2: Which priority populations are the focus of PrEP-related
Instagram posts? When answering our second research question,
we found that PrEP-related Instagram posts were most
commonly focused on GBM and MSM. The most commonly
hashtagged priority population among posts included MSM but
not necessarily bisexual men (eg, #gayman, #gaymen, #gayboy;
69/250, 27.6%). Few Instagram posts contained only
male-associated hashtags (eg, #men; 39/250, 15.6%) or only
female-associated tags (eg, #girlboss, #girlpower; 7/250, 2.8%).
Very few posts contained race- or ethnicity-related hashtags
(11/250, 4.4%), such as #BLACKPOWER and #latinxpower.
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Even fewer posts contained transgender-associated tags (e.g.,
#trans, #transgirl, #translatina; 5/250, 2%). No posts contained
tags related to heterosexuals or injection drug users.
RQ3: How did the textual content of PrEP-related posts vary
by source (eg, individual accounts versus organization
accounts)? Instagram posts from organizations were more likely
to describe who can use PrEP, compared to those posted by
individuals, with X21=9.7 (N=248) and P=.002. Almost one-third
(62/193, 32.1%) of the posts from organizations described who
can use PrEP, compared with 11% (6/55) of the posts from
individuals. Conversely, Instagram posts from individuals were
more likely to mention the adverse effects of PrEP, compared
to the posts by organizations, with X21=24.8 (N=248) and
P<.001. More than 20% (12/55, 21.8%) of the posts from
individuals mentioned PrEP adverse effects, compared to 3%
(6/193) of the posts from organizations.
Regarding source attribution differences, Instagram posts from
organizations were more likely to cite information from the
CDC or other federal sources, compared to those posted by
individuals, with X21=5.3 (N=248) and P=.02. More than 10%
(24/193, 12.4%) of the posts from organizations cited the CDC,
compared to 2% (1/55) of the posts from individuals.
Conversely, Instagram posts from individuals were more likely
to cite information from a PrEP manufacturer compared to the
posts by organizations, with X21=9.8 (N=248) and P=.002.
Almost 20% (10/55, 18.2%) of the posts from individuals
mentioned Gilead or Merck, or their representatives, compared
to 5% (10/193) of the posts from organizations. No other
statistical differences were found.

Discussion
Principal Results
This research study is among the first to review Instagram posts
for textual content specifically related to PrEP. We found that
PrEP awareness/information (eg, posts defining PrEP) comprised
the largest content focus; gay men comprised the priority
population most commonly represented in these posts;
organizations and individuals differed somewhat in terms of
their post contents. These findings are further contextualized
below.
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Comparison With Prior Work
Our results, similar to those reported in studies involving
PrEP-related content on Twitter [27] and on YouTube [23,24],
suggest that a broad range of topics are mentioned in
PrEP-related posts on Instagram. Our finding that
awareness-related posts featuring PrEP definitions represent
the largest content focus is consistent with previous research
results regarding PrEP messages on Twitter. Schwartz and
Grimm offered possible explanations for why this may be the
most prominent form of PrEP content on social media [27] and
identified potential reasons for low prescription rates [45] and
promotion of PrEP [46], along with the uncertainty conveyed
in online news stories about PrEP appearing in the United States
[42].
Uncertainty about health-related topics can drive information
seeking [47] and if clear PrEP-related information is unavailable
through traditional information sources, the uncertainty
surrounding PrEP may prompt some individuals to consult
alternative sources (including social media) to fulfill their
informational needs. This notion is supported by Breen et al
[25] who found increases in Twitter posts focusing on PrEP (as
well as other health-related topics) in recent years. Young adults
(especially those aged 18-24 years) may turn to social media as
most individuals in this age group are already daily users of
platforms such as Instagram [20]. Owing to the sensitive nature
of PrEP-related information, these young adults may seek this
information and other sexual health–related information from
online sources (including social media), rather than from health
care providers, or family and friends [48]. This could be viewed
positively as organizations seem to be utilizing Instagram to
provide PrEP-related information; however, as described in the
following paragraphs, PrEP-related posts from organizations
differ significantly from those of individuals in ways that may
influence their impact on PrEP uptake and adherence.
One of the interesting findings from this research is that the
current population-related focus appears to be on gay men, as
the MSM population is the most commonly hashtagged priority
population in the posts (eg, #gayman, #gaymen, #gayboy),
although these individuals are not necessarily bisexual men. As
rates of HIV diagnoses remain high among gay men, PrEP
promotion messaging should focus on this important priority
population. However, given that the rate of insertive condomless
anal sex acts with casual partners is statistically significantly
higher in bisexual men compared to gay men [49], a PrEP
promotion focus on bisexual men is sorely lacking in this social
media space. Such a focus is important, as research indicates
that focusing on HIV in cities with high numbers of bisexual
men (men who have sex with men and women) may have the
dual effect of improving the health of the bisexual community
and the health of MSM populations that have a high burden of
HIV [50].
We also found that very few Instagram posts contained raceor ethnicity-related co-occurring hashtags, and even fewer posts
contained transgender-associated co-occurring tags. Given that
Black individuals account for a higher proportion of new HIV
diagnoses and people living with HIV, compared to other
races/ethnicities, people of color represent important priority
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populations in terms of HIV risk and PrEP promotion [51]. This
is especially true for men and women, as Black men represented
31% of the new HIV diagnoses in the United States, and Black
women are approximately 16 times more likely to receive a
diagnosis of HIV infection compared to White women [51,52].
In addition to a weak social media focus on PrEP for people of
color, we found that only 2% (5/250) of the posts contained
transgender-associated tags although transgender persons are
at a very high risk for HIV infection [53]. Lastly, we found no
PrEP promotion focusing on heterosexual adults or injection
drug users in Instagram posts, both of which represent groups
for which PrEP is indicated in the United States [8]. The lack
of PrEP promotion on Instagram for bisexual men, people of
color, transgender persons, heterosexual adults, and people who
inject drugs remains a critical missed opportunity.
Our results also show some differences in the source
characteristics of the PrEP-related posts as well as the textual
content shared by organizations and individuals. Organizations
comprised the vast majority (193/250, 77.2%) of PrEP-related
Instagram posts, a stark difference compared to that reported
by McLaughlin et al [26] who stated that organizations were
less common creators of tweets focusing on PrEP. Organizations
are significantly more likely to share information regarding who
can use PrEP. This focus may coincide with the advocacy goals
of HIV nonprofit organizations seeking to leverage social media
as a platform for intervening and expanding organizational
capacity to increase PrEP awareness, disseminating educational
material, and enhancing engagement with members of the public
[54,55]. If part of these public engagement and outreach efforts
involves partnerships with federal agencies, it may help explain
why organizations (compared to individuals) in our data are
more likely to cite the CDC and other federal sources in their
PrEP-related content. Another possibility is that these
organizations are more likely to mention federal agencies as
reliable sources for scientific research on PrEP in their content
to offer clarity and reduce public uncertainty about PrEP
[27,56,57]. In contrast, individuals were more likely to include
PrEP-related content focusing on the adverse effects of PrEP
and were also more likely to mention manufacturers such as
Gilead or Merck, or their representatives. One explanation for
this result may be that individuals are more likely to focus on
the adverse effects of PrEP and cite PrEP manufacturers as part
of larger public discussions surrounding consumer experiences
with the pharmaceutical drug industry and drug safety. Prior
research suggests that social media can be a rich source for these
public discussions [58]. These findings highlight the perceived
differences between posts made by PrEP users and those
organizations that develop or promote PrEP. We recommend
that organizations work with communities related to PrEP or
sexual health influencers on Instagram to develop and maintain
explicit partnerships for implementing communication strategies
aimed at reducing barriers to PrEP uptake and adherence (eg,
stigma, lack of knowledge about adverse effects, and costs).
This strategy has been examined by previous research into
Instagram suggesting that influencers provide several techniques
for disseminating information that may be less possible for
organizations (eg, word-of-mouth dissemination and celebrity
status updates) [59-61].
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Limitations
This research should be considered within the context of its
limitations. First, the Instagram posts included in this research
are only those that are publicly available. Although this is
consistent with the data showing that most social media users
report setting all their social media accounts to private [62], it
presented a limitation to our study, as we were unable to
generalize our findings beyond publicly accessible posts.
Second, although we followed a methodical process for
identifying hashtags to use in our search for posts, we may have
excluded some hashtags, resulting in missed posts pertaining
to PrEP. Third, of the 193 posts coded as stemming from
organizations, 49 originated from a single account
(Prevention305), which represents 25% of that organizational
subgroup. This may have generally skewed the findings for
organizations toward Prevention305’s PrEP awareness campaign
goals. Fourth, as this study was our first attempt to apply a
predefined codebook used in textual analyses of Twitter data
to Instagram, we have not reported on the data extracted from
photos or videos. The only exception was when we described
the basic topology of the images (ie, whether the image was a
photo, an infographic, or a video). This necessitates a slightly
different application of our methodology than what was stated
as the purpose of this study and may be utilized in future projects
to expand on the findings highlighted in the current paper.
Lastly, because we focused our review on English-only posts,
we may have missed important Instagram content related to
Spanish-speaking people (eg, Latinx).
Despite these limitations, our study exhibits some strengths.
This study is among the first to examine PrEP-related textual
content on Instagram. Despite its popularity, especially among
young adults, Instagram remains an understudied platform, and
the current study begins to address this gap in the extant
literature. In addition, although our sample only includes
publicly available posts, to the extent that as these posts are
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indeed reflective of the public PrEP-related information
environment on Instagram, they may point toward types of
PrEP-related content that Instagram users seeking information
about PrEP are likely to encounter. Future research may confirm
this if interviews or surveys are conducted to determine the
most common types of PrEP-related content Instagram users
recall encountering during active searches for PrEP information.
Public health professionals may also consider the publicly
available user comments for PrEP-related content posted on
Instagram to gauge user reactions. These user comments may
offer insights into how priority populations may respond to
PrEP-related content serving as the basis for future PrEP-related
interventions. Future studies should also strive to examine such
content across social media platforms, including Instagram,
Facebook, and Twitter.

Conclusions
The National AIDS Strategy’s call to more clearly articulate
the science surrounding HIV risk and prevention is more fully
addressed by first understanding the current public information
environment surrounding PrEP. The present study seeks to begin
answering this call by offering a snapshot of how PrEP is being
discussed (and by whom) on one of the most popular social
media platforms. In addition, this study responds to the National
AIDS Strategy’s recommendation to develop campaign
strategies that leverage the unique properties of emerging digital
technologies by laying the foundation for big data approaches
that may be applied to glean insights for messaging in PrEP
campaigns and interventions. These findings highlight the
additional efforts required to reach the National AIDS Strategy’s
goal of improved communication surrounding PrEP. The small
number of Instagram posts that feature PrEP highlight a less
than optimal level of engagement, and the current study should
serve as a call for investigators to utilize emerging tools such
as Instagram more effectively to engage priority populations in
conversations around PrEP.
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Abstract
Background: Innovative approaches to the dissemination of evidence-based COVID-19 health messages are urgently needed
to counter social media misinformation about the pandemic. To this end, we designed a short, wordless, animated global health
communication video (the CoVideo), which was rapidly distributed through social media channels to an international audience.
Objective: The objectives of this study were to (1) establish the CoVideo’s effectiveness in improving COVID-19 prevention
knowledge, and (2) establish the CoVideo’s effectiveness in increasing behavioral intent toward COVID-19 prevention.
Methods: In May and June 2020, we enrolled 15,163 online participants from the United States, Mexico, the United Kingdom,
Germany, and Spain. We randomized participants to (1) the CoVideo arm, (2) an attention placebo control (APC) arm, and (3)
a do-nothing arm, and presented 18 knowledge questions about preventive COVID-19 behaviors, which was our first primary
endpoint. To measure behavioral intent, our second primary endpoint, we randomized participants in each arm to five list
experiments.
Results: Globally, the video intervention was viewed 1.2 million times within the first 10 days of its release and more than 15
million times within the first 4 months. Knowledge in the CoVideo arm was significantly higher (mean 16.95, 95% CI 16.91-16.99)
than in the do-nothing (mean 16.86, 95% CI 16.83-16.90; P<.001) arm. We observed high baseline levels of behavioral intent to
perform many of the preventive behaviors featured in the video intervention. We were only able to detect a statistically significant
impact of the CoVideo on one of the five preventive behaviors.
Conclusions: Despite high baseline levels, the intervention was effective at boosting knowledge of COVID-19 prevention. We
were only able to capture a measurable change in behavioral intent toward one of the five COVID-19 preventive behaviors
examined in this study. The global reach of this health communication intervention and the high voluntary engagement of trial
participants highlight several innovative features that could inform the design and dissemination of public health messages. Short,
wordless, animated videos, distributed by health authorities via social media, may be an effective pathway for rapid global health
communication during health crises.
Trial Registration: German Clinical Trials Register DRKS00021582; https://tinyurl.com/6r4zkbbn
International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1186/s13063-020-04942-7
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e29060) doi:10.2196/29060
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29060
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Introduction
Soon after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
health-related misinformation flooded the social media space
[1,2]. Compelling, but often misleading, content captured the
attention of a frightened global community [2]. The rapid and
widespread dissemination of such misinformation on social
media often overshadowed evidence-based recommendations
released through more traditional public health communication
channels. As a result, dangerous messages that increased the
spread of COVID-19 and led to adverse health outcomes were
allowed to spread to the estimated 3.8 billion people worldwide
who use social media [3]. Tedros Ghebreyesus, Director-General
of the World Health Organization warned, “We’re not just
fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic” [2].
There is a critical need to rapidly disseminate evidence-based
informational videos on social media channels to counteract the
epidemic of COVID-19 misinformation. To date, public health
efforts have focused on correcting misinformation and
debunking myths [4]. As such, these measures have almost
exclusively been reactive rather than proactive. The corrective
content itself has not been designed to incorporate the very
characteristics that support the viral spread of content on social
media [5]. For this reason, social media interventions designed
to correct misinformation have unfortunately demonstrated far
less impact than the content they aim to correct [4]. Researchers
studying this emerging global health communication approach
have urged health authorities to enter the social media arena
more intentionally, with the aim of disseminating valid
information, evaluating its impact, and reducing the knowledge
translation gap [3]. Social media health messaging interventions
need to do more than convey reliable information. They must
be as emotionally compelling as they are evidence-based, if
public health authorities are to reach broad, global audiences
[5]. They also need to be accessible and tailored for
cross-cultural acceptability [6].
In March 2020, we designed a short, wordless, and animated
video to disseminate information about preventing the spread
of COVID-19 [7,8]. The intervention video (the CoVideo)
promotes evidence-based messages that focus on a set of
preventive behaviors such as hand washing, social distancing,
and the sanitation of kitchen surfaces, among others.
Importantly, the CoVideo incorporates audience engagement
characteristics that motivate widespread sharing on social media
[5]. For example, it includes a compelling, familiar narrative
and characters that are culturally agnostic; and the soundtrack
is designed to evoke high-arousal emotions [9], which reflects
the anxiety, altruism, and solidarity [10] of the global
community. The CoVideo was released on Stanford Medicine’s
YouTube channel on March 21, 2020, and within 10 days
reached 332,000 views on YouTube, 220,000 views on
Instagram, 294,000 views on Facebook, and 402,000 views on
Twitter, with a cumulative count of 1.2 million [6]. It continued
to spread organically across social media channels, due to
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29060
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reposting by several global health authorities, including
government departments of health, community health
organizations, and media channels around the world [6]. Within
4 months, the CoVideo had reached more than 5.8 million
people through their social media accounts.
In this study, we evaluate the effectiveness of the CoVideo to
improve knowledge and behavioral intent toward COVID-19
prevention. According to the Theory of Planned Behavior, the
intention to act is considered to be the immediate determinant
of action [11]. Here, we frame behavioral intent as representing
the participant’s commitment to undertake COVID-19
prevention behaviors in the next 7 days, which is the second
outcome of our study [12,13]. As the primary outcome of our
study, we aim to measure changes in knowledge about
COVID-19 prevention. Knowledge is often considered to be a
necessary but not sufficient condition for motivating a healthy
behavior [14]. Specifically, the Theory of Planned Behavior
posits that knowledge is more likely to be correlated with
behavior if correct answers on the knowledge test support the
practice of that behavior [15]. Results from this study, which
incorporates several innovations in global health communication,
can inform the development of future videos to disseminate
evidence-based recommendations related to COVID-19 and
other public health emergencies.

Methods
Trial Design
This is a multisite, parallel-group randomized controlled trial
(RCT) comparing the effectiveness of a short informational
video on COVID-19 prevention. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the CoVideo, we enrolled participants from five countries
into a large, online RCT. We randomly assigned participants
to the CoVideo [7], an attention placebo control (APC) video
[16], or no video (do-nothing arm), and measured change in
knowledge of COVID-19 prevention behaviors (first endpoint)
and change in self-reported behavioral intent toward COVID-19
prevention (second endpoint). Our RCT included two innovative
experimental approaches. First, we used the APC to isolate the
content effect of the CoVideo (the active component of the
COVID-19–related health messaging and its delivery design)
from the attention effect of watching a video (the inactive
component of the intervention). Second, we nested a list
experiment in each trial arm to reduce socially desirable
responses to the behavioral intent questions. Both approaches
were leveraged to improve the accuracy of our estimates. The
study and its outcomes were registered with the German Clinical
Trials Register [17] on May 12, 2020 (DRKS00021582). Ethical
approval was obtained from the Stanford University Institutional
Review Board on April 12, 2020 (#55820). There were no
changes to the trial outcomes or methods after the trial
commenced.
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Participants
We used an online platform called Prolific [18] to enroll
participants from the United States, Mexico, the United
Kingdom, Germany, and Spain into the RCT [8]. Participant
eligibility included being 18 to 59 years of age (male, female,
or other), being a resident of one of the five countries, and
having proficiency in English, German, or Spanish. The trial
was hosted and deployed on Gorilla [19], which is a cloud
platform that provides versatile tools to undertake online,
experimental, and behavioral research [20]. Participants were
compensated an equivalent of £1 (US$ 1.39) for a 10-minute
completion time. To prevent duplicate participation, Prolific
uses a number of tracking mechanisms, including IP and internet
service provider address detection [21].

Procedures
Participants began by answering basic demographic questions
about their age, sex, primary language, country of residence,
and highest education completed.
The Gorilla algorithm then randomly assigned participants 1:1:1
to the CoVideo, APC video, or do-nothing groups. Participants
were required to watch the CoVideo or the APC video once
from start to finish. The CoVideo is animated with sound effects
but does not include any words, speech, or text. It explains how
the novel coronavirus is spread (airborne, physical contact) and
recommends best practices to prevent onward transmission
(staying at home, not congregating in public spaces, and
sanitizing hands/surfaces). It also covers the mass media
coverage of the outbreak and the public’s response to this media
coverage, which includes a subplot on the stockpiling of
essential goods, and the impact thereof on health care services
and resources (eg, doctors being unable to access protective
equipment). The total duration of the CoVideo is 2 minutes, 30
seconds.
The APC is also a wordless, animated video with the same
duration as the CoVideo. Its content describes how small choices
become actions, which become habits, which become a way of
life. We included an APC to account for possible attention
effects elicited by the video format. APC conditions should
mimic the “inactive” components of an intervention—the effect
of watching the video—while not containing any of the “active”
intervention components—the content delivered by the video
[22]. We did not make the assumption that the CoVideo is better
than nothing (ie, no video). It is possible that the CoVideo could
motivate reactance to our COVID-19 prevention message
[23-25].
After completing the intervention (CoVideo, APC, do-nothing),
participants answered 18 knowledge questions on preventive
COVID-19 behaviors. All items required true or false responses,
and all participants received the knowledge items. After
completing the knowledge questions, participants then
completed five list experiments. For each list experiment, we
randomized participants 1:1 to a control list or a control list plus
a sensitive item about behavioral intent toward social distancing,
washing hands, cleaning dishes, cleaning kitchen surfaces, and
the stockpiling of essential goods. The control group received
a list of 5 items that were unrelated to COVID-19. For example,
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29060
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in the first list experiment, we asked: “How many of the five
statements do you agree with? We don’t want to know which
ones, just answer how many: 1. Spend time watching TV, 2.
Do the vacuuming, 3. Pick a fight with my partner, 4. Eat a low
sugar diet, 5. Rinse my nose with salt water daily.” The
treatment group received the same 5 items and 1 additional
“sensitive” item, “Go out with my friends,” which indicates
behavioral intent to social distance (or not) during lockdown
restrictions. We used the list experiments to reduce social
desirability bias [26,27] and designed them in line with best
practices [28].

Statistical Analysis
We summarized the participant characteristics by obtaining
mean (SD) values for age, gender, primary language, country
of residence, and education status. Using the Gorilla platform,
we identified and excluded participants from the analysis who
were lost, defined as those who did not complete the survey
from start to finish. Because we could not determine if
participants watched some or all of the CoVideo or APC video,
we used an intention-to-treat analysis.
For the first endpoint, we calculated a knowledge score for each
participant by adding the correct responses (min=0, max=18).
Participants had a time limit of 30 seconds to answer each
knowledge item, preventing them from searching for answers
on the internet. If the participant timed out, they received a
missing value of 9. This missing value was recoded as an
incorrect answer to the knowledge item, since the participant
could not correctly answer the question in the allotted time. We
used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with and the
Tukey honestly significant difference to test for statistically
significant differences (with α=.05) in mean knowledge between
the CoVideo, APC, and do-nothing arms. The ANOVA model
is y=b1VideoArm, where y is the number of knowledge
statements that the participant correctly answered and VideoArm
represents the treatment arm.
For the second endpoint, we calculated the prevalence of
behavioral intent to perform COVID-19 preventive behaviors
for each list experiment. Let Cj denote the number of items that
the jth participant selected from the control list (min=0, max=5),
and let Tj be the number of items that the jth participant selected
from the treatment list (min=0, max=6). We calculated the mean
score for the control list, denoted by

and treatment list,

denoted by , for the ith list experiment (i=1,…,5). Let the
superscripts cov denote the CoVideo, apc denote the APC, and
no denote the do-nothing arms, and let k denote the kth trial arm
(k ∈ [cov, apc, no]). For list experiment i and trial arm k, we
then estimated the prevalence of behavioral intent, denoted by
Pik, as the difference between the treatment and control, such
that Pik= (Tik – Cik) × 100. From these estimates, we calculated
the total, content, and attention effect of the CoVideo. Let DiTot
denote the total effect, which is estimated by Picov – Pino; and
let DiAtt denote the attention effect, which is estimated by Piapc
– Pino. These analyses are analogous to difference-in-difference
analyses, which we implemented by specifying the main and
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interaction terms in an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
model. The OLS equation for the ith list experiment is given
as:

participant’s unique, anonymized ID was used to manage the
linking between the Prolific and Gorilla platforms. The study
investigators were blinded to the group allocation [8].

y = b0 + b1VideoArm + b2TreatList + b3(VideoArm
× TreatList),
where y is the number of statements in the list that the participant
agreed with, VideoArm indicates the kth arm, and TreatList
indicates assignment to the treatment or control list. We
calculated standard errors, 95% CIs, and P values (with α=.05)
for linear combinations of coefficients from the OLS model.

Adverse Event Reporting and Harms

Informed Consent

Results

All participants underwent a process of informed consent on
the Prolific platform. The consent form explained the purpose
of the study, the risks and benefits of the research, and how to
contact the study investigators (or the Stanford University ethics
review board). By clicking the link, participants agreed to
participate in our study, and were redirected to the Gorilla
platform, where additional information was given. Participants
could withdraw from the study at recruitment or at any point
during the experiment.

Confidentiality
Each participant was assigned a unique, anonymized ID on
Prolific and had no identifying information associated with it.
We informed participants that their names could be revealed to
us if they emailed the study investigators. The study
investigators kept this information confidential.

Blinding
Because Prolific handled the interaction between the study
investigators and participants, the participants were completely
anonymous to the study investigators. Participants
self-responded to the survey questions and self-submitted their
responses anonymously on the Gorilla platform. Only the

No adverse events or harms were observed given the online
format of the trial.

Data Availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon request.

Between May 13, 2020, and June 23, 2020, 15,163 participants
from the United States, Mexico, the United Kingdom, Germany,
and Spain were enrolled in our RCT. Between recruitment and
randomization, 171 participants were lost and 14,992
participants were randomly assigned to the CoVideo (n=4940),
APC (n=4954), and do-nothing (n=5081) arms (Figure 1). After
randomization, another 173 (do-nothing), 177 (APC), and 143
(CoVideo) participants were lost for unknown reasons (possibly
due technical issues like lost internet connection; difficulties
linking to the video host, YouTube; server complications, etc).
A total of 14,482 participants completed the trial and contributed
data to the final analysis.
The majority of participants reported their residence in the
United Kingdom (n=8519, 58.8%) or the United States (n=3765,
26%), and 84.9% (n=12,288) of participants reported English
as their first language. The sample was relatively well educated,
with 81.6% (n=11,812) having some college education or higher
(bachelor’s, master’s/equivalent, or PhD). Table 1 shows the
percentage of participants in each arm and treatment list by age,
gender, country of residence, educational status, and primary
language.

Figure 1. Trial design. After recruitment, participants were randomly assigned (1:1:1) to the CoVideo, attention placebo control (APC), or do-nothing
arms. Participants in each trial arm were also randomized (1:1) to a control list (5 items; no sensitive item) or a treatment list (6 items; with 1 sensitive
item) about behavioral intent toward social distancing, washing hands, cleaning dishes, cleaning kitchen surfaces, and the stockpiling of essential goods.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics of participants by trial and list experiment arms (collected from 14,482 participants between May 2020
and June 2020).
Characteristic

APCa

Do-nothing
Control list,
n (%)

Treatment
list, n (%)

Control list,
n (%)

CoVideo
Treatment list, n (%) Control list,
n (%)

P value
Treatment list, n (%)

Age

.98
18-24 years

672 (27.7)

691 (27.8)

649 (27.0)

640 (26.9)

656 (27.2)

667 (27.9)

25-34 years

877 (36.2)

902 (36.3)

866 (36.1)

880 (37.0)

884 (36.7)

848 (35.5)

35-44 years

475 (19.6)

502 (20.2)

484 (20.2)

456 (19.2)

479 (19.9)

470 (19.7)

45-54 years

285 (11.8)

295 (11.9)

297 (12.4)

279 (11.7)

280 (11.6)

299 (12.5)

55-59 years

116 (4.8)

93 (3.7)

104 (4.3)

122 (5.1)

110 (4.6)

104 (4.4)

Gender

.38

Female

1316 (54.3)

1298 (52.3)

1353 (56.4)

1269 (53.4)

1306 (54.2)

1310 (54.9)

Male

1090 (44.9)

1167 (47.0)

1037 (43.2)

1092 (45.9)

1088 (45.2)

1063 (44.5)

Other

19 (0.8)

18 (0.7)

10 (0.4)

16 (0.7)

15 (0.6)

15 (0.6)

Country of residence

>.99

Germany

118 (4.9)

135 (5.4)

132 (5.5)

116 (4.9)

130 (5.4)

124 (5.2)

Mexico

116 (4.8)

119 (4.8)

119 (5.0)

117 (4.9)

114 (4.7)

117 (4.9)

Spain

124 (5.1)

126 (5.1)

125 (5.2)

121 (5.1)

123 (5.1)

122 (5.1)

United Kingdom

1418 (58.5)

1453 (58.5)

1384 (57.7)

1437 (60.5)

1429 (59.3)

1398 (58.5)

United States

649 (26.8)

650 (26.2)

640 (26.7)

586 (24.7)

613 (25.4)

627 (26.3)

Education status

.35

Primary school

66 (2.7)

90 (3.6)

66 (2.8)

61 (2.6)

83 (3.4)

87 (3.6)

High school

360 (14.8)

377 (15.2)

383 (16.0)

360 (15.1)

364 (15.1)

373 (15.6)

Bachelor’s, some college

1551 (64.0)

1570 (63.2)

1529 (63.7)

1507 (63.4)

1526 (63.3)

1497 (62.7)

Master’s/PhD

448 (18.5)

446 (18.0)

422 (17.6)

449 (18.9)

436 (18.1)

431 (18.0)

First language

>.99

German

117 (4.8)

135 (5.4)

130 (5.4)

116 (4.9)

128 (5.3)

124 (5.2)

English

2068 (85.3)

2103 (84.7)

2026 (84.4)

2022 (85.1)

2044 (84.8)

2025 (84.8)

Spanish (Mexico)

124 (5.1)

126 (5.1)

125 (5.2)

123 (5.2)

123 (5.1)

122 (5.1)

Spanish

116 (4.8)

119 (4.8)

119 (5.0)

116 (4.9)

114 (4.7)

117 (4.9)

The knowledge questionnaire had an acceptable reliability
correlation coefficient of 0.65 (split-half). Overall, there was
extraordinarily high attainment of COVID-19 knowledge. In
the do-nothing arm, participants correctly answered 16.86 (95%
CI 16.83-16.90) out of 18 items, which is a 93.7% correct
response rate (Figure 2). With this high baseline score, the
CoVideo could therefore only increase knowledge by a
maximum of 1.14 points. Relative to the do-nothing arm, the
CoVideo increased knowledge by 0.09 points (mean 16.95, 95%
CI 16.91-16.99; P=.002), which represents an increase of 7.6%
(0.09/1.14) (Figure 2). The average score for the APC arm was
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16.89 (95% CI 16.86-16.93), a correct response rate of 93.8%.
When we removed the attention effect of the video format, the
CoVideo increased overall knowledge by 0.06 points (P=.06),
which represents an increase of 5.3% (0.06/1.11). Figure 3
shows the proportion of correct responses to each of the 18
knowledge items (see also Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix
1). The highest correctly answered item (“An effective way to
prevent COVID-19 spread is to wash your hands frequently
with soap and water”) had a correct response rate of 99.4%;
most items had a >90% correct response rate.
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Figure 2. Mean scores for the COVID-19 knowledge questions by trial arm (N=14,482). Differences between the CoVideo, attention placebo control
(APC), and do-nothing arms are reported with P values. Total effect represents the difference in means between the CoVideo and do-nothing arms,
attention effect represents the difference in means between the APC and do-nothing arms, and content effect represents the difference in means between
the CoVideo and APC arms.
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Figure 3. The proportion of correct answers for each knowledge item in the CoVideo, attention placebo control (APC), and do-nothing arms (N=14,482).

Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the mean scores
for the five list experiments by trial arm and list group. These
mean scores were used to calculate the prevalence of behavioral
intent for each preventive COVID-19 behavior, including the
total and content effects with 95% CIs and P values (Figure 4).
Scores for the treatment list are higher because the treatment
list has 6 items and the control list has 5 items. For a given trial
arm, the difference between the treatment and control means
represents the prevalence of intent to undertake the preventive
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29060
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RenderX

COVID-19 behavior. For example, for the first list experiment
in the CoVideo arm (“this week I will go out with friends”),
=2.20 is the treatment mean and

2.03 is the control mean.

The prevalence is then
× 100 = (2.20–2.03) × 100 = 17.2,
as shown in Figure 2. Similarly, the prevalence for the APC
arm is
× 100 = (2.33–2.03) × 100 = 29.4. For our secondary
outcome, we report that participants in the CoVideo arm had
lower behavioral intent to go out with friends when compared
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e29060 | p.89
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with the APC (content effect=–0.123, P<.001) and do-nothing
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(total effect=–0.045, P=.24) arms.

Figure 4. The prevalence of behavioral intent for each of the five list experiments with 95% CIs. Differences between the CoVideo, attention placebo
control (APC), and do-nothing arms are reported with P values. Total effect represents the difference in means between the CoVideo and do-nothing
arms, attention effect represents the difference in means between the APC and do-nothing arms, and content effect represents the difference in means
between the CoVideo and APC arms.

Discussion

intervention improved behavioral intent toward COVID-19
prevention when compared with the APC and do-nothing arms.

In this study, we tested an intervention with several innovations
in global health communication that catalyzed a broad, organic
global reach on social media [6,8-10]. The intervention, called
the CoVideo, packaged critical health messages about
COVID-19 prevention within a compelling, familiar narrative,
using characters that were free of cultural identifiers and a
soundtrack designed to evoke high-arousal emotions. Our results
showed that baseline levels of COVID-19 prevention were high,
and that the CoVideo intervention increased this prevention
knowledge by another 7.6% and 5.3% relative to the do-nothing
and APC arms, respectively. It was also found that the CoVideo

To evaluate the effectiveness of the CoVideo on knowledge and
behavioral intent toward COVID-19 prevention, we used a large,
online RCT to enroll 15,163 participants from the United States,
Spain, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Mexico. The results
for our first endpoint showed high knowledge of COVID-19
prevention behaviors across the five countries. For the three
trial arms, the average number of correct answers was nearly
17 out of 18 items, a correct response rate of approximately
94%. Moderate to high knowledge levels about COVID-19
prevention measures among the general public were also
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observed earlier in Ecuador [29] and the United States [30-32].
On the other hand, a recent systematic review on knowledge,
attitude, and practices toward the COVID-19 pandemic on the
American continent concluded that many people have
insufficient knowledge about the virus, highlighting the need
to develop effective educational tools and materials on
COVID-19 prevention [33]. The high baseline levels of
COVID-19 knowledge in our study could be due to the delay
of several weeks that occurred between the original release of
the CoVideo and the launch of our online trial, as we awaited
ethics approval, and designed and registered the trial. This lag
likely facilitated exposure of our participants to COVID-19
prevention messages from other sources. Our results suggest,
as we drift deeper into the pandemic, it may be unnecessary to
spend more money on public health campaigns to improve
COVID-19 prevention knowledge in the five countries from
which we enrolled participants.
An important study finding was that the CoVideo improved
already high levels of COVID-19 prevention knowledge. In the
do-nothing and APC arms, only 1.14 and 1.11 additional correct
items were needed to reach a perfect (100%) score, respectively.
Our results showed that the CoVideo boosted COVID-19
prevention knowledge by another 7.6% relative to the do-nothing
ceiling and by 5.3% relative to the APC ceiling. It seems
plausible, therefore, that the CoVideo could significantly
improve COVID-19 prevention knowledge in countries where
baseline knowledge levels are currently low or moderate.
For our second endpoint, we nested a list experiment in each
trial arm to evaluate the effect of the CoVideo on self-reported
behavioral intent toward COVID-19 prevention. We used this
experimental approach because it is likely that participants (at
the time of enrollment) were already primed to give socially
desirable responses to questions about COVID-19 prevention.
The indirect questions (ie, how many statements do you agree
with) provide protection to participants who have no behavioral
intent toward COVID-19 prevention, without revealing this
intention directly [27]. Our results showed that behavioral intent
to go out with friends during stay-at-home recommendations
and to stockpile household goods was lower in the CoVideo
arm when compared with the APC and do-nothing arms, but
not significantly so. We also observed that participants had
higher behavioral intent to prevent COVID-19 spread by
cleaning dishes after use when compared with the do-nothing
arm (significantly different) and APC arm (not significantly
different). Several studies have used the list experiment
technique in the context of COVID-19 and found that list
experiments were less favorable than simpler, traditional
measurements, concluding that social desirability had no impact
on the reported compliance with COVID-19 regulations [34,35].
On the contrary, other scholars have argued that the list
experiment approach counters social desirability and is,
therefore, less likely to introduce measurement errors presented
by direct questions that measure self-reported compliance with
COVID-19 guidance [36,37].
Our study is innovative in its use of both a list experiment and
an APC video. Our APC video was selected to account for the
possible attention effects elicited by the CoVideo intervention.
The APC was designed to mimic the inactive components of
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29060
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the CoVideo intervention (the effect of watching a video of the
same length), while not containing the active intervention
component (the content of the COVID-19–related health
messaging and its delivery design) [22]. The APC, therefore,
enabled us to decompose the total intervention effect, which is
the difference in knowledge means between the CoVideo and
do-nothing groups, into the sum of the content and attention
effects. We are not aware of any study that has used this
approach to isolate the active component (the content effect) of
the intervention video itself. For this purpose, we advise
researchers using APCs to choose their APC topic carefully,
and to avoid any potential effect of the placebo content on the
outcomes being studied.
Our study had several limitations. At the time of our study, no
validated scale on COVID-19 knowledge prevention existed.
Nevertheless, we used best practices from the survey methods
field to inform the design and development of the knowledge
questions [38]. Another limitation is that we could not determine
if participants watched some or all of the CoVideo or APC
video. Once participants were randomized to a video, they could
not skip to the end or fast-forward without ending the study.
However, it is possible in some cases that the participants could
have been engaged in other activities while the video was
playing. Because of potential noncompliance, we used an
intention-to-treat analysis. One possible limitation is that high
baseline knowledge likely reflects the high educational status
of our online sample, with 81.6% having some college education
or higher (bachelor’s/equivalent, master’s, PhD). Our sample
was likely more educated than the general populations of the
United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, and
Mexico. A similar educational distribution has been reported
in a recent web-based study on COVID-19 knowledge in the
United States and United Kingdom [39].
Together, the findings of this study present innovative
propositions for content design, dissemination, and evaluation
of rapid global health communication interventions. Content
designs that emphasize cultural accessibility, convey a
compelling narrative, and elicit high-arousal emotions could
fuel rapid dissemination across the 3.8 billion global citizens
currently using social media. The wordless, animated approach
also minimizes barriers traditionally associated with underlying
differences in language and literacy levels. Given the massive
global penetration of social media, short, animated, wordless
video messages, designed to spread organically, may help public
health authorities reach people where they are (ie, social media).
Evaluating these interventions using online trials, APCs and
list experiments can help expedite results and strengthen our
efficacy evaluations. The value of such an approach becomes
especially apparent during global crises in which lost weeks
translate into lost lives. Accessible and compelling video health
messages that lean on the shared characteristics of our global
community could facilitate the spread of time-sensitive health
messages. Public health authorities poised to implement these
innovative health communication solutions could better support
a global community facing unprecedented, shared challenges.
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Abstract
Background: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC’s) National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) is the
most widely used health care–associated infection (HAI) and antimicrobial use and resistance surveillance program in the United
States. Over 37,000 health care facilities participate in the program and submit a large volume of surveillance data. These data
are used by the facilities themselves, the CDC, and other agencies and organizations for a variety of purposes, including infection
prevention, antimicrobial stewardship, and clinical quality measurement. Among the summary metrics made available by the
NHSN are standardized infection ratios, which are used to identify HAI prevention needs and measure progress at the national,
regional, state, and local levels.
Objective: To extend the use of geospatial methods and tools to NHSN data, and in turn to promote and inspire new uses of
the rendered data for analysis and prevention purposes, we developed a web-enabled system that enables integrated visualization
of HAI metrics and supporting data.
Methods: We leveraged geocoding and visualization technologies that are readily available and in current use to develop a
web-enabled system designed to support visualization and interpretation of data submitted to the NHSN from geographically
dispersed sites. The server–client model–based system enables users to access the application via a web browser.
Results: We integrated multiple data sets into a single-page dashboard designed to enable users to navigate across different
HAI event types, choose specific health care facility or geographic locations for data displays, and scale across time units within
identified periods. We launched the system for internal CDC use in January 2019.
Conclusions: CDC NHSN statisticians, data analysts, and subject matter experts identified opportunities to extend the use of
geospatial methods and tools to NHSN data and provided the impetus to develop NHSNViz. The development effort proceeded
iteratively, with the developer adding or enhancing functionality and including additional data sets in a series of prototype versions,
each of which incorporated user feedback. The initial production version of NHSNViz provides a new geospatial analytic resource
built in accordance with CDC user requirements and extensible to additional users and uses in subsequent versions.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e23528) doi:10.2196/23528
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data visualization; geospatial information system; health care–associated infection
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Introduction
The National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) is a
web-based system developed and maintained by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and used by health
care facilities, the CDC, and other agencies and organizations
for surveillance of health care–associated infections (HAIs),
antimicrobial use and resistance, and other health care events
and processes. NHSN data serve a variety of purposes that
include infection prevention, antimicrobial stewardship, and
clinical quality measurement. The CDC launched the system
in 2005 and its current surveillance coverage extends to over
37,000 health care facilities nationwide. Because of state and
federal HAI reporting requirements, NHSN’s geographic and
health care facility coverage is extensive and the granular HAI
data and summary statistics available for use are voluminous.
Health care facilities submit data to the system in accordance
with NHSN’s surveillance protocols, and the facilities access
the system’s analytic features to produce summary statistics for
their own facility, including the cumulative attributable
difference (CAD) [1]—a benchmark of the difference between
observed and predicted HAIs—and the standardized infection
ratio (SIR) [2]—a measure of the ratio of observed to predicted
HAIs. Summary statistics enable intrafacility and interfacility
comparisons for individual health care facilities and groups of
facilities, and also provide a means to assess HAI prevention
needs or progress at local, state, and national levels.
All data that health care facilities submit to NHSN are facility
identifiable and can be linked to a street address, which enables
analysis and display of NHSN data by the geographic location
of each reporting facility. Most of the data that hospitals report
also specify the patient care location within the hospital where
the data originated (eg, intensive care unit [ICU], and, more
specifically, by type of unit, such as surgical or medical ICU).
For analytic purposes, NHSN data may be aggregated at a
variety of geographic levels, from patient care locations within
individual facilities to facility, regional, state, and national
levels. NHSN analyses also may call for data to be aggregated
according to predetermined time intervals, such as calendar
quarter and year, or by customized data ranges.
The wide variety of granular data submitted to NHSN, the
increasing volume of NHSN data and complementary data
available from external sources, and the broad range of NHSN
data analyses that are produced, planned, or could be made
possible present an opportunity to leverage the large amount of
data on a “big data” platform for NHSN data users. Among the
basic requirements are systematically organizing the massive
amount of data available because of NHSN’s surveillance
coverage and making those data readily available to NHSN data
analysts in ways that help maximize the usability and usefulness
of the data for analytic purposes.
The importance of data visualization for exploratory data
analysis is axiomatic across many disciplines. In epidemiology,
visualization of geospatial data can reveal meaningful
associations between a local site, such as a health care facility,
and its surrounding environment [3]. Compared with traditional
data representations, such as tables or static figures, and
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particularly when the data can be characterized as large volume,
high complexity, and highly disparate [4], data visualization
based on a geographic information system (GIS) display offers
enhanced opportunities to use them for public health purposes,
such as for infectious diseases prevention and control. In
practical terms, data visualization bolsters public health efforts,
including outbreak detection and response activities [5,6].
At the CDC and throughout public health, data visualization is
an important means of enhancing efficiencies and scalability of
data analysis and dissemination [7]. Data visualization tools
and platforms developed at the CDC’s enterprise and division
levels typically serve domain-specific programmatic needs,
such as environmental and behavioral health. These
programmatic systems tend to focus on data presentations at
geospatial
levels—municipal,
county,
state,
and
national—located above the health care facility level. The
paramount importance of facility-level data for HAI surveillance
and prevention places a premium on aggregating, processing,
and exhibiting data at a more granular level than is typical for
other public health domains, while also enabling HAI data to
be visualized at higher geospatial levels. Commercially
available, ready-to-use visualization tools provide an array of
important capabilities, such as rendering simple visual displays
of bivariate analytic results [8]. However, the shortcomings of
these systems typically include limited capacity to represent
analytic results that involve multiple variables, aspects of data
in parallel, or complex relationships between various data
sources [9]. These limitations led the NHSN program to make
the decision to develop a system for visualization of NHSN data
sets—NHSNViz. Among the most important requirements
identified and prioritized for the NHSN platform are the capacity
to capture the logic embedded in data and to stimulate
knowledge discovery. Therefore, consolidating multiple data
sources and layers into the same space is a prerequisite.
Additionally, the underlying connection between multiple
variables of data needs to be explicitly expressed via proper
user interaction design, which can streamline otherwise
complicated surveillance inquiry tasks. All these requirements
would be better satisfied with an ad hoc solution which is not
limited by predefined visualization templates.
In summary, this project is driven by the following research
questions: in terms of HAI prevention analyses, “What are the
critical data sources and elements,” “What is the most intuitive
and user-friendly visualization representation of each variable,”
and “How could multiple facets of the various data sets be
integrated into the same display systematically?”. By leveraging
the expertise of infection preventionists, these topics have been
explored in depth. In the following sections, we introduce our
preliminary responses for these research questions as well as
the methodology of our analyses process.

Methods
Overview of Development of NHSNViz
Statisticians, epidemiologists, data scientists, and other
stakeholders, including policy and communications staff, spurred
NHSNViz development (Figure 1). Their input was translated
into technical requirements for the system’s design and
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functionality, which in turn were applied in an agile software
engineering life cycle characterized by a short feedback loop
and sequential improvements that incorporated stakeholder
feedback [10]. In particular, all requirements proposed by
stakeholders are decomposed, itemized, and documented
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systematically. Each feature is then prioritized based on its value
and the overall business strategy. Finally, the design and
implementation are reconfirmed via sketch, paper interface, or
prototype to guarantee transparent communication between
stakeholders and developers.

Figure 1. NHSNViz development timeline. CAD: cumulative attributable difference, GIS: geographic information system, NUM&DENOM: numerator
and denominator, SIR: standardized infection ratio.

The project began in earnest in mid-2017 following an increase
in stakeholder requests for a ready-to-use set of tools that would
facilitate geospatial analysis and visualization of NHSN data.
These requests prompted an initial round of brainstorming
conducted by nominal group techniques, formal requirements
gathering based on group interviews, rapid prototype
development followed by a user observation test, approval for
a proof-of-concept project, organization of a development team,
and initiation of a project aimed at producing a beta test version.
In October 2018, the beta test version was released and tested
by over 20 individuals, drawn from diverse disciplinary
backgrounds and a variety of programmatic units within CDC’s
Division of Healthcare Quality Promotion. All beta testers
completed training with a 1-hour online learning course. Most
users easily comprehended the operations of the system.
Afterward, user feedback was collected via either a survey form
or a structure interview. These suggestions are primarily related
to the choice of visualization representation, for example, how
to represent “null” value on the map and how to highlight an
increase or decrease on the timeline.
Beta test user experience and recommendations guided further
development of the NHSNViz application, which was launched
for initial production use in January 2019. Since then, user input
has led to additional NHSNViz enhancements, specifically the
addition of new analysis and visualization features and new
NHSN data sets.
NHSNViz’s continuous development and release cycle provides
opportunities for incremental improvements while retaining a
core set of maintenance processes and system features:
•

Spatial locations of individual health care facilities are
gathered via geocoding, providing an aid to identifying
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•

•

•

facilities and geographic areas where HAI prevention
progress has been made or has yet to be achieved.
Hospital characteristics, including hospital type (eg, major
teaching hospital), number of hospital beds, and hospital
network affiliation, enabling rapid assessments of individual
hospitals with high or low SIRs.
Quarterly and yearly aggregations of granular HAI data
and summary statistics, such as numerator and denominator
data, SIRs, and 95% confidence intervals are displayed.
The availability of SIRs for each facility and for individual
patient care locations/units within facilities promotes
in-depth understanding of where HAI prevention resources
are most needed.
Demographic data acquired from external sources on
income and census statistics provide additional data layers
to support policy- and population-related analysis.

All these requirements eventually spawned a high-dimensional,
high-complexity schema. To build such a big data application,
modeling the relation among multiple data elements and
constricting response time are the 2 major technical challenges
to be addressed.

Geocoding
Geocoding, which transforms physical locations such as mailing
addresses to latitude- and longitude-based geographic
coordinates, is an essential component for GIS applications.
We used the Geocoding web service of Google [11] to obtain
coordinates information for the NHSNViz project. As a part of
the data collection process, the health care facility address that
facilities report to NHSN in NHSN’s annual survey, including
street, city, and state and zip code, was used to invoke the
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Geocoding service, and then the coordinates were parsed out
from the JSON format response.
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•

Data Format and Preparation
Indexing and merging multidimensional tabular data into a
single entity helps to optimize querying performance. The JSON
format provides a light-weight semistructured norm for hosting
multidimensional data sources. The particular JSON format
specification, GeoJSON, is designed for encoding geographic
data, with flexible customization of attributes as needed. We
used the Point geometry type of GeoJSON to represent health
care facilities, which enables transformation of each facility’s
profile and measurement to subattributes under its “property”
field. Coordinates collected from the geocoding process are
inserted into the “geometry” field. This data transformation is
completed offline as a part of a prior processing step to optimize
the client-side performance.

Interactive Map
An interactive map serves as the background canvas for a GIS
system. Leaflet is a prevalent open-source JavaScript library
for visualizing interactive maps. It is lightweight and yet
provides the most commonly used map features such as layers,
markers, and choropleth maps. Leaflet supports GeoJSON
format directly. We apply this framework to NHSNViz by
converting each JSON file entry (ie, a health care facility) to a
“dot” marker on the map. The color of each “dot” and the
corresponding legend are used to depict the level of a value,
such as SIR or CAD.

Visualization
The graphical form that users want to see when they visualize
data depends on specific analytic interests (eg, basic frequency
distributions, temporal trends, geographic comparisons, or other
data relationships). AnyChart is a JavaScript library for
rendering charts that takes into account a wide range of user
needs and preferences. It supports more than 70 flexible and
interactive chart types. We leveraged this versatility, in
conjunction with an analysis of NHSN data users’ requirements,
to enable NHSNViz users to render a variety of charts:
•

•

Stacked column chart: This is used to represent data with
multiple segments. It demonstrates how each segment
contributes to the overall number and displays the changes
overtime.
Mosaic chart: Also known as the heatmap chart. It
represents a data matrix while each cell uses different colors
to represent different values.
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•

Waterfall chart versus Column chart: Both represent
time-based data series. However, waterfall chart highlights
the change between data points using floating columns
while the column chart represents absolute value with the
length of columns. With markers showing the upper and
lower bounds, a column chart works as an error chart and
could be used to display variability details such as the
confidence interval of SIR.
Treemap chart: This renders categorical data in a
hierarchical way. For comparison purpose, it displays the
proportion of every subcomponent and exhibits the value
of each simultaneously, in other words, 2 facets of the
entities could be visualized in parallel.

Use of these chart types in NHSNViz is illustrated in the “User
Interface” section.

Results
System Architecture
NHSNViz’s underlying architecture is a classic client–server
design with an HTML/JavaScript-based front end. When the
server is started, all data and configuration files are loaded from
a Windows shared drive with a JCIFS SMB connection. This
design isolates the relatively stable source code from the
regularly updated configuration parameters and data sets. To
optimize NHSNViz’s client-side runtime performance, all
required data are downloaded in batch when the application is
opened in a web browser. Next, all querying and filtering
interactions with the application are completed on the client
side, which minimizes the hardware and bandwidth requirements
for the server. Technical specification of the server are as
follows:
•
•
•

OS System: Linux CentOS 7
Server: Tomcat 9
JavaScript Libraries: Leaflet 1.5.1, AnyChart 7.4, DHTMLX
5.1

User Interface
The resulting user interface can represent complex analytic
results and consolidate multiple variables as well as multifaceted
relationships between them. NHSNViz’s JavaScript-based
interface leverages state-of-the-art visualization libraries,
including Leaflet, AnyChart, and DHTMLX, which enables
integration of NHSN data sets and the supplementary
demographic data sets into a single-page dashboard (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. NHSNViz System Interface (Synthetic Data).

This 1-dashboard, multiple-view design enables both
experienced users and beginners to navigate easily across
different geographic locations and periods. Users can
conveniently browse demographic characteristics for selected
geographic areas, clinical quality performance measures
previously calculated and made available through NHSNViz at
the health care facility, state, and national levels, and health
care facility attributes such as bed size and medical school
affiliation. These interactive features enable dynamic queries
based on user’s operations.
A user may choose panels of interest to customize the layout
of the interface for a specific task, and then navigate through
different HAI types, time points, locations, and facility aspects.
To configure the Filters Panel (1), the user can focus on facilities
displayed via Map (2) and List (3). Selecting either a dot on the
map or an entry on the list will render detailed profile
information and performance measures of the facility. One can
also export the data set displayed on the List directly into a CSV
file.
The Profile Panel (4) displays hospital bed sizes, including both
ICU and non-ICU locations, using a stacked column chart,
enabling data visualization for each subcategory segment.
Additionally, the status of hospitals’ antimicrobial stewardship
programs is represented by a mosaic chart, which is usually
used to illustrate a categorical data matrix.
The Timeline Panel (5) at the bottom of the NHSNViz display
enables access to clinical quality measures for calendar quarters
or years, presented via a column chart or waterfall chart,
highlighting the absolute or relative values, respectively. The
Right Panel (6) displays additional performance details such as
the Treemap chart representing patient care location groups
within a facility that has a tree structure hierarchy and allows
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drill-down; the color of each unit represents a performance
measure such as SIR while the size represents either the
denominator or numerator value. In addition, both the Timeline
and Treemap are interactive. The user may update performance
measures displayed on the map and list to certain time or clinical
unit by simply clicking on the corresponding data point.
The Demographic Factors Panel (7) supports aggregated
measures and external complementary data sets. These data
could be rendered as a Choropleth map to provide a resource
for advanced data analysis.
According to the feedback collected during the beta test, we
have polished the application further to optimize the user
experience. The enhancements include but are not limited to
adding different color themes to ease the interpretation of data,
enabling direct data and image export through the interface, as
well as providing extra tooltips and messages to smooth the
learning curve. All these updates have been reviewed by the
proposers and well received.

Example Use Cases
A typical NHSNViz use case is identification and prioritization
of health care facilities in a state health department’s jurisdiction
for purposes of initiating or intensifying targeted HAI prevention
efforts (Figure 3). First, a user can select a single state and
specify a range of health care facility clinical performance scores
from the Filters panel, which yields a subsetted list of the
facilities that meet that criteria for targeted prevention. Next,
the user can open the List panel, sort facilities in descending
order by SIR or CAD, and inspect them individually. In addition,
the user may browse the filtered results using the map, probing
the distribution of high incidence or regions of high
concentration.
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Figure 3. Example Use Cases (Synthetic Data).

An additional use of NHSNViz is reviewing the performance
score distribution of a facility over a specific period. After
choosing a facility via either the Map or the List, the user may
configure view options of the Timeline panel to browse SIR
and CAD measures by quarter-year or year. To complement
this comparison, a user can view state- and national-level
performance over the same time units and period. Lastly, to
enrich the context for data analysis, demographic information
on the surrounding area, such as population, income, and nearby
airports, could be rendered on the map as well.

Discussion
NHSNViz achieved its primary goals of making NHSN data
more readily accessible for users, enabling easy data
visualization across an array of user-selected, graphical displays,
and providing a means for users to gain new insights from data
displayed in temporal and geographical forms. In particular, the
application facilitates access to an extensive amount of
high-dimensional data across multiple complex metrics which
can be used for analysis and action at all geographical levels of
public health. In this study, we have explored a large amount
of data sources related to HAI prevention and selected the most
useful ones. For each data set, we picked the proper visualization
method to exhibit the pattern or highlight the trend, facilitating
user’s interpretation of data. In addition, all the facets of the
various data sets have been indexed in a systematic way based
on the geographic and temporal information, which allows users
to navigate through different facilities and periods conveniently.
These experiences could serve as a reference for other
visualization applications and systems addressing the same
topic. HAI prevention is a joint effort made by the facilities,
regions, and nation. Visualizing HAI data expedites data
analyses and benchmarks the prevention advancement, therefore
drives infectious preventionists toward conquering HAI.
Launched in January 2019, NHSNViz serves as a key resource
for CDC data users in assessing HAI prevention and a platform
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e23528
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for further enhancements and extension of the system’s features
to additional external users. By the end of 2019, the users of
NHSNViz had invoked about 20,000 map tile requests in total.
The 2-year development and maintenance experience also
established guidelines for future projects. An external facing
version of the application has been discussed and is in the
planning stages, so the data could be shared with NHSN user
groups with access control. Although adding supplementary
data sets on the fly is not yet supported, additional requests for
application features and data sets are addressed carefully in an
agile way to enable continuous improvement. Currently the
NHSN data sets used by the application are updated on a
quarterly basis. Formal quality assurance process is performed
by a combination of validation script and manual review. During
each data preparation process, the raw data sets are scanned by
a program to ensure the completeness and consistency of data.
Whenever the application is populated with an updated data set,
the quality assurance team will manually review and test the
rendering of data to guarantee that the new data elements are
properly represented.
Careful evaluation of NHSN’s different data types, in terms of
their specific characteristics and their uses for various
surveillance and prevention purposes, was a key consideration
and a vitally important design determinant throughout the
NHSNViz development process. This user-centered approach
governed decisions about which graphical displays and interface
features would help reveal data in the most meaningful way and
optimize the application’s value [12].
A second overarching influence on the application’s design was
the goal of enabling NHSNViz to serve as a resource to inspire
knowledge discovery, hypothesis generation, analytic
exploration, and data presentations. The 1-page dashboard
design helps users to view and explore different data sources
simultaneously in an integrated way [13]. Promoting ease of
learning and inspiring user insights were top priorities and are
reflected in the intricately engineered yet easy to operate system
interface.
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Further, we have identified several additional directions for
future enhancements. GIS information resources can activate
access to meaningful background data, prompt linkages between
the health care facility’s geographic location and contextual
social and economic factors, and support advanced analysis
such as cooccurrence and network [3]. Enriching built-in
geospatial mining functionalities could significantly automate
and reinforce data analysis. For example, a thematic map, which
is also known as a heatmap, could be created based on density
and severity of data points. Another example of this direction
is the analyses related to COVID-19. Rendering the distribution
of COVID-19 cases as the background information may support
the assessment of pandemic influences on HAI prevention needs
or efforts. Such an artificial layer could expose geographic
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clustering of unexpected instances, which may be adopted to
target problem areas of HAI. Another potential enhancement
for analytics is to enable outbreak detection, such as the timely
hotspot analyses for COVID-19. This feature requires near
real-time data feed, and then spatial–temporal information would
be assessed collectively using diagnostic algorithms [14]. Such
a predictive early warning model may portray threats even
before human’s cognition, which promotes timely information
dissemination for epidemiology surveillance.
In summary, as a ready-to-use application, NHSNViz enables
NHSN data users to gain access to a wide array of surveillance
data with complex relationships beyond what is typically
available for purposes of analysis, visualization, and reporting.
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This paragraph has been corrected as follows:
Finally, regarding cannabis use, 620/11,391 (5.44%)
participants reported using cannabis. Among the,
263/620 (39.49%) reported that they had not changed
their average daily use of cannabis, whereas 162
(24.32%) declared having moderately increased their
cannabis use, 46 (6.91%) increased their cannabis
use in a difficult-to-control manner, 150 (22.52%)
reduced or stopped their cannabis use without
craving/withdrawal, and 45 (6.76%) reduced their
cannabis use with craving/withdrawal.
The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on July 20, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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Abstract
Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has had enormous impacts on people’s lives, including disruptions to their normal
ways of behaving, working, and interacting with others. Understanding and documenting these experiences is important to inform
the ongoing response to COVID-19 and disaster preparedness efforts.
Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the psychosocial impacts of COVID-19 on a sample of Australian adults.
Methods: The data analyzed were derived from a larger cross-sectional survey of Australian adults that was administered during
the month of May 2020. Participants (N=3483) were asked in which ways COVID-19 had most greatly impacted them; the
responses produced a text data set containing 1 COVID-19 impact story for each participant, totaling 86,642 words. Participants
also completed assessments of their sociodemographic characteristics (sex, age, financial stress), level of concern related to
COVID-19, personality trait profile, and satisfaction with life. Impact stories were analyzed using sentiment analysis and compared
against the Theoretical Domains Framework to determine the most frequently impacted life domains. Finally, a multinomial
regression analysis, stratified by participant sex, was conducted to identify the associations of psychological and demographic
socializations with sentiment toward COVID-19.
Results: In total, 3483 participants completed the survey, the majority of whom were female (n=2793, 80.2%). Participants’
impact stories were most commonly categorized as neutral (1544/3483, 44.3%), followed by negative (1136/3483, 32.6%) and
positive (802/3483, 23.1%). The most frequently impacted life domains included behavioral regulation, environmental context
and resources, social influences, and emotions, suggesting that the COVID-19 pandemic was impacting these areas of participants’
lives the most. Finally, the regression results suggested that for women, lower satisfaction with life and higher financial stress
were associated with increased likelihood of negative, rather than positive, sentiment (P<.001); however, the proportion of
variance in the sentiment that was explained was very small (<5%).
Conclusions: Participant sentiment toward COVID-19 varied. High rates of neutral and negative sentiment were identified.
Positive sentiment was identified but was not as common. Impacts to different areas of people’s lives were identified, with a
major emphasis on behavioral regulation and related domains such as social influences, environmental context and resources,
and emotions. Findings may inform the development of mental health and social support resources and interventions to help
alleviate the psychosocial consequences of disaster response measures.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e29213) doi:10.2196/29213
KEYWORDS
COVID-19; natural language processing; behavioural science; NLP; behavior; impact; Australia; community; sentiment; data
set; machine learning
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic is among the most disruptive and
significant public health crises in recent human history. At the
time of writing, nearly 3 million people had died from
COVID-19 [1], while containment efforts had caused enormous
upheaval to lives and livelihoods worldwide. In countries such
as Australia, where viral spread has been relatively well
controlled, the largest effects of the pandemic have been related
not to the virus itself and its high mortality and infection rates,
but to the containment measures needed to control outbreaks
and how these measures have affected the community. People’s
lives have changed dramatically, and adapting to the next phase
of the pandemic and postpandemic life will require adjustment
to a “new normal.” This means accepting a change of lifestyle
in which alternative working arrangements, social distancing,
and travel restrictions become the norm [2]. Adapting behavior
can be challenging at the best of times, and in this instance, it
is further complicated by feelings of loss related to letting go
of previous ways of life [3]. The process of grief has been well
documented, including nonlinear stages of disbelief, yearning,
anger, depression, and acceptance [4]; however, more needs to
be understood about the process and implications of the
psychosocial impacts of COVID-19.
The virus that causes COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, was first
detected in Australia in January 2020. The Australian
government’s approach to the mitigation of disease spread was
strict and proactive, including significant restrictions on travel
and public gatherings, quarantine protocols, and social
distancing measures [5]. At the core of Australia’s public health
response was a national shutdown that occurred during the
months of March, April, and May 2020. This shutdown had the
objectives of (1) delaying the impending epidemic to allow for
resource planning to occur and (2) “flattening the curve” to
reduce case numbers in Australia by minimizing the opportunity
for disease transmission [5]. Shutdown measures consisted of
a broad suite of restrictions, including the closure of gyms,
pools, cinemas, and other health and entertainment facilities, a
change to remote learning for universities and other higher
education venues, restrictions on freedom to leave the house
for nonessential reasons, restrictions on visitation to residential
aged care facilities and hospitals, hygiene and social distancing
measures, and the cancellation of events such as Australian and
New Zealand Army Corp Day celebrations, arts, and sporting
events [6].
The Australian government’s response to the pandemic was
particularly strong compared to that of governments of other
countries [7], and containment measures were enforced by law.
In Western Australia, where the conditions are most stringent,
individuals can face fines of up to Aus $50,000 (approximately
US $38,000) or 12 months of imprisonment for breaching
COVID mitigation rules. In other states, fines of between Aus
$200 and $4000 (approximately US $152 and $3052) were
issued [8]. Economic stimulus was provided to balance the
effects of the containment measures. Stimulus efforts included
the JobSeeker and JobKeeper programs, which effectively
doubled income support payments and supplemented employees’
wages for businesses that were affected [9]. An additional Aus
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$1.1 billion (approximately US $841,313,000) was spent
expanding mental health and telehealth services, increasing
domestic violence services, and increasing food relief services
[9].
Multicountry analyses suggest that Australia’s strict and
proactive COVID-19 containment measures contributed to the
delay and prevention of large infection outbreaks and to overall
optimal outcomes [7]. However, they also imposed substantial
limitations on Australians’ personal freedoms, livelihoods, and
ability to maintain social connectivity. International travel
effectively ceased due to the pandemic, with the number of
citizens travelling outside of Australia plummeting to just 5050
individuals in May 2020, a >99% drop from the 798,700
departures recorded in May 2019 [10]. Similarly, domestic
travel dropped from around 5 million trips in May 2019 to about
200,000 in May 2020 [11]. The shutdown also transformed
ways of working, with only workers who were providing
essential services (eg, emergency services, utilities), food and
groceries, and health care permitted to travel to work. Australian
research has documented significant declines in mental health,
psychological distress, and contagion anxiety during the
pandemic [12]; negative shifts in behavioral indicators of health,
including physical activity, diet, sleep, alcohol consumption,
and tobacco smoking [13]; and increases in food insecurity,
with the strongest impacts felt by Australians with disabilities,
those in rural areas, and others who face economic disadvantage
or vulnerability [14,15]. COVID-19 is therefore a social crisis
in addition to a public health crisis, and a greater understanding
of the nature and extent of its impacts is needed [16].
Natural language processing offers a promising strategy to help
understand the nature and impacts of complex health problems.
Natural language processing uses intelligent computer
algorithms to detect patterns and themes in unstructured data
sets commonly containing text data [17]. A key advantage of
this approach is the ability to automatically monitor or rapidly
analyze unstructured data to identify and comprehend
unanticipated or unforeseen health- and medical-related needs
in the community (sometimes called infoveillance), monitor
community sentiment toward health, and identify key
geopolitical and psychosocial drivers for health-related
behaviors [18]. Natural language processing can aid
understanding of disease transmission and epidemic and
pandemic trajectories by shedding light on community attitudes,
behaviors, and experiences related to specific diseases. In
particular, a substantial body of research has used sentiment
analysis, which seeks to detect positive, negative, and neutral
sentiments within text data, to understand aspects of the
COVID-19 pandemic and in the context of other infectious
diseases [19]. Broadly speaking, the aim of sentiment analysis
is to classify words, sentences, or other units of text data
according to the positive or negative polarity of that text [20].
These sentiment scores can then be interpreted in terms of the
extent to which participant sentiment is favorable toward a focal
issue, which can then inform more relevant and appealing
messaging or identify intervention needs.
Natural language processing has a key advantage of being able
to process large qualitative data sets rapidly and with greater
objectivity than manual analysis. For example, it can help to
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identify community emotions toward different COVID-19
containment
measures,
identify
geographical
or
sociodemographic correlates of vaccine hesitancy, and even
detect outbreaks based on rapid analysis of social media data.
In one example, researchers used machine learning to collect
and analyze 86 million tweets published on the web-based social
media platform Twitter in the United States to understand public
sentiment toward COVID-19 and how it changed as the
pandemic continued [21]. The results indicated an increasing
volume of tweets over time and overall negative sentiment on
the Twitter platform throughout the year.

Ryan et al

Materials
The web-based survey assessed the participants’
sociodemographic characteristics (sex and age), COVID-19
impacts, personality traits, and subjective well-being. COVID-19
impact stories, which formed the basis for the machine learning
analysis, were collected via a single open-ended survey item.
This item asked participants to finish the following sentence:
“The COVID-19 outbreak has most greatly impacted…”

Less explored is the potential application of natural language
processing and sentiment analysis of research data that include
populations representing a variety of community groups and
that can be linked with demographic or other characteristics to
better inform data-driven public health decision-making. Few
studies have used this approach with purpose-collected research
data sets and with research samples other than Twitter users
[19]. Further efforts that use robust natural language processing
techniques to identify and document both the expected (eg,
shifts in health and travel behaviors, income streams) and
unexpected impacts of containment measures are needed, as
observational inferences are critical to optimizing public health
response during the COVID-19 pandemic and in preparation
for future public health and natural disasters. The purpose of
this study is to use natural language processing to examine the
breadth and nature of the impacts of the national shutdown on
Australians during May 2020. More specifically, the study aimed
to assess community sentiment toward the impacts of
COVID-19, explore the nature of the impacts of COVID-19
and which life domains are most commonly affected, and
identify psychological (personality traits, COVID-19–related
concerns, and satisfaction with life) and sociodemographic
characteristics (sex, age, and financial stress) that predict
sentiment toward the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Participants’ psychosocial and demographic characteristics were
also captured via self-report survey items. COVID-19–related
financial stress was captured by a single item that asked
participants to consider any financial stress they might have
experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic and rate the extent
to which they were unsure how they would pay upcoming bills
on time. Responses were recorded on a 7-point Likert-type scale
and ranged from 1, strongly disagree, to 7, strongly agree. The
14-item COVID-19 Concerns Scale was included to assess the
participants’ concerns related to COVID-19. This scale asks
respondents to indicate the extent to which they are concerned
about different aspects of the pandemic, such as becoming
infected with COVID-19, losing a job, or isolation from friends
and family members [23]. Responses are recorded on a 4-point
scale ranging from 1, to a great extent, to 4, not at all, with “I
don’t know” also included as an option. The participants’
personality traits were captured by the validated Big Five
Inventory-2-S [24], which assesses the “big five” personality
traits: openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism. This scale consists of 30 items,
with responses captured on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from
1, strongly disagree, to 5, strongly agree. Finally, life satisfaction
was assessed by the Satisfaction With Life Scale [25], which
consists of 5 items that are measured on a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from 1, strongly disagree, to 7, strongly agree. The scale
is a validated measure that captures global life satisfaction and
has adequate psychometric properties [25].

Methods

Data Analysis

The data analyzed in this study were collected as part of a larger
cross-sectional survey of Australian adults that was conducted
in the month of May 2020. Full details of the study methodology
and primary findings have been published elsewhere [22]. The
study received ethics approval from the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization Human Research
Ethics Low-Risk Committee (LR2020/026), and all participants
provided informed consent prior to completing the survey.

Procedure
Convenience sampling methods were used in which a web-based
survey was distributed to an email list of participants in a health
and well-being program who had consented to being contacted
about future studies or other tools relating to health and diet. In
general, the list of contacts contained a higher proportion of
women, and the members were slightly older and more educated
in comparison with the general Australian population. Each
member on this list was sent an email that included an invitation
to participate and a link to the web-based survey and informed
consent process.
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The survey was attempted by 4313 individuals; of these, 3483
answered the COVID-19 impact open-ended question (80.3%
completion rate) required for the current study. Qualitative data
were analyzed to detect sentiment and key themes using
advanced natural language processing tools. We used the
Stanford CoreNLP sentiment annotator [26], a machine learning
model that uses recursive neural networks to perform sentiment
analysis and classify input text on a 5-point scale of very
negative, negative, neutral, positive, and very positive (higher
scores indicate more positive sentiment). In addition, we
analyzed data using the Valence Aware Dictionary and
Sentiment Reasoner (VADER), a lexicon and rule-based
sentiment analysis tool that produces a unidimensional measure
of sentiment for a given sentence that reflects a summed score
for each word in that text [27]. VADER and Stanford CoreNLP
rely on distinct mechanisms that enable each tool to provide a
different perspective on the data, with a core difference being
that Stanford CoreNLP uses discrete but more detailed sentiment
categories (5 sentiment levels) and VADER uses continuous
numerical sentiment score values (continuous values that are
more suitable to plotting) [28]. VADER produces summed
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e29213 | p.107
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sentiment scores that are normalized between –1 (most extreme
negative) and +1 (most extreme positive). We used VADER
sentiment scores to produce a plot depicting the distribution of
sentiment and Stanford CoreNLP scores in subsequent analysis
as a way to categorize the participants’ impact scores from very
positive to very negative. The sentiment analysis results were
manually inspected, and overall, the classifications appeared to
be consistent with our expectations (see Multimedia Appendix
1).
Following text preprocessing, we automatically extracted the
most frequent terms to identify themes in the data set, consistent
with previous research [20]. The most frequently occurring
words impacted the themes used in further analysis, as content
themes and were manually classified according to the
Theoretical Domains Framework [29]. This model acknowledges
14 life domains that are relevant to understanding and changing
human behavior: knowledge, skills, social/professional role and
identity, beliefs about capabilities, optimism, beliefs about
consequences, reinforcement, intentions, goals, memory,
attention and decision processes, environmental context and
resources, social influences, emotions, and behavioral regulation.
The Theoretical Domains Framework comprises established
standardized terminology and organizing constructs for use in
exploration, prediction, and intervention of human behavior.
This framework is of particular value as a comprehensive
framework that allows for the contextualization of different
personal, interpersonal, and environmental influences on
behavior and mood. COVID-19 impacts are therefore presented
as frequencies with quotes provided as examples.
To test associations between participant characteristics and
sentiment scores, an ordinal regression procedure was
commenced. However, during the process, it became evident
that our data did not meet the assumption of proportional odds.
Therefore, multinomial logistic regression was undertaken to
examine whether age, financial stress, life satisfaction, and
personality traits (openness to experience, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) were predictive
of sentiment score. Analyses were stratified by gender. Because
the very positive and very negative cells comprised fewer than
25 cases each, we merged them with the positive and negative
cells, respectively, to arrive at 3 categories of the dependent
variable: positive, neutral, and negative sentiment. The data
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were first examined to check that they met the model
assumptions of an absence of multicollinearity based on variance
inflation factors and tolerance, linearity to the logit, and absence
of outliers [30,31]. These assumptions were met, and the
multinomial regression could be conducted.
Variables were selected for inclusion in the model based on
theoretical background knowledge [32]. There is a large body
of research that demonstrates significant associations between
individual differences in factors such as sociodemographic
characteristics, personality trait profiles, and subjective
well-being with psychosocial well-being outcomes [33].
Furthermore, insights into these associations have potential
health communication applications, as they can inform the
development of tailored public health interventions or identify
in-need target audience segments within larger populations [34].
As this was an exploratory analysis with a primary aim to deduce
novel insights from the data rather than to test a prespecified
hypothesis, we included all variables of interest in the final
regression model to determine each variable’s strength of
association relative to the other variables included in the model.
Continuous and ordinal variables of age, openness,
conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism,
satisfaction with life, and financial stress were entered as
covariates [30]. Positive sentiment scores were set as the
reference category such that the results reflect the likelihood of
obtaining a neutral or negative sentiment score in comparison
with a positive score. Statistical significance was deemed to be
reached when α<.05, and standardized beta weights with 95%
confidence intervals have been reported.

Results
The majority of the participants were female (see Table 1). The
participants’ mean age was 57.1 years (SD 12.2), and
participants reported an average COVID-19–related financial
stress score of 1.9 (SD 1.5) out of 7, with lower scores equating
to less financial distress.
The qualitative data set contained 3483 COVID-19 impact
stories, comprising a total of 86,642 words. The average length
of the impact stories was 25 words; however, men provided
shorter stories on average (mean 18.4, SD 24.8) compared to
women (mean 26.4, SD 27.3).
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Table 1. Participant characteristics among a sample of Australian adults in a cross-sectional study investigating the psychosocial impacts of COVID-19
in May 2020 (N=3483). For all variables, a higher score indicates a higher level of that variable.
Characteristic

Male participants (n=417)

Female participants (n=2793)

Overall sample (N=3483)

61.8 (12.4)

56.2 (12.0)

57.1 (12.2)

Sentiment

2.9 (0.7)

2.9 (0.8)

2.9 (0.8)

Financial stressb

1.9 (1.5)

1.9 (1.5)

1.9 (1.5)

Satisfaction with lifeb

4.4 (1.4)

4.1 (1.5)

4.2 (1.5)

COVID-19–related concernsc

2.5 (0.5)

2.6 (0.5)

2.6 (0.5)

Openness to experiencea

3.5 (0.6)

3.6 (0.7)

3.6 (0.7)

Conscientiousnessa

3.7 (0.7)

3.8 (0.7)

3.8 (0.7)

Extraversiona

3.1 (0.7)

3.0 (0.7)

3.1 (0.7)

Agreeablenessa

3.7 (0.6)

4.0 (0.6)

4.0 (0.6)

Neuroticisma

2.5 (0.8)

2.7 (0.9)

2.7 (0.9)

Age
a

a

Value, mean (SD)

Scores range from 1 to 5.

b

Scores range from 1 to 7.

c

Scores range from 1 to 4.

Sentiment Toward COVID-19 Impacts
The average Stanford CoreNLP sentiment score fell into the
neutral category (mean 2.91, SD 0.76). Neutral classifications
were most common, representing 44.3% of impact stories
(n=1544/3483). There was also a relatively balanced prevalence
of negative (n=1136/3483, 32.6%) and positive (n=802/3483,
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23.1%) sentiment scores. Approximately 1% (n=38/3483) of
all COVID-19 impact stories were categorized at the extreme
ends of the sentiment distribution (very negative or very
positive). The distribution of the VADER sentiment scores is
depicted in Figure 1. Representative quotes from the data that
exemplify each of the sentiment score categories are provided
in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 1. Distribution of standardized Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) sentiment scores in COVID-19 impact stories
reported by a sample of Australian adults during May 2020.

Nature of COVID-19 Impacts Across Different Life
Domains Based on Word Frequency Analysis

2. The impacts were most commonly located within the four
life domains of behavioral regulation, environmental context
and resources, emotion, and social influences.

The numbers and proportions of most frequently appearing
words and their respective life domains are displayed in Table
Table 2. Categorization of most frequently appearing words by theoretical life domain among impact stories from Australian adults in a cross-sectional
study investigating the psychosocial impacts of COVID-19 in May 2020 (N=3483). Note: the theoretical life domains of skills, optimism, reinforcement,
intentions, goals, and memory, attention, and decision processes were not identified in this data set.
Theoretical life domain

Top 50 words categorized into each domain, n (%)

Behavioral regulation

16 (32)

Environmental context and resources

13 (26)

Social influences

6 (12)

Emotion

6 (12)

Social/professional role and identity

4 (8)

Beliefs about consequences

3 (6)

Knowledge

1 (2)

Beliefs about capabilities

1 (2)
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Behavioral Regulation
Impacts occurred primarily in the life domain of behavioral
regulation, which considers ability and changes in ability to
perform different behaviors (see Table 2), including health
behaviors (eg, physical activity, eating vegetables), social
behaviors (eg, spending time with friends and family), and risk
behaviors (eg, drinking alcohol). Key themes within this
category related to how the COVID-19 pandemic influenced
participants’ abilities to fulfil their normal routines, with a focus
on health and social behaviors, visiting others and travel, and
use-of-time impacts. The closure of gyms and other health
facilities was a particularly prevalent theme impacting
participants’ ability to maintain physical and social health
behaviors. This impact was compounded among respondents
who reported special needs for supervised exercise, pools, or
other equipment that was not easily substitutable with virtual
or home-based exercise, including older adults and people with
disabilities, injuries, and postoperative rehabilitation needs.
More generally, the health and fitness impacts of gym closures
were closely intertwined with loss of social opportunities and
isolation. Restrictions on travel was also a key theme within
this life domain; it was related to the ability to travel for work
and to visit and support friends and family. Positive impacts
related to increased flexibility for employees, such as ability to
work from home and reduced time commuting. Example quotes
from the data are provided below.
We have been unable to continue activities that are
important to our health and fitness because of the
closure of heated pools, massage clinics and other
facilities for exercise suitable for aged persons with
joint disabilities. [Female, 72 years old, 3/5 (neutral)
sentiment score]
It's massively affected my relationship with food. The
relationship was already bad, but social isolation and
gyms closing were just the LAST thing I needed. it
couldn't have come at a worse time. [Female, 21 years
old, 2/5 (negative) sentiment score]
The COVID-19 outbreak has meant I am now working
from home, which has been incredible for my mental
health and wellbeing. I normally commute 2 hours
per day, 3 times a week, and this was really taxing
on me physically and emotionally. Working from home
is so much more peaceful and stress-free. I am also
the kind of person who benefits from working solo,
so not being in the office environment has also been
really positive for me. I was unable to get this
opportunity before COVID-19, and only had 2 days
a week approved to work closer to home. I now feel
more confident to ask my employer for more days
working from home. [Female, 34 years old, 4/5
(positive) sentiment score]

Environmental Context and Resources
The environmental context and resources life domain considers
external factors that facilitate or inhibit the development and
expression of abilities, independence, social competence, and
adaptive behavior. Common impacts falling under this theme
are related to changes in the home environment, lost
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opportunities to have contact with or care for loved ones and
friends, and difficulties acquiring groceries. The shutdown
restrictions served as a major source of psychological distress
and boredom for participants, particularly in relation to a lack
of variation in environment, with work, socializing, and
education of children now occurring primarily within the home
location. Environmental constraints were also linked to
behavioral outcomes (eg, changes in ability to eat healthily and
exercise) as well as emotional outcomes such as stress, boredom,
and anxiety. Some positive impacts were also noted as a result
of fewer social obligations and reduced face-to-face contact.
Mental health has been an issue as I feel we at home
are just getting through the weekly routine of trying
to get some work done while helping our son to home
school and then planning the next grocery shop. No
real fun as we live in a dull routine. [Male, 43 years
old, 2/5 (negative) sentiment score]
My husband has dementia and is in a Nursing Home
which is in total lockdown and I have not been able
to have any contact with him since March 20th. I am
devastated by this. Prior to lockdown I visited him
daily. He continues to ask for me each morning and
has no understanding as to why I no longer visit him.
[Female, 77 years old, 2/5 (negative) sentiment score]
I enjoy people social distancing from me when I am
out and like that shops are clean. I prefer catching
up with people online rather than in person. [Female,
41 years old, 4/5 (positive) sentiment score]

Emotion
The third most commonly impacted life domain was emotion,
which relates to individuals’ cognitive and psychological
reactions and ways of coping with events and circumstances.
Salient themes within this domain included stress, mental health,
and anxiety, with the descriptors of “loss” and “hard” featuring
prominently. Positive impacts included increased feelings of
neighborhood cohesion and reductions in stress related to shorter
commutes and greater hygiene and social distancing. Positive
impacts tended to relate to reduced life “busyness” and a more
relaxed pace.
My aunty past [sic] away. She was 84 and in a
nursing home. Even though we (and the nursing
home) knew she would pass away soon we were not
allowed to visit in the last 2 weeks as the nursing
home was in lock down. The funeral was limited to
10 people and we had to social distance. It was not
the way we wanted to celebrate her life. I have had
a 20% pay cut which is nothing compared to the
sadness I feel with regard to not being able to see my
aunty and say goodbye. [Female, 47 years old, 2/5
(negative) sentiment score]
It has greatly reduced the traffic in my street. So many
more neighbours are out and about, riding their bikes,
walking with family, working in their gardens, with
time to stop and chat (properly socially distanced of
course). We all make way for others on the footpaths,
and say hello or wave as we pass. I feel we have a
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more cohesive community spirit in our
neighbourhood. [Female, 68 years old, 4/5 (positive)
sentiment score]
Cancelled holidays. Limited socialisation with friends.
Worry about maintaining health and well-being (i.e.
not getting infected with Covid-19). [Male, 60 years
old, 2/5 (negative) sentiment score]
Life has been less hectic and more relaxed. I have
enjoyed not having any outside of my house
responsibilities. [Female, 61 years old, 3/5 (neutral)
sentiment score]

Social Influences
The fourth life domain that was commonly impacted for the
participants was social influences, referring to how people’s
relationships with others affect their own thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors. Themes within this category primarily related
to friends and family members, particularly children.
Life is unrecognisable. Husband stood down from
Qantas, children bored and under stimulated by home
schooling, children's sport was a big part of all our
lives. Depressed. [Female, 47 years old, sentiment
score 2/5 (negative)]
The pandemic had had more effect on my children
and husband than me. My five year old has started
experiencing anxiety in the night and sometimes
cannot sleep. My other child has also become much
more emotional. [Female, 42 years old, 2/5 (negative)
sentiment score]
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With children aged 4 & 2, I have enjoyed being home
with them. No pressure for play dates, outings etc.
[Female, 37 years old, 4/5 (positive) sentiment score]

Psychosocial and Demographic Characteristics That
Predict Sentiment Toward COVID-19
Associations between participant characteristics and COVID-19
sentiment were analyzed using regression models (stratified by
sex). Model 1, which tested the association between female
participants’ characteristics and sentiment scores, was
statistically significant (χ218=75.8, P<.001) (see Table 3). The
model explained 3.2% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in
sentiment (very small effect size). Of the variables included in
the model, satisfaction with life, openness to experience, and
financial stress were statistically significant predictors of
sentiment. More specifically, for each 1-unit increase in
satisfaction with life, there was a decrease in the odds of having
a negative sentiment score rather than a positive sentiment score.
Furthermore, for each 1-unit increase in openness to experience,
the risk of reporting a negative relative to a positive sentiment
score decreased by a factor of 0.832. Finally, for each 1-unit
increase in financial stress, the odds of having a neutral rather
than positive sentiment score increased by 1.128, and the odds
of have a negative rather than positive sentiment score increased
by 1.194.
Model 2, evaluating the association between participant
characteristics and sentiment scores for men, was not statistically
significant (χ218=19.5, P=.36).
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Table 3. Multinomial logistic regression identifying significant associations with COVID-19 sentiment among a sample of Australian adults reported
in May 2020.
Characteristic

Positive sentiNeutral sentiment
ment, mean (SD)

Negative sentiment

Mean (SD) β

95% CI
(lower)

95% CI
(upper)

Mean
(SD)

β

95% CI
(lower)

95% CI
(upper)

0.990

1.007

56.0
(11.9)

0.998

0.989

1.007

Model 1 (female participants)
Age

56.8 (11.7)

56.1 (12.2) 0.998

Financial stress

1.65 (1.2)

1.9 (1.5)

1.128 a

1.039

1.224

2.1
(1.6)

1.194

1.100

1.297

Satisfaction with life

3.2 (1.1)

3.0 (1.0)

0.923

0.832

1.024

2.9
(1.1)

0.832

0.747

0.927

COVID-19–related concerns 2.6 (0.5)

2.6 (0.5)

0.931

0.753

1.152

2.6
(0.5)

1.019

0.815

1.274

Openness to experience

3.6 (0.7)

3.5 (0.7)

0.823

0.710

0.953

3.7
(0.7)

1.039

0.889

1.213

Conscientiousness

3.9 (0.7)

3.8 (0.7)

0.977

0.838

1.139

3.8
(0.7)

0.939

0.800

1.103

Extraversion

3.1 (0.7)

3.0 (0.7)

0.915

0.791

1.059

3.0
(0.8)

0.902

0.774

1.051

Agreeableness

4.0 (0.6)

4.0 (0.6)

0.981

0.824

1.168

4.0
(0.6)

1.101

0.915

1.324

Neuroticism

2.6 (0.9)

2.7 (0.9)

0.982

0.856

1.127

2.7
(0.9)

0.991

0.858

1.145

Age

61.8 (14.5)

63.1 (11.0) 1.007

0.983

1.032

59.6
(13.1)

0.985

0.960

1.011

Financial stress

1.8 (1.4)

1.8 (1.5)

1.015

0.821

1.254

2.1
(1.6)

1.044

0.832

1.311

Satisfaction with life

3.2 (1.0)

3.2 (1.0)

0.933

0.677

1.287

3.0
(1.1)

0.760

0.533

1.084

COVID-19–related concerns 2.6 (0.5)

2.5 (0.5)

0.680

0.388

1.189

2.6
(0.5)

0.975

0.518

1.833

Openness to experience

3.4 (0.6)

3.5 (0.6)

1.244

0.781

1.983

3.4
(0.6)

1.141

0.674

1.932

Conscientiousness

3.7 (0.7)

3.7 (0.7)

0.915

0.572

1.461

3.6
(0.7)

0.852

0.504

1.441

Extraversion

3.0 (0.8)

3.1 (0.7)

1.281

0.825

1.988

3.1
(0.6)

1.072

0.653

1.757

Agreeableness

3.6 (0.7)

3.7 (0.6)

1.227

0.755

1.993

3.8
(0.6)

1.387

0.803

2.396

Neuroticism

2.5 (0.8)

2.4 (0.8)

1.055

0.678

1.641

2.5
(0.9)

0.825

0.505

1.346

Model 2 (male participants)

a

Italic text indicates a statistically significant variable.

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study sought to examine the psychosocial impact of
COVID-19 on a sample of Australian adults. Natural language
processing was applied to COVID-19 impact stories from more
than 3000 Australian adults during the height of a national
shutdown that was a core tenet of Australia’s COVID-19
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containment strategy. The majority of participants’ impact
stories (76.9%) were classified as having either neutral or
negative sentiment. More than 70% of the main impacts detected
through word frequency analysis fell into the life domains of
behavioral regulation, environmental context and resources,
and social influences. Statistically significant but
small-magnitude associations of negative sentiment scores
relative to positive scores with greater financial stress and lower
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satisfaction with life were identified for female, but not male,
participants.

the consequences of containment measures rather than the virus
itself.

Knowledge of community sentiment during public health events
can inform better health outcomes by providing insights into
the psychosocial and environmental drivers of human behavior
and in detecting unanticipated events or trends within the
community [35]. Similar to previous research [36-38], our
findings suggest an overall trend toward neutral and negative
sentiment toward COVID-19. Neutral sentiment tends to indicate
lower levels of concern about COVID-19 or minimal
experiences of personal impact. It can also be the case that
negative impacts are balanced out by positive ones to arrive at
a net neutral result, which is common during the course of
disruptive events [36]. This principle of sentiment balance was
reflected in the data, whereby many participants reported that
some aspects of their lives, such as homeschooling children,
had become more stressful but that other life pressures, such as
work commutes and social obligations or overall life busyness,
had eased.

In terms of the nature of COVID-19 impacts, the life domain
that was by far the most affected was behavioral regulation.
Behavioral regulation is a critical psychological determinant of
positive adaptation to change [39,41,42]; however, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, these abilities are inhibited. Gym closures
and the subsequent lost opportunities to exercise and socialize
was a salient example in this data set, particularly for older
respondents or those with injury or disability who require
specialized equipment (eg, pools) or supervision. Similarly, our
data suggest profound social and emotional implications
associated with restrictions on movement within and between
communities. For example, many individuals were restricted
from providing their usual informal support and care to members
of their social and familial networks. In some cases, the content
of the COVID-19 impact stories reflects experiences of highly
emotional and potentially traumatic individual experiences that
reflect isolation, boredom, and frustration with the situation.
Some pertinent examples included individuals who were unable
to visit patients with dementia, individuals unable to support
loved ones who were dying, and ongoing worry about the safety,
security, and health of others.

Approximately one-third of the impact stories were classified
as reflecting negative sentiment. Among female participants,
negative sentiment was associated with financial stress and
subjective well-being. This finding is consistent with previous
research, particularly evidence that COVID-19 is an independent
source of psychological distress among Australian adults [12]
and demonstration of the association between economic
indicators (eg, financial distress, unemployment) and negative
psychological outcomes, including increased prevalence of
psychological disorders and suicide rates [39]. These findings
bolster previous calls to increase mental health support,
including evidence-based prevention programs, during national
disasters [39]. Our findings suggest that initiatives are
particularly needed that target individuals who are experiencing
financial stress (eg, who have lost their job or are seeking
income support) as a targetable correlate of negative sentiment
and, potentially, mental health. However, it should be noted
that the magnitude of these associations was small, which
suggests that another confounder that was not measured may
be influencing sentiment levels.
A further 23% of participants expressed a positive sentiment
toward COVID-19. Local factors such as relatively low numbers
of cases in Australia as well as the composition of the current
research sample are potential explanations. From a global
perspective, Australia’s COVID-19 response bore similarities
with that of Thailand, South Korea, and Japan, including early
and widespread intervention and very low rates of infection
(<1000 cases per million) during 2020 [7]. This differs from
countries in which responses were more anticipatory or reactive
and that experienced high rates of infection (>4500 cases per
million) as well as worse mortality outcomes during a similar
time period [7]. It is likely that the proactiveness of Australia’s
response, combined with a general tendency of Australians to
trust health and science authorities [40], contributed to higher
confidence and optimism for Australia’s recovery and therefore
to the prevalence of neutral and positive sentiment.
Epidemiological outcomes related to infection or mortality did
not emerge as significant themes in the current data set,
providing further indication that the main impacts were tied to
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e29213
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Public health measures designed to counteract limitations on
behavioral regulation during health crises are key to minimizing
the psychosocial burdens of disaster response strategies. Across
the board, COVID-19 has accelerated the digitization of
services, with examples including the transition toward
mixed-modality health care provision including telehealth
appointments and other forms of remote communication and
care and the growth of virtual gyms and coaching. These shifts
have not only served as integral measures to cope with the
COVID-19 pandemic but also increased access to services for
all in the Australian community [43]. However, the digital divide
should also be acknowledged, and face-to-face and assisted
services should be maintained for those with limited access or
capacity to use web-based services [44,45]. Evidence suggests
that multisystem-level support programs are effective, including
interventions targeted at individuals in the community, health
care providers, and indirect interventions that address predictors
of mental health programs [39].
Looking to the future, public sentiment toward the impact of
COVID-19 will continue to play an important role in how we
adapt to changing conditions and new public health measures,
including, for example, the rollout of vaccines, localized
self-isolation orders and outbreak containment measures, and
digital contact tracing. The value of natural language processing
is well known; however, the sources of data used in these
applications have traditionally been limited to existing data
sources, particularly social media (eg, Twitter tweets) and
electronic health record data. Our findings highlight the
feasibility and value of natural language processing with
purpose-collected research data to answer unique research
questions. Future studies are also needed that apply and compare
different natural language processing techniques with research
data. Topic modeling is one example that identifies latent topics
based on the clustering of similar terms within a data set. These
more advanced techniques, which take into account not only
JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021 | vol. 7 | iss. 7 | e29213 | p.114
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word frequency but also indications of proximity and other
latent semantic patterns, may help to provide richer insights
into the texts at hand.

Strengths and Limitations
This is the first study to our knowledge to apply natural language
processing to understand the psychosocial impacts of Australians
during the COVID-19 pandemic using linked research data.
Where possible, we used validated outcome measurement and
analytical tools, including the robust Stanford CoreNLP analysis
tool [26], to strengthen findings and allow comparisons with
other studies. Limitations of the study included that the sample
was biased toward women and relied upon self-report measures,
which can be subject to social desirability bias. However, this
can also be viewed as an advantage because the vast majority
of natural language processing research draws upon social media
data, such as tweets (from Twitter), as this is a common
application of natural language processing. The demography of
Twitter (and other social media platforms) is also biased and
tends to overrepresent demographics such as urban residents,
men, and people with specific interests in sports and politics
[46,47]. Our sample, in comparison, is largely characterized by
older women, who are not well represented in these platforms;

Ryan et al
this enabled us to capture a different angle on the same topic.
Still, findings may have limited generalizability outside of this
sample, and they therefore provide a snapshot of the experiences,
and their potential implications, of one moderately sized sample
of Australian adults. In future, it would be pertinent to repeat
this process with different population segments to build a more
complete picture of the psychosocial impacts of COVID-19.

Conclusions
Our study identified a large prevalence of negative and neutral
sentiment toward COVID-19 among a sample of Australian
adults. The most common impacts of COVID-19 were in the
life domains of behavioral regulation, environmental contexts
and resources, social influences, and emotions. Our findings
shed some light on the profound disruptions that the COVID-19
pandemic has created and continues to create in people’s
routines and relationships, as well as some of the potential social
and emotional consequences of these disruptions. Sentiment
analysis as a deductive way to understand people’s experiences
is of critical importance during significant public health events.
Ongoing analysis of community sentiment is needed to inform
optimum disaster response and preparedness measures.
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Abstract
Background: The national severe acute respiratory illness (SARI) surveillance system in Yemen was established in 2010 to
monitor SARI occurrence in humans and provide a foundation for detecting SARI outbreaks.
Objective: To ensure that the objectives of national surveillance are being met, this study aimed to examine the level of usefulness
and the performance of the SARI surveillance system in Yemen.
Methods: The updated Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines were used for the purposes of our evaluation.
Related documents and reports were reviewed. Data were collected from 4 central-level managers and stakeholders and from 10
focal points at 4 sentinel sites by using a semistructured questionnaire. For each attribute, percent scores were calculated and
ranked as follows: very poor (≤20%), poor (20%-40%), average (40%-60%), good (60%-80%), and excellent (>80%).
Results: As rated by the evaluators, the SARI surveillance system achieved its objectives. The system’s flexibility (percent
score: 86%) and acceptability (percent score: 82%) were rated as “excellent,” and simplicity (percent score: 74%) and stability
(percent score: 75%) were rated as “good.” The percent score for timeliness was 23% in 2018, which indicated poor timeliness.
The overall data quality percent score of the SARI system was 98.5%. Despite its many strengths, the SARI system has some
weaknesses. For example, it depends on irregular external financial support.
Conclusions: The SARI surveillance system was useful in estimating morbidity and mortality, monitoring the trends of the
disease, and promoting research for informing prevention and control measures. The overall performance of the SARI surveillance
system was good. We recommend expanding the system by promoting private health facilities’ (eg, private hospitals and private
health centers) engagement in SARI surveillance, establishing an electronic database at central and peripheral sites, and providing
the National Central Public Health Laboratory with the reagents needed for disease confirmation.
(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2021;7(7):e27621) doi:10.2196/27621
KEYWORDS
evaluation; surveillance; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines; severe acute respiratory illness; Yemen

Introduction
Worldwide, acute lower respiratory infection is the second
commonest cause of morbidity and the third commonest cause
of mortality in all age groups [1]. A significant proportion of
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the global burden of acute lower respiratory infection, especially
in children and older adults, is attributable to influenza and
respiratory syncytial viruses.
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that
worldwide annual influenza epidemics result in about 3 million
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to 5 million cases of severe illness and about 250,000 to 500,000
deaths. In early 2019, the Global Burden of Disease study
estimated that 99,000 to 200,000 annual deaths resulting from
lower respiratory tract infections are directly attributable to
influenza [1,2].

that the objectives of national surveillance are being met, this
study aimed to examine the level of usefulness and the
performance of the SARI surveillance system.

Estimates are rare in many countries, including countries in the
Eastern Mediterranean Region. The influenza A (H1N1)
pandemic highlighted the necessity of reliable estimates for the
disease burden of severe acute respiratory illness (SARI) and
influenza-associated SARI (F-SARI) in all countries and regions
of the world [3].

Study Design

Many countries have established sentinel sites for influenza
epidemiological surveillance. The data captured from sentinel
sites have been used by WHO member states to estimate disease
burden at the national level and to compare data between
countries.
Due to the fact that many emerging and reemerging diseases
classified under the International Health Regulations are of an
acute respiratory nature (eg, SARS [severe acute respiratory
syndrome], MERS-CoV [Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus], and novel influenza pathogens such as H5N1 and
H7N7), it is necessary to strengthen surveillance systems for
acute respiratory infections and influenza in all WHO member
states. This will enable countries to produce more accurate
estimations of SARI and F-SARI burden [1,2].
Based on the Worldometer elaboration of the latest United
Nations data in 2020, the current population size of Yemen is
29,771,764 [4]. Yemen has 4 seasons, but it is likely that the
influenza virus is being circulated throughout the year. Thus,
there is a great probability that different patterns of influenza
virus circulation occur throughout the year [5]. Yemen is one
of the countries that experience a high number of deaths
resulting from acute and chronic respiratory infections. In 2008,
the Ministry of Public Health and Population initiated the
National Influenza Control Program to enhance the country’s
capacity in monitoring influenza diseases among community,
guide the country in reducing morbidity and mortality from
influenza diseases through the early detection of emerging novel
influenza subtypes, provide a timely response for influenza
prevention and control, and provide recommendations for
improving influenza surveillance.
In 2013, more than 250 cases of influenza and 10 deaths were
reported. A total of 1811 patients with SARI were admitted
from 2011 to 2016. Of these patients, 1413 (78%) were aged
<15 years, 89 (4.9%) patients had influenza viruses, and 655
(36.2%) had noninfluenza viruses. Further, the case fatality rate
was 8% [6].
The Surveillance Department of the Ministry of Public Health
proposed the inclusion of influenza in the Joint Program Review
and Planning Mission [6]. The Central Public Health Laboratory
was recognized as a national influenza center where facilities
for carrying out polymerase chain reaction and serology tests
are available and functional [6,7].
The WHO recommends that countries should perform
surveillance for SARI and F-SARI and that surveillance systems
should undergo periodic comprehensive evaluations. To ensure
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27621
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Methods
A descriptive study was conducted to evaluate the SARI
surveillance system from October to December 2018 based on
the updated Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
guidelines for the evaluation of a public health surveillance
system [8]. Mixed methods with quantitative and qualitative
components were used for the evaluation. SARI sentinel sites
at four public hospitals—Al Joumhouri, Al Wahda, Al Swaide,
and Al Thawra—in four governorates (Sana’a city, Aden, Taiz,
and Al Hodeida) were studied. All possible stakeholders,
including National Influenza Control Program managers, data
entry staff, Ministry of Public Health and Population staff, and
members of focal points in sentinel sites, were enrolled in this
study.

Data Collection
A desk review of all documents, guidelines, strategies, and
pertinent scientific literature on influenza programs was
conducted. Data were collected via in-depth interviews and
semistructured questionnaires (Multimedia Appendix 1) with
stakeholders and members of focal points at the sentinel sites,
respectively. In addition, a review of the SARI system database
was conducted.

System Attributes
A total of 9 surveillance system attributes that can affect
usefulness were assessed. Quantitative analysis was used to
assess data quality, timeliness, sensitivity, and positive
predictive values. Qualitative analysis was used to assess
representativeness, simplicity, flexibility, acceptability, and
stability.

Analysis Methods
To determine the level of usefulness, the system was considered
useful if it met at least one of its objectives and one of its
planned uses. With regard to qualitative attributes, stakeholders
were asked to rate the degree to which they agreed with
attributes’ specific indicators by using a 5-point Likert scale
(1=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=neutral; 4=agree;
5=strongly agree). Higher scores indicated better performance
in terms of the studied attribute. The scores of all indicators for
each attribute were summed and divided by the maximum scores
to produce a percent score. The percent score was used to rank
each attribute. The final rank of each attribute was classified as
follows: excellent (attribute score: >80%), good (attribute score:
60%-80%), average (attribute score: 40%-60%), poor (attribute
score: 20%-40%), and very poor (attribute score: ≤20%).
With regard to quantitative attributes, data quality was assessed
by measuring the completeness of patient interview forms, form
transmission data, and respiratory specimen collection and
testing data and by checking signs and symptoms records and
primary diagnoses to determine whether surveillance case
definitions had been adhered to properly. The data collected by
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the system were compared against the minimum data collection
standards for SARI surveillance. Timeliness was assessed by
calculating the percentage of specimens that were collected and
sent to the laboratory within 72 hours.

•
•

Results

•

Findings From the Desk Review for Describing the
SARI System

Specimens and epidemiological data are collected from the
sentinel sites and transported to national public health
laboratories. At the laboratory, specimens are tested for the
influenza A and B viruses and are further subtyped if they test
positive for the influenza A virus. Epidemiological and
virological data collected from the sentinel sites should be
collected and reported regularly to the national health authorities
on a weekly basis throughout the year.

The Main Purpose and Objectives of the SARI System
The National Influenza Sentinel Surveillance system was
established in 2010. The main purpose and objectives of the
SARI system are to monitor influenza occurrence in humans
and to provide a foundation for detecting outbreaks of novel
strains of influenza.

SARI Case Definition
A case of SARI was defined as a person meeting the case
definition of influenza-like illness (ie, the sudden onset of a
fever of >38 °C and at least 1 of the following respiratory
symptoms: dry cough, sore throat in the absence of another
diagnosis, and shortness of breath or difficulty in breathing
requiring hospital admission).

•

the number of new SARI cases during the reported week
the number of new SARI cases in which specimens were
collected during the reported week
the total number of new hospital admissions to wards in
which SARI surveillance is being conducted
specimen and epidemiological data

Data Flow and Feedback in the SARI Surveillance
System
The system was designed so that each sentinel site could send
its reports to central sites within 1 week. Further, samples sent
to National Central Public Health laboratories within 72 hours
are sent to US Naval Medical Research Unit Number 3 for
confirmation, as shown in Figure 1. At the central sites, data
are reviewed, organized, and analyzed, as required. Feedback
is then sent to sentinel sites.

Sources of Data for the SARI System
Surveillance for influenza-like illness and SARI was carried
out in 4 sentinel sites. Aggregated data were collected from and
reported by each sentinel site. The data included the following:
Figure 1. This figure illustrates the data flow and feedback in the influenza-like illness and SARI surveillance program of the Ministry of Public Health
and Population in Yemen. SARI: severe acute respiratory illness.

Demographic Characteristics of the Participants
A total of 3 persons at the central sites and 10 persons at the
peripheral sites (3 pediatricians, 3 nurses, 2 laboratorian
specialists, 3 health system directors, and 2 medical specialists)
evaluated the system. The mean age of the participants was 44.5
years.
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Findings From In-depth Interviews at Central and
Peripheral Sites
Usefulness
Of the 4 SARI stakeholders at the central sites, 3 (75%) agreed
that the SARI surveillance system met its objectives. The
usefulness percent score was 75%, indicating that the usefulness
of the SARI system was good.
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Flexibility
All 13 respondents agreed that the system could easily adapt to
changes in the SARI case definition, include other diseases, and
accommodate any changes in data with less effort and minimal

Alkholidy et al
costs. The overall percent score for flexibility was 86%, which
indicated excellent performance (Table 1). At sentinel sites, the
percent score, as determined by 10 stakeholders, was 71%. This
indicated that the system had good performance at the peripheral
sites.

Table 1. Flexibility of the severe acute respiratory illness (SARI) surveillance system (N=13).a

a

Indicator

Total score

Percent score

Rank

The system could adapt easily to changes in the SARI case definition

34

83

Excellent

The system can adapt to the integration of other surveillance systems

35

84

Excellent

The system adapted to accommodate new, additional information (eg, variation in resources)

41

90

Excellent

The total score, percent score, and rank of the system were 120, 86, and excellent, respectively.

Stability
All 4 stakeholders at the central sites agreed that the system
could adapt to changes in resources, but half of the stakeholders

(2/4, 50%) stated that the system mainly depends on external
funds. With regard to the scoring system, the overall stability
percent score was 75% (Table 2). This indicated that the stability
of the SARI system was good.

Table 2. Stability of the severe acute respiratory illness system (n=4).a

a

Indicator

Total score

Percent score

Rank

The system can adapt to changes in resources

4

100

Excellent

The system can adapt to funding withdrawal

2

50

Average

The total score, percent score, and rank of the system were 6, 75, and good, respectively.

Findings From the Self-Administered Semistructured
Questionnaire for Sentinel Site Focal Points

simplicity percent score of the system was 74% (Table 3),
indicating that the SARI system’s simplicity attribute was good.

Simplicity
In total, 2 indicators of simplicity were ranked as excellent, 3
were ranked as good, and 1 was ranked as average. The
Table 3. Simplicity of the severe acute respiratory illness (SARI) system based on total scores, percent scores, and rank.a

a

Indicator

Total score

Percent score

Rank

There is the existence of a SARI case definition

30

60

Average

Using the SARI case definition is easy

37

74

Good

The SARI system uses an easy and understandable format

37

74

Good

Writing a SARI report does not take much time

40

80

Excellent

The trainees had training

42

80

Excellent

The total score, percent score, and rank of the system were 186, 74, and good, respectively.

Acceptability
The two indicators of acceptability (ie, the willingness to
participate among people within the system and satisfaction

with the SARI surveillance system) were ranked as excellent.
The acceptability percent score of the SARI system was 82%
(ie, the SARI system had excellent performance; Table 4).

Table 4. Acceptability of the severe acute respiratory illness (SARI) surveillance system among sentinel sites (n=10).a

a

Indicator

Total score

Percent score

Rank

Are you willing to participate within the system?

40

80

Excellent

Are you satisfied with the SARI surveillance system?

42

84

Excellent

The total score, percent score, and rank of the system were 82, 82, and excellent, respectively.
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Findings From the Review of the SARI System
Database
Data Quality
Data quality was evaluated by assessing the percentage of
complete forms and the missing variable data in the forms. All
of the patients included in the central sites’ database (N=245)
had complete forms (245 forms; 100% completeness). With
regard to missing data, 22 case report forms from 2018 were
selected randomly and reviewed. No missing variables were
found, and the variables in these forms were in line with those
of the database (completeness: 100%; accuracy: 97%). The
overall data quality percent score was 98.5% (excellent).

Alkholidy et al

Timeliness
The percentage of collected specimens at the health facilities
that sent samples to the laboratory within 72 hours was used as
an indicator of timeliness. Of the 182 collected samples, 42
(23.1%) samples were sent to the laboratory within 72 hours.
The percent score for timeliness was 23% in 2018, indicating
that the system’s timeliness was poor.

Overall Performance of the SARI Surveillance System
The overall performance of the SARI surveillance system had
a percent score of 79% (ie, the SARI system had good
performance; Table 5).

Table 5. The overall performance of the severe acute respiratory illness system in Yemen.
Indicators

Score

Percent score

Rank

Usefulness

15

75

Good

Flexibility

120

86

Excellent

Stability

6

75

Good

Simplicity

186

74

Good

Acceptability

82

82

Excellent

Timeliness

23

23

Poor

Data quality

99

99

Excellent

Overall performance

394

79

Good

Strengths and Weaknesses of the SARI Surveillance
System
Despite its many strengths, the SARI system has some
weaknesses. For example, it depends on irregular external
financial support. To act as a platform for the surveillance of
other respiratory illnesses, the SARI surveillance system
integrates an influenza-like illness surveillance system with the
electronic Disease Early Warning System. This has several
benefits. First, it allows for efficient laboratory data collection
and transportation. Second, the SARI system uses resources
more efficiently than other systems. These widespread benefits
enhance the usefulness of the system and allow the system to
meet its own surveillance objectives and address broader
national priorities.

Discussion
Principal Findings
The surveillance systems at sentinel sites are tools for the early
detection of disease, the monitoring of trends in the burden of
diseases, and the generation of recommendations for the
prevention and control of diseases. The evaluation of
surveillance systems helps decision makers to set priorities for
future planning, resource allocation, and future interventions
for preventing the spread of diseases.
Overall, this study showed that the performance of the SARI
surveillance system was good. Studies from Zambia [9] and the
Democratic Republic of Congo [10] have reported similar
findings. The SARI system was found to be useful in detecting
trends and signal changes in the occurrence of SARI, estimating
https://publichealth.jmir.org/2021/7/e27621
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the magnitude of morbidity and mortality related to SARI, and
promoting research for informing prevention and control
measures for SARI. Similarly, a previous evaluation in Zambia
demonstrated the usefulness of the system [9].
The SARI surveillance system was shown to be simple. The
case definition and case report forms were available and easy
to use. Similarly, the simplicity of the SARI surveillance system
was documented in previous evaluations conducted in the
Democratic Republic of Congo [10] and Zambia [10].
The SARI surveillance system’s flexibility was excellent. The
system appeared to be able to adapt easily to changes in the
SARI case definition and accommodate changes in data with
less effort and minimal costs. This finding is consistent with
the findings of a study from South Africa [11]. However, it is
not consistent with the findings of studies from Zambia [9] and
the Democratic Republic of Congo [10], which reported that
the flexibility of the evaluated systems ranged from moderate
to good. The acceptability of the SARI system was excellent,
as reflected by the willingness of stakeholders to participate in
the system and their satisfaction with the SARI surveillance
system.
The stability of the SARI surveillance system was good. It was
found that the system was stable and could adapt to changes in
resources (eg, donors withdrawing their support). This finding
is in line with the findings of previous studies from South Africa
[11], the Democratic Republic of Congo [10], and Zambia [9].
However, it is not in line with the findings of a study from
Pakistan [12], which reported average stability.
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Our findings showed that the timeliness of the SARI system
was very poor. This might be due to the lack of laboratory
components that are essential for sampling. Previous evaluations
in South Africa [11], China [13], Zambia [9], and the
Democratic Republic of Congo [10] reported moderate to good
timeliness. The quality and completeness of SARI surveillance
system data were excellent.

Limitations
We could not calculate positive predictive values and assess
sensitivity because the samples have not been tested since 2016
due to a lack of reagents.

Alkholidy et al

Conclusion
Overall, the SARI surveillance system was useful in estimating
morbidity and mortality, monitoring the trends of the disease,
and promoting research for informing prevention and control
measures. The overall performance of the SARI surveillance
system was good. We recommended expanding the system by
promoting private health facilities’ (eg, private hospitals and
private health centers) engagement in SARI surveillance,
establishing an electronic database at central and peripheral
sites, and providing the National Central Public Health
Laboratory with the reagents needed for disease confirmation.
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